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published every Thursday Morning st $2.501
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.Town right·
lor State, Connty
PURCHASERS
for tbe Belf-lleating Rotary Flat Iron.
Beats
A
kitchen

Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square daily first week ; 75 cents per weefc
afrer; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents
per square for each subsequent insertion,
Address all communications to

department.
grand revolution in the
everything yet invented. Is economical and
saving. Large prolits guaranteed to owners of

eod2w

sept

and wife without children, as servants in
the country. Man to understand care of horses,
cows, poultry, &c ; woman to be a good cook and capable of doing general housework. To steady parties
good wages are oflered. Apply at this office.
dtf
sep8

AMAN

Wanted.

TWO
family.

!

even-

magnifying

HOLINESS

Tickets

price.

DBLIfiHTFllLBMIIRSION !

"VIA.

St., up Stairs.

PIANO AND ORGAN,

For
"

Bound Trip—Good
"
"
·<

one

da; only 83-30
let, 3.00

Bridgton

NORTH BRIDGTON, ME.
The Fall Term of eleven weeks will commence on
Tueaday. September 14, IW76, under the instruction of Wilson Nevens. A. B., Principal. Miss
Anna P. Blake, Teacher of Music.
Competent Assistants will be employed as the demands of the school may require.
Mr. Nevens comes highly recommended for character and ability, and a profitable school is confidently
expected. Terms favorable for Board, Tuition and
Rooms.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sec'y.
North Bridgton, July 21st. 1876.
ThM&w30td
jy^7
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Wanted.

A

SITUATION as Organist in Portland or vicinity. Best of reference given. Address,

BLACKSTONE,
6J Dow Street.

augl6dtf

WASTED!
at 51 Spring Street ; also
let
BOARDERS
nice and convenient STAB LE·
the
a
on

Inquire

premises.

aug9dlw*ttf

Nearly every American State, and most, foreign
countries, nave Destowea meaais upon tne ifE-ASum
& HA-lfllilN ORGAN for superiority over all
others, whether native or foreign. The sale of these
instruments is unparalled.

çkI

_L0ST

PIANOS
HATE

!

Strayed from the train at Morrill's Corner, Deering, a small DOG, color black

\ψη
Π Π and
■

tan, answers to the name of Fido.
The finder «ill be suitably rewarded by
the
same
or giving information that will lead
leaving
to his recovery at
HILL & PHINNEY'S,

Under Preble House, Portland.

A number of unreceipted Bills
ol the Portland Publishing Company. The finder will conter a
tavor by leaving the same at this
Office.

SQUARE
Wholesale

BYRON
VERRILL,
205 Middle Street.

FULLER HOU$£,

The charge for Board will be from $9.50
ΙΟ 93.00 per day, or from il.OO to
$9 SO for Tea, Lodging and
Hreakfaftt according to
location of Room·
A reduction made to Permanent Boarders,
The FULLER HOUSE is few minutes ride from
the Centennial Grounds. Street Cars pass within
one-half square of the House to all parts of the city.
Guests wishing to reach the House from the Centennial Grounds, take Market Street Cars, at Main
Entrance, and stop at Fortieth Street and Powelton
Avenue.
Guests arriving at Pennsylvania Railroad Depot,
82d and Market Streets, take Market Street Cars
west, and etop at Forty-first Street and Powelvenue.

TEN

House to Let.
arranged lor two tene-

the center of the city,
ments. Inquire of

JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange St.

For Sale,
two-story brick house,

ANEW

A

street cars going west, an<
Street and Powelton Avenue.
Rooms may be secured in advance for any time
during the Exposition.

HUNT, Proprietor.

W. H. TOWLE, Superintendent.

ing

seven

Apply

rooms.

sep2dtf

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

second
Main

AVENUE
situated

on

Exhibition will fin-ι home com torts and very moderate
prices. Rooms $1 per day.
Ν. B.—The entrance to Columbia Avenue, from
Belmont Avenue, is opposite the Globe Hotel, and
the NEW ENGLAND HOTEL is near the entrance.
DANIEL HOLLAND,)
J L. H. COBB.
S Proprietors,
J. M. BOBBINS,
m y 22
)
dtt

reasonably

f

applied for

soon.

Apply

No. 32$ Emery St.
mhl4

on

COPARTNERSHIP !
Bethel, Aug. 23,1876.

KOWE and EDWIN C. HOWE have
this day formed a copartnership and will continue the business at the old store under the firm

CEYLON
of

ROWE.
dim

aug25

PALMER^ KNOX.
unrivaled Stallion will stand this season at
McKenuey'· Niable» ■■■ Biddeford.
Hie increasing popularity makes him the most
desirable Stock Horse in the Country. His colts
are all good ones, and command high prices.
For
particulars, inquire of

To hel.
September let,

ment of house No.
on the premises

To the Electors of the

This furnace is without exaggeration, the most
powerful heating turnace ever κ-ade. It has the best

The radiaGrate and Sitter ever put in a furnace.
tors are made of heavy plated Iron and riveted in
the most thorough manner.

aug16dtf

with board in private famFURNISHED
ily. House contains all modern improvements
Rooms

Portland,

a

address P. O. Box 897,

Me.

DURABILITY

UNEQUALED.
chasing.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
89 MABKET

SQUARE,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

aug28

Room iu the Second Story ot the
Printers' Exchange, with power i!
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THLBSTOI* X CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

eod6m

HIGHEST PRIZE
—

OF THE

PAIR!

STATE

tenement of bouse No. 256 Spring St.,
of May. Terms moderate.
MA I J OCKS & FOX,
31£ Exchange St.

T·

Λ

««

s—

To Let.
Tenements to

let in Fremont

A Desirable Rent.
A New French Roofed Cottage,
Very pleasantly situated, η oar the Horse Cars, at
Woodiord's Corner; will b
let to a small family.
WARREN SPARROW,
Apply to
194
Middle
jul6dtf
St., or on the Premises.
To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Free
[ and High streets, now occupied by W. H. AnlUlLderson, Esq. Possession given first of May.
F. W. LIBBÏ,
Inquire of
42 Exchange St.
apr!8dtf

[The above represents the Heater ]

Florence

Let

Stoves,

EDWARDS' PATENT,
—

FOR

—

Cooking, Heating and Illuminating, Two
Stores and a powerful Lamp Combined.

C.
No.

DYEE'S

267

Middle

Street.

A. It. BAtVtiS,
Geueral Ulanasei1 for (he Slate ol Ulaine
<]2m

jy29

To Let·

BRICK KOUSE No. 74 Danfortn Street
containing all the modern improvements In
quire at No. 10 Central Wharf.
jnet6
,\tf

Music, Books. Folios, &c.
received
daily by

c. κ.
Middle

177

The'.largebt

L Δ M S Ο Ν

PHOTOG1

Street, Portland.
the City,

The Beet;Worii at Moderate Price*.

A IΜ :-T 0

jan31

deodly»
§10
be

Fer

Day

made by energetic salesmen with our
Call at 42J Exchange Sueet, between

goods.
and 10 Α. Μ.,or enclose $1.00 fol sample,
directions,
«Sc., to Box 1S32 Portland, Maine.
ia^Odeodtt
6

OF

E. PONCE, Proprietor.

GLEUfïlOIJSE
Will open June 15th, and close Oct. I, '76.

Lorenzo D. Cole, of the City
WHEREAS,
Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
tlie nineteenth

ALPIBîFhOUSE,
(NEW,)

«OR11AM. X. II.,
■Will open July 15, 1876.
W. & C. R. MILLIKEN, Proprietors.

Ja6

dtf_

Ocean

for_sajle.
Millinery
Fancy

and
Store, situated iu one ot most
State.
in
the
Desirably
villages
factory

AFIEST-CLASS

of

Seaside Resort having been
thoroughly repaired and put In (iret-claes
order, will be open to-day for the season oi
1878.
J. P. CHAMBERLAIN,
This fkvorlte

I

Proprietor.

7u3

dtf

Ilfggll

a»

one

who

can
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BUILDING

WHEREAS,
Portland,
the

OF

LOAN.
SALE.

Charles H. Adams, of the City of
in

County
twenty-seventh day of June,
the

of Cumberland, on
A. D., 1868, by his
recorded in the Registry

mortgage deed of that date
of Deeds for said County. Book 356, Page
204, conveyed to said City, a certain parcel of land situated
on the East side of Temple
Street, in said Portland,
seventy feet front on Temple Street, and ninety leet
deep, being the same premises conveyed to said
Adams by the Temple Street Chapel Society, by
deed dated July 22, 1856, aud recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 272, Page 255,
to which reference is made for a more particular
description, with authority in case of a breach of the
condition in said mortgage to sell said premises at
auction, and from the proceeds to pay the debt
secured thereby, and, whereas, the condition of
said mortgage deed bas beeu broken by said Adams:
This is to give notice that said parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, known as the Adams
House, will be sold at public auction, on said
premises, on the 13th day of October next, at 3
o'clock in the aiternoon, for the reason and purpose
aforesaid.
In witness whereof, I, Henry W. Hersey, in behalf
of said City of Portland, and
by direction of the
City Council, and of the Building Loan Commissioners, and as Treasurer of said City, by virtue
of whatever authority is eiven me in said deed have
hereunto set my hand and given this notice.
HENRY W. HERSEY,
Treasurer for said City.

flourishing
located, and

For Sale.
1ΤΑΤΓΙΕ E. SAMPSON, 230 Gl-100 tons
SCHU.
burthen, Ν. M., well found in sails and rigging,

&e.

the reason and purpose aforesaid.
In witness whereof, I, Henry W. Hersey, in behalf
of said City ot Portland, and by direction of the
City Council, and of the Building Loan Commissioners, and as Treasurer of said City, by virtue of
whatever authority is given mc in "said deed have
hereunto set my hand and given this notice.
HENRY W. HERSEY,
Treasurer lor said City.
Portland. August 14, 1876.
augl4eodtd

TAXES

give good references, &c. Inquire of
JOHN E. PALMER.
243 Middle St., Portlaud, Me.

A |< [ 11 y to

jne2iatf

MIOAH SAMPSON,
100 Commercial St.

NIBS.

WINSLOW'S

SOOTHING

SYRUP

For Children Teething,
greatly facilitates tlie process of teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

Sure to Regulate the Bowels,
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest t ο your
selves, and
Relief and Health to Your Intants.
We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—Ν EVER HAS IT FAILED. IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted witli its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical effects
We speak in this matter
and medical virtues.
'•WHAT WE DO KNOW," after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

C B. JORDAN.
Aroostook
P.P. BURLEIGH.
Cumberland.... JAM ES BAI LE Y,
PHILANDER TOLMAN,
EBEN T. NUTTER,
WARREN H. VINTON.
Franklin
Ε S KEYES.
Hancock
W. W. BRAGDON,
AMBROSE WHITE.
Kennebec
JOHN WOODBURY.
GREËNLEAF T. STEVENS.
Knox
JOSHUA L.JORDAN.
Lincoln
FRANKLIN L.CARNEY.
Oxford
SAMUEL D. WADSWORI'H.
JAMES IRISH.
Penobscot
JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT,
THOMAS J. PEAKS,
ALEXANDER WEBB,
J. WYMAN PHILLIPS.
STEPHEN O. BROWN.
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
THOMAS W. HYDE.
Somerset
RUSSELL B. SHEPHERD.
DARIUS H. BARTLETT.
Waldo
ISAAC M. BOARDMAN,
ORRIN LEARNED.
Washington. ...COL. Α. Β SUMNER,
A. M. NASH.
York
USHER B. THOMPSON,

augl4eodtd

FOR 1876.

City

oi Portland.

Treasurer's Office, )
September 1, 1876. f
is hereby given that the tax lists for the
year 1876 have been committed to me with a
warrant for the collection of the same. In accordance with an ordinance of the
city, a
DISCOUNT OF FIVE PER CENT,
will be allowed on all taxes paid within
sixty days
irom the date of the commitment thereof.
H. W. HERSEY,
eep2d2w
Treasurer and Collector,

NOTICE

PU Λ PI/ PTT

JOSEPH HOBSON.
For Sheriff.
Cumberland....WILLIAM H DRESSEE.
Franklin
OKI EN TUFTS.
Kennebec
WM. H.LIBBY.
Knox
A. T. LOW.
Lincoln
JAMES E. MORSE.
Oxford
JOSIAH W. WHITTEN.
Penobscot
SIMON G. JEKRARD.
Piscataquis ....CHARLES FOSS.
PATRICK K. MILLAY.
Sagadahoc
Waldo
FREDERICK S. WALLS.
Washington. ..ISAAC WILDER.
York
THOMAS TARBOX.
Far Count? t'enmi-iiouer.
Androscoggin..HIRAM W. BRIGGS.
Aroostook
JAMKS W. AMBROSE.
Cumberland. ...JOHN L. SWIFT.
Franklin.
DAVID MILLER.
Hancock
W. L. GUPTILL,
J. G. WALKER.
D. H. THING.
Kennebec
Knox
JAMES GINN, JB,
Lincoln
H. W. CLAY.
Oxford
CHARLES Ο PENDEXTER,
Penobscot
JOHN KIMBALL.
LEONARD ROBINSON.
Piscataquis
BEN F. F. MARBLE.
Sagadahoc
Somerset
OMAR CLARK.
Waldo
D. Κ. DRAKE.
Washington....CHARLES C. BUCKNAM.
York
JOSEPH BRAGDON, Jr.
For County Attorney.
Aroostook
WM M ROBINSON.
Cumberland. ...CHARLES F. LIBBY.
Hancock
GEORGE P. DUTTON.
Ε. F. WEBB.
Kennebec
Lincoln
WILLIAM H. HILTON.
Oxford
GEORGE D. B1SBEE.
Penobscot
JASPER HUTCH1NUS.
WILLIAM P. YOUNG.
Piscataquis

Sagadahoc

WM. T. HALL.

Somerset

LYMAN L. WALTON.
B. ROUNDS.
York
WILBUR F. LUNT.
For Connly Treasurer.
Androscoggin.. ALCANDER F. MERRILL.
Aroostook
LEWIS B. JOHNSON.
Cumberland. ...LEWIS McLELLAN.
Franklin
D. H. KNOWLT< N.
Hancock
LUTHER LORD.
Kennebec
ALANSON STARKS.
Knox
O. B. FALES.
Lincoln

Oxford
Penobscot

Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo

JOSEPH W. PARKER.
GEORGE H. W ATKINS.
HORACE J. NICKERSON.
C. B. K1TTREDGE.
WM. B. TAÏLOR.
HENRY C. HALL.
GEORGE D. MuCKILLIS.

Washington... .IGNATIUS SARGENT.
York

bottle.
Be sure and call for

York

and
will

acidity*
It

gives
almost instantly relieve

Griping of the Bowels, and Wind
Colic.

We believe it is the best and surest remedy in
WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHŒÀ IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other cause. We would
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
foregoing complaints—do not let
any of the
the

the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world

aug25
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HOSE

10 CENTS PER FOOT.
We will sell Hose Tor washing
windows, sidewalks, sprinkling
lawns, gardens, &<·.. at the low
price of ΙΟ cents per f'ootaud upwards. Brass Couplings, Pipes,
&c„ all attached and ready for
Hall's Fause at lowest prices.
Combination
tent
Pipe, which

sprinkler or solid stream
by simply turning the stop cock.

makes a

Try these and you will use
others. Call and examine at

Washington.... J.
Aroostook
Franklin
Knox
Penobscot

flairs

KiiDoer

CAMPAIGN

Pownal
Yarmouth

no

"Boys Ια BIue'J Broken up
by Democratic Roughs.
The Pbess of Saturday contained a number

à Meeting of

TORCHES, FIREWORKS,

our

Agents), at manufacturer's prices.

Illuminations of squares and buildings executed

promptlyforand at low
Flags

prices,
best

flag raisings at

possible prices.

Processions supplied with fireworks and experienced men to manage thtm. Send for price list.

HYDE cfc

OO.,

Successors to Hyde & Dove and Cutteb, Hyde
& Co.,
51 ΓΙΙΛΙ \« ν STREET, BOSTON,

aug3d2m

Proprietors of

the Etna

Laboratory.

men, Women and Children who arepalri·
cular to hare cany fitting, good lookins and serviceable Boots are

Îiii'J MIDDLE ST.< where tliey will
largest H lock of tine Boots
in this Country.
IM. «. PALMER.
jul2dtt

to

find the

The "Boys in Blue" is an organization of
Union soldiers in the late war who favor the
election of the Republican Presidential ticket.
They were holding a peaceful meeting in a
building they have a right to occupy. They
were not interfering with the rights or privileges of any man. Nevertheless the violent
element of the Democratic party of Baltimore broke up that meeting by the use of

Orders for Tow Boats
as

usual,

illAS. SAWYER'S
123 Commercial Street.
Offlce,
dtf
myl8

deadly weapons.

Yacht Kay for Sale.
The above schooner, well found and
fitted with new sails, spars and rigging,is
offered for sale and will be sold at a bar
gain if sold soon.
Said yacht is well
■known as a fast and handsome yacht and
would make a good pilot boat. Inquire ot
R. LfcWIS & CO..
140 Commercial Striet.
jalieodtf

opposi-

ment:
The advice of the Gazette has been taken. The
meeting of the "Boys in Blue" was invaded last evening by DEMOCBATIC ROUGHS. TWO OF OUR
MEN WERE SHOT DOWN and Mr. Ditty was
severely cut while making a Republican speech.

Sure to Come

'will be received
«at

Gazette urg-

sition to the enforcement of the United States
election law to prevent fraud and violence at
the election ot Representatives to Congress.
That paper as followed up its incendiary appeals for the Democracy of that state to
"meet force with force, bayonets with bayonets," and the roughs ot the city of Baltimore
have accepted the advice of that leading party
newspaper by breaking up a meeting under
the auspices of the ''Boys io Blue" held in
that city Friday evening.
Saturday, Gen.
Adam S. King of Baltimore, who is at the
head of that organization, received the following dispatch from W. E. W. Ross, the
Adjutant General of the Maryland depart-

Chill»'Me Lanterne, Flngd, nnd every variety of Campaign «wood*.
Clubs and individuals supplied (direct or through

jy

(

greatly demoralized by the blank cartridges
of the Argus and its claquers.
We fight mil Connor.
nmn

to

Victory

He lead· the col·

!

Things to be Remembered.
All good citizens should bear in mind the
following facts:
That the full vote of the slums will be polled to day solid for the Democratic ticket.
That every voter who cannot read his ballot will be at the polls to-day, and that nineteen-twentieths of them will vote the Democratic ticket.
That every man who thrives by the increase of the vices and crimes of the community will be at the polls to-day and yote the
Democratic ticket.
That every voter who is opposed to free
schools, to public intelligence and the moral
elevation or society, will be at the polls to day
to vote the Democratic ticket.
The good citizen should, therefore, meet
this mass of ignorance and vice at the polls
and defeat it as they can by voting the Republican ticket.
Look oat lor mixed tickets.
State is flooded witb them.

candidates,

Get ont the last vote.
immense majority.

GEORGE C. LI iTLEFIELD,
JOSEPH A LOCKE,
ISAAC JACKSON.
HKNRY W.WARREN.
WM. W. THOMAS.

UNIFORMS!

To accomplish this purno
there
will
be
limit to their malice or
pose
falsehood.
Republicans have never been

The

which it dare

We want

ANNUM,

IN

ADVANCE.

The Democratic papers make
great complaint because the public aud private «c'a of
Samuel J. Tililen are so closely scrutinized.
And perhaps they are cunning enough in
doing so since they know full well that many
of Mr. Tilden's acts are utterly indefensible.
But they should remember that Mr. Tilden's
loud pretensions invite this scrutiny. Mr.
Tiiden sets himself up as a reformer. He
thanks God like his friend of old that be is
not like other men—railroad wreckers, false
swearers, tipplers, disloyal, secesh-lovers,
artful dodgers. Ànd when a man makes
such loui-mouthed pretensions of superior
goodness as Mr. Tiiden does he must expect
that the public will want to take off the lid
and look in upon his real character.
ONE OF THE SIGNERS OF
THE ADDRESS URGING HONEST REPUBLICANS TO VOTE
AGAINST MR. REED IS A CONVICTED
SMUGGLER !
HON-

ESTY, INDEED!
Has South Carolina received its "bar'l of
money" already? It would seem so from the
Beaufort correspondence of the Charleston
News which says : "This is the first occasion
that the Democratic party has had the advantage^ere of being financially better prepared to wage an election contest than its
adversaries. The Republicans are all dead
broke, and there is no money among them.
Our resources this time will enable us at
least to hold a hand with funds necessary to
conduct the campaign with vigor."
Τπε Argus has several times printed one
of Mr. Blaine's letters to Mr. Fisher about
the North Pacific Kailroad interest, which he
told Mr. Fisher he could purchase for him.
In Mr. Blaine's letter referring to this interest, was the following sentence : "I can
not touch it myself." And would anybody
believe that eveu the Argus could be rascally enough and mean enough to omit that
sentence? And yet it has purposely and
dishonestly excluded it.
DON'T BE DECEIVED
BY THE
MECBET EVrOBTIOr THE INE1II.
HE 18 AFKAID OP AIV OPEN FIGHT!

The simple story of how they stole in the
good old Democratic days of Folk, Pierce
and Buchanan is very impressive. The average leakage to every $1,000 collected and
disbursed in that golden era of economy was
about $9. During the sixteen years of Republican rule, the average has been 80 cents.
In plain words, Democratic officials stole,
proportionately, over ten times as much as
their Republican successors.
Republicans of Maine!
in other States
expei-i.

mai

you

are

looking

will ια

1010

Your brethern
to you.

1868 and

1872, give

Spare

effort to bring out

no

no

They

1Q

1800, 1804,
uncertain sound.
as

a

fall rote.

From every quarter the reporte are most
cheering. Let us, by good work tc 'day, make
the voice of Maine emphatic.
DON'T HIND TDK NOISE OF THE
CONFEDERATES
OR
COPPERIE « Ε IIAD DONE MOIN
HEADS.
lSei-3. WE SHOULD BE WITHOUT
A COUNTRY AND A VLAS TO-DAÏ.
An Incident.—One of the "Cinter strait"
crowd in the rabble part ot the Democratic
circus Saturday night,bore a transparency Inscribed : "We don't Keed worth a Cent." A
countryman looking on remarked: "Ton
needn't have said so; fellows with that kind
of 'mugs' never have anything to do with
school houses except sling stones throngh the

windows.'^
In the war for the Union 80,000 Union
soldiers were enlisted in Kentucky. All who
survived are now politically ostracised in that
state, while service in the Confederate army
is the paramount and prerequisite qualification for office. This is the rule which Northern Democrats are working to bring into the
National administration, by placing the solid
Confederacy in power.
To be frank witb you, we want
the Government, and we mean to

get it U we have to murder and
stampede any number of people.
Southern Dcmerraltc Congressmen *·
G». Bank».

When the Argua charges that Mr. Reed
and other Republican officials have taken the
"taxable costs" in cases they have managed
for the State or city, it should add that
William Pitt Fessenden, Fhenehas Barnes
and Judge Cleaves when City Solicitor did
the same thing, and that every Attorney
General who collected such costs retained
them as lawyers do in all cases.
The Republicans of Connecticut, West
Virginia, North Carolina and California—
four Stales that early in the campaign were
generally conceded to the Democrats—are
making a splendid fight in their respective
States. These States have twenty-seven
electoral votes, and it now looks as though
they may all be added to the triumphant
column of Hayes and Wheeler.
Of the SM3S,500,000 expended by the
General Government tbe lait fUcal jear
3160,000,000 wai on account of tbe Democratic Rebelliou.

an

α
nriwm λιττ
ο· π inoiiU»»,

to rise in

counts them one.

refuted.

CHARLES E. L1BBÏ.
JONATHAN WARDWELL, Jr.
HENRY B. CLEAVES,

ing the people of Maryland

Every vote they caa get from a Republican
that they caa keep away from the polls

publish before the last morning, well
knowing that they are false and can be

ROBIE.

ot extracts from the Baltimore

bv keeoins down the Renubiican mainrilv.

not

Gray
Otistield
Portland

store,

the handwriting on the wall. They
to break the force of their defeat

only hope

other Republican

Waldo
York
For Representatives to Legislature.
Β. T. CHASE.
Bridgton
Cape Elizabeth. JOSEPH FICKETT.
WILLIAM H. FESSENDEN.
Deering
MARSHALL BROWN.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dtf
myie

ers see

The Argus
this morning will be crowded with cowaidly and false charges against Mr. Reed and

A. MILLIKEN.

τ» nr>o
tiavwu

polls, hundreds of reports will be started
with the hope of creating panic among the
wavering. It is the same old foe. He is
desperate with that rage which is begotten
of anticipated defeat. The Democratic lead-

Vote and work lor Connor, the gallon
soldier and model Gorernor,

NATHANIEL HOBBS.
For Clerk of Courts.
RANSOM NORTON.
JOSEPH C. HOLM AN.
G.T. SLEEPER.
JAMES H. BURGESS.
W. G. FRYE.
AMOS L. ALLEN.

!J0HN
Cumberland'
Gorham.....'.'..FREDERICK

Between this time and the close of the

The Chief Danger.
Hon Stewart L. Woodford of New
York,
in a late speech declares this most
important
truth: "Believe me, I speak the words of
soberness and truth, when I tell you that
this day the chief danger to this people lies
not in Democratic success, not in
Republican
defeat, but in the criminal neglect of their
personal political duty by the educated and
the good.
Educated brain and intelligent
virtue always rule among men when
they
will. When they do not, it is simply because they are too cowardly or too indolent.
To admit anything else is to deny the
very
foundation on which all popular governments
rest."

Washington. ...CHAS.

YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE PREJUDICES OF
others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SURE—yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany eacn

stomach and bowels, corrects
tone and energy to the whole system.

vigorates the

sorry thai I laid down my
in 1865 ; I am in lavor of reenslaving the negro, and, if tbat
cannot be done at once, my idea is
to adopt a plan which will bring
about such a condition ol things.
I would deprive the negro ol educational privileges; I would pay
him low wages ; I would prevent
him from acquiring real estate;
I would deprive hint ot arms, ammunition, stock, and agricultural
implements."—Zebulon Vance of North
Carolina.
nui

BLANK CARTRIDGES.

ESKEFF H. BANKS.
For Register ot Probate·
Androscoggin. .GEORGE S. WOODMAN.
Aroostook
NICHOLAS FESSE Ν DEN.
Hancock
CHARLES P. DORR.
Kennebec
CHARLES HEWINS.
Knox
T. P. PIERCE.
Oxford
HERRICK C. DAVIS.
ASA GETCHELL.
Piscataquis
CYRUS W. LONGLEY.
Sagadahoc
Somerset
ALBERT G. EMERY.
Waldo
BOHAN P. FIELD.
Washington... M. H. WILDER.
York
MOSES A, SAFFORD.
For Judge of Probate.
Aroostook
HENRY R. DOWNES.
Hancock
PARKER TUCK.
Kennebec
Η. K. BAKER.
Knox
Ε. M WOOD.
Lincoln
ALMORE KENNEDY.
JOHN E. GODFREY.
PenoDscot
WASHINGTON GILBERT.
Sagadahoc
HENRV WILLIAMSON.
Somerset
Waldo
PHILO HERSEY.

Thousands of Cases.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but in"

"I

For Senators.

Androscoggin. .B. F. STURGIS,

on

Goods

doing a good business. Sold for no fault, if not
sold, would take a first-ciass Milliner as partner,

House.

on

on

First District—THOMAS B. BEED.
Second "
WILLIAM Ρ Fit Υ Ε.
"
Third
STEPHEN D. LINDSEY.
"
"
EDWIN FLYE,(Vacancy).
Fourth "
LLEWELLYN POWEBS.
"
Fifth
EUGENE HALE.

TTPA XITTC Γ»

"ITIrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
Having tie fac-siraile oi "CURTIS & PERKINS'*

SALE.

Portland, August 14,1876.

Reed

Organs, cheap lor cash or installment·, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes,
Flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas,Accordions,
Clarinet*,
Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and
String
Bands, in great variety ; extra \ iulin
Strings, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

PLEASE.

Jan8

A-lTsO
Pianos,

VPIIER,

244ι Middle Street*

HAWES,
Stock in

BUfLDIIG LOAN.

.NOTICE

TOtvE No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Possession given immediately. Appiy at 96
Danforth St.
C. OXNARD.
dtf
aprll

Vaults

588 (Jongiess street

Oil

S

New Sheet

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dtd

Per order,
au23

said premises, on the thirteenth day of
September, 1876, at 4 o'clock in the afteruoon, for

Son.

I rjlHE
M.

to give in their votes for Governor, four Senators and
five Representatives to the State Legislature, County Attorney, County Treasurer, one County Commissioner and Sherift, and also for a Representative
to Congress.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until lour o'clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen's Room, in the City Building from
nine to twelve o'clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o'clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such day of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.

auction

The

Store to

the eleventh day of September
ten o'clock in the forenoon,

next, at

easterly

Lei.

Yacht ΑΙα«ι»ι, 28 tons, thoroughly
equipped and furnished. Has superior accommodations Wilt be iet by day or week
A
-«T
to roennnciKIa
Λ
eoot/
responsible ».n»iino
parties.
pilot in
'charge Apply to L». H. BURNS, Shipping
Office, 167 Fore St., or on board.
jyl5dtf
first-clasa

of Portland.

day of July, i860. by his mortgage
deed of that date, recorded in the Registry ot Deeds
for said County, Book 369, Page 40, conveyed to
said City, a certain parcel of land situated on the
Southerly side ot Franklin Street, near Congress
Street, being thirty-seven and one half feet on said
Franklin Street, sixty-one and one half feet deep on
Nortwesterly side, thirty eight and one half f9et on
the rear line, and sixty-three feet on the Southside Une, being the same premises conveyed
to said Cole by Olive Currier, by her deed dated
September 24,1835, to which reference is made for a
more particular description, with authority in case
of a breach of the condition of said mortgage to sell
said premises at Auction, aud from the proceeds lo
pay the debt secured thereby, and, whereas, the
condition of said mortgage deed has been broken by
said Cole:
This is to give notice that said parcei of land with
the buildings thereon, being saaic now occupied by
said Cole as a residence, will ba sold at public

corner

jy18dtf

Monday,

NOTICE

To Let.

LOWER

City

to warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward rooms, on

—

dtr

DIKKCT

Iftuldti

ANÊT

ECONOMY

ju23dtf

TO JLET !

dif_

ALL

Perfectly Gas Tight.

the lower tene30 Brown St. In-

Location Congress Square.

M. «. PALMER, Portland.

Clcaii.«*d ami Λ sit «κ Kc·
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
K. GIBSON,

Boysv

PURSUANT

Please call and examine it before pur-

To Let.

Ε. XI. McKEXiVElf, Biddeford,

Ι1ΗΡΟΚΤΑΤΙΟΛ of Ale».
Holland Gin ii
Wine. and f*iquor.·
bulk, J. DeKuyper. Green Seal Gin in case irom Rotterdam
Irish and Scotch Whiskey in bulk and cast
from Ramsey & Co,, Liverpool. Hennessey Brandj
iu case, vintage I860, 1870 and
1873, direct frou
France. Very line old l'ort and
Sherry Wines direcl
from London
Heidsisck Champagn. Bass Pael Ale
from Burton-on-Trent in lihds., Bids., and Kilderkens. Also same (Uibberts bottling) in casks and
cases of Qts. and Pts.
In the original
packages in
bond orduty paid by JAMES
GLINCHV, Iin
porter, 89 Commercial St.
aj>r7eod6m

for

STATE OF OTAINE.

Tins

ap29

dtf

opened for

White Mountains, "76.

21st.

22 Pine Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

iboarders

The Fall Seenion of thia School for Young
Ladies opens

THURSDAY, SEPT.

For RepreaentaliTe* to ContRM:

and transient trade.
Dinners
furnished for parties by giving due notice
at any time. Apply to E. PONCE, corner
of Middle and Exchange Streets, or at
-«ong Island. All parties are invited at this place.
The Steamers Florence and Magnet will run four
trips daily to this Island Irom Portland Pier.
The Steamer Magnet will leave for the city every
morning at 7 o'clock.

Me.

A, H. Abbott will resume the charge at the
opening of the next session, September 5ib.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Address,
jy20tsepl2*
Farmington, Me.

Place, opposite Park Inquire of E. PONCE,
Middle and Exchange St·, or JOHN C.PROCTER, 25 Exchange St.
ju24tf

All persons owing the late firm of Nelson & Co
requested to make immediate payment to the
undersigned, who will continue tho business at the
old stand, and all parties having claims
against said
firm will present them for payment.
CARLTON KIMBALL.
495 Congress Street.
sept9d2w

or

St., Portland,

Resort,

É

SCHOOL,

Mr.

Warranted

the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
d&w22

quire

Copartnership.

C.

Nautrigon !

BOARDING AND DAY
22 Pine

For Pre» idea liai Elector·.
At Large.—WILLI AM W. THOMAS,
NATHAN A. FABWELL.
First District-SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD,
Second "
I. WAKKEN MEKKILL.
"
Third
BENJAMIN
METCALF.
Fourth "
J. W. POKIER.
"
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fifth

A. KEITH.

Toronto Cottage, Peakes' Island,five m inutes walk from Jones* Landing, ofler a superior advantage to private fainilies and
those desiring a pleasant and somewhat retired location, (a short distance from the
anding ana larger houses.) Everything connected
with the house is first-class. Sail and row boats furnished free to boarders. Charges reasonable.
A. Y. ACKLEY, Proprietor.
jyl2-tf

have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learn
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude, azimuth, course
and distance on the great circle, and several other
problems useful in navigation. The expense of learning navigation by this method is very small.
jyl5tf

Family School

to

II. E. THOmPSOW,

JL

are

E.

the

GOVERNOR,

no neutral ground begreat opposing parties.

arms

PEAKES' ISLAND.

EDWARD BRGEIV, 199 Franklin 81.,
Will teach navigation by the use of the "Nautrigon*
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who

jy20

corner

ΓΪΤΗΕ firm of Nelson & Co., is this day dissolved by
X mutual content, Henry I. Nelson retiring from
the firm
Carlton Kimball is authorized to sign the
firm name in liquidation oi all accounts of the late
firm.
CARLTON KIMBALL.
HENKY I. NELSON.

&

Navigation by

Remember that all paths leading out of
the Republican party end within the Demotween the two

SELDEN CONNOR.

SUMMER RESORTS.

TERM

Little Bine, Farmington, Me.

where
the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will

'fi^WO

COPARTNERSHIP.

C.

will begin September 26tb.
The School Building has been much enlarged
and improved this season; the best teachers in
every department have been engaged, and the Motto
of the School will be always kept in view: "Only
the best will succeed; the best cannot fail.
References:—Rev. A. P. Peabody, D. D., Cam
bridge : Hon. Daniel Barnard, Franklin ; George Ε
Tod J, Esq Concord; Ex-Gov. Goodwin, and Rev
James DeNormandie, Portsmouth.
aug28
dlwteod3w&w5t35

THE

MEBEILL.

MISSES S1MOXDS,

W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury St.

the Thompson Block, Nos. 117 4L 119
IN Middle
Street. Good location below the Post j
Office
all

It contains one hundred and fifty lodging
managed by Eastern men, am] New
England people and others visiting the Centennial

name

PORTSMOUTH, N.H.,

WHEELER,

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

For particulars address the

Wholesale Store,

Columbia

Belmont Avenue and
Street, and in close proximity

Dissolution of

Boarding School for Young Ladies,
FALL

FOR

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St

jy3dtf

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

is

Γβυΐη?·

WROUGHT IRON
FURNACE.

to

WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.

jiJAU· Forty
the

Richardson & Boynton's

SEVERAL

HOTEL, ABOUT

New England Hotel,

JnWPnVrr.

dly

To Let.
pleasant rooms with board at 49 Franklin St., (οία number, corner Franklin and Cumberland Sts.
aug30d3w*

C. B. FEBBIN, Prop.

This Hotel is
^
■-«.Hji:%Avenue, between

AGENT FOB MAINE.

ju9eod3m*

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and ltth Street, New
York.
One Block fr»m Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
oity. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
ohurcbee. Elevator and all modern Improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and

COLUMBIA

SAMUEL THURSTON,

DESIRABLE tenement near the Park contain-

Ket

■tages.
sep27d&wly40

Prices.

with French
roof, situated in the westerly part of the city,
containing 12finished rooms; piped for water, gas
and steam, with all modern improvements, firstclass. Lot 40x100 feet. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
eep5d3w

be let very

WESTMINSTER

at Terr Low

English, French and German

Bard, Eben F. Pillsbury, Marcellus Emery,
John Morrissey and Ben Hill advocate.
Can any Republican who believes in the

cratic fold! There is

This first-class Hotel is

MISS MORGAN'S

A.

Stair Builders.
P. I.IBBY, No.
Fore Street,cor.
Croae St.. in Delano'· Mill.
». Ii. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple
Streets.
B.

LONG ISLAND,

aa

principles for which the party has fought so
gallantly the past twenty years, vote to-day

OF NEW ;yokk,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

TEACHER OF

Democrat ; and

for Mr. Goodwin?
WILLIAM

Hotel de Ponce.

Residence Cor. Pearl and Federal
Sts., Opp. the Park.
aug30
isdlm

OHIO.

FOB VICE PRESIDENT,

Real Estate Agents.

OILMAN M. WILSOff,

To Let.

No. 4033 Powelton Avenue, Between 40th
and 41st Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

8. F

Retail,

PORTLAND.
myll

Three Story Brick House to be Let,
rooms, in good repair. Gas and Sebago. Located on Wilmot St.
Rent $300. Apply to
se9dlw*
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Est. Agent.

HOTELS.

Ο

or

Warerooms 3 Free Street Block,

No.

$a.oo.

AND UPRIGHT PIANOS

INSTRUMENTS EXCHANGED.

5 Carlton Street; comHOUSE,
BRICK
modious, pleasant and every way desirable.
D.

sep8dlw

SUPERIOR!

thoroughly first class,

TO LET

IN

NO

From Ex- Oov. Chamberlain, President of Bovsdoin
College, Maine.
Brunswick. Me., Nov. 15, 1875.
Messrs. A. M. MoPhail & Co.:
Gentlemen .-—After more than two years' trial the
Piano Forte from your honse fully justifies the high
expectations with which it was selected. It is a superb instrumtnt, and has been so pronounced by
guests who would be recognized everywhere as competent judges. I teel that this commendation is fairly due, and 1 give it ireely and cordially.
Yours most respectfully,
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN.

OF

Plumbers.

Summer

M'PHIIL & CO.'S GOLD MEDAL PIANOFORTE AU HARMONY,

LOST AND FOUND.

DOG

REDUCED.

PRICES

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

Academy,

a

Democrat he represents Samuel J. Tilden,
and the political principles which "Gov."

FOR PRESIDENT,

Photographer.

A.

the Repub-

a

novSdtf

J.

name on

John M. Goodwin is

Horse âhoers.

d3m

House Wanted.

until Oct.

TaVe the S.45 a. m. train from Portland, arrive
liaek at Portland at 8.10 and 10.00 p. m., same day.
JAS. T. FURBEK, Gen. Sunt.
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
ang7

STREET.

DOW

an9

A small family without children desire a
rent in the western part of the city.
House
contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
gas and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
Box 1557.
aug26dlm

septOdtf

excursion"tickets

BLACKSTONE,

To-day his

Gen. Woodford and Fred. Douglass, Gov.
îfoyes and other Republican leaders have advocated during the past few weeks in Maine.

Ε. MORRILL & YOUNG, Experienced
Horn* HhoerH at No· 70 Pearl St·

dim*

TEACHER OF

SITUATION

AND RETURN,

en

Congre»» Street.

FRANK A.

6 1-3

To Let.

Excellent Dinner· ai re amenable rate·
board Ike Steamer.

66£

aug26

that party.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

MUSICAL·.

PIANO AND CABINET ORGAN,

to do this.

Republicans

lican ticket is the exponent of the principles
which Governor Hayes represents and which

WALTER COKEY 4b CO., Arcade, Xo.
1*4 ifree Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, Ne. 36 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kind·
done to order.

A. 8. DAVIS & CO., No SO Middle Street.

TTLMER,
TEACHER <IF

Democratic paper which has no
common with Maine Republi-

Thomas B. Reed represents the policy oi
the Republican party. His votes will be with

Carpenters and Builders.

on

a

cans, urges

WHITNEY A MEANS), Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

Pattern and Model Maker.
•I. *. BABBOV8, J50 Fore Street, Cor
οt I'roxH, Portland.

MISS ANNA J,

those who advise Republicans tc
vote for Mr. Burleigh to-day. The Boston
are

sentiment in

Street.

Technology.

sepld3w

Is It Wise?
There

Herald,

Book Binders.
Win. A. yUINCV, Boom II, Printer·'
Exchange, No. ill Exchange Ht.
SMALL & 8HACKPORD, N·. 35 Plnm

department of Practical Mechanism. Tuition
$125 a year. For President's report upon Russian
system of shop instruction, and particulars, apply to
SAMUEL KNEELAND, Secretary, Boston, Mass,
d3w
sepl

MBS. J. W. FORD
resume teaching
Forte epiember 1.1 at her residence

wanted by a book-keeper to take
chaige of a eet of books. Will refer to present
employer. Address
BOOK-KEEPER,
P. 0. Box 1715.
aug30d2w*

A charming Sail the entire length of

distance of some 60 miles among the man; beautiful Islands and magnificent Scenery.

Mass. Institute of

the Piano

Book-Keeping.

STEAMER IOT. WASHINGTON,

A

Fall T«rm will Commence AugustiS.
Mr. Eaton has associated with himself Mr. Joel
They
Wilson (late Principal of Gorham Seminary).
will be assisted by Miss Ν. E. Hunton, Preceptress,
Mrs. Joel Wilson, Teacher of Music, Mrs. N. W.
01 is. Teacher of Drawing and Painting; John H.
Webster, A. M., teacher of ancient languages.
For particulars address
H F. EATON.
aug5dtf

PRESS.

MONDAY HORNING, SEPT. 11, 1876

BOÏT & FOGG, N·. 91 Middle (Street.

NOKRIDOEWOCK,

651^ Congress St.

BOSTON & MAINE Κ. K. and

Winnipiseogee

SCHOOL F06 BOYS,
ME.

EATON FAMILY

A

sep5dlw

Portland to Wolfborough and
Centre Harbor and Retnrn

Entrance Examinations, Sept. 20 and 21, at 9 a. m
For Catalogue and recent Entrance Papers, apply
SAMUEL KNKKLAND, Secretary,Boston,Mass.
d3w
sep I

will

Boarder? Wanted.

16TH.

Boston & Maine Β. Β.

to

dtf

apr29

GENTLEMAN and wife or two ladies can be
accommodated with pleasant front rooms and
boaid in a private famiiy at a moderate price.
Address P. O. Box 1378,
sep5dlw*

OroliardL,

Lake

at 75 Free St.

Apply

A

all the Railroads in this State at half
sept4d2w

on

with Board,

Let

Booms to

To Let.

—

TO

Pleasant Front

Young Man,

Mass. Institute of Technology.

New

CONVENIENT upper tenement in house 32
Oak Street. Inquire at 36 Oak Street.
dlw*
sep6

to

MEETING
6TH

8ΎΚΕΕΤ.

A

at

C-

FROM SEPT.

at

19 BROWN

A. S.
Middle

Twenty Million Time·, Prof. A. A. Starr of
New York—Lecture on the Microscope and exhibition of a great variety of specimens.
Mosquitoes
20 feet and fieie 10 feet in length, Living Water
Tigar, 1-4 of an inch in size, appears 40 feet in
length and is led during the evening with living
creatures.
Admission 25 cents; members of the
lie schools, 15 cts. each. Tickets at Stockbridge's.
rs open at 6.30; commences at 8,
eep8dot

Old

Inquire

sepTalw*

private

a

BOARDERS.
FEW Single Gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms
and nice board in a private family on
Deering Street. For ierin«, Ac., apply to
Ε. E. VPHAH &r CO.,
No. 7 Exchange Street.
aug12(llm

WANTED.

-A.T

AT

in

Oentlemeu boarders

Exhibition

—

<11 w»

Coat Makers
FIRST-CLASS
FEKNALD'S,
337
sep6dlw

Whose performances this season are too well known
to need mention here, will trot at Portland on
Tneeday, I'ith innt., at Gardiner on Saturday, I<>ih inMt-, at Baugor on Vriday/i'd
iu*t., and at tit· John on Wed need ay, il 7 th
inat. He will be accompanied by a runner and
show as fast time as he can in 3 heats, beginning at
2 o'clock.
Admission $1.00.
sep7d6t

CAMP

at

GOOD

The Champion Stallion and King of the Μ

NATIONAL

itoou» with bonni ma
IVO. 32 FREE NT.

Desirable
bo had

penman, quick at figurée, excellent liablte,
about 18 or 20 years of age and willing to
work, can find a Bituation by addreteing "Q.," Press
Office.
septedtf

COMING_ EAST

Of the Hydro-Oxygen Microscope,

»ep7

Fine large Furnished 'Rooms fronting
ioulh, on first and second floors, to let with
board at No# 86 (State Ht·, Cor. Gray.
sepG
(Uw*

eep7

A Smart

SMUGGLER

Reception Hall, Wednesday
ing, Sept 13tli.

BOARDERS.

Will this week resume work at her Studio, 951 I-®
do ready το
to receive
anil bo
receive puuu
Nlri-el. ana
pupils in
jniridle
71 iridic mtreei.
" η„ι„,4„„
i\.
nth
"^rawin anil Painting after Monday, Sept. 11th.
Drawine
dlw*

TERMS $8.00 PER

THE

Booksellers and Stationers.

MISS m. Ε. KIMBALL·

BOARD.

WANTED !

PUBLISHING CO.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Public

labor
terri-

tory. Sells rapidly. Office with N. S Gardner, 42J
Exchange St. Orders for Irons will be taken.
WOLGAMOTT, SMITH & CO., Pro.

op

PORTLAND

!
or

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year In advance. Tc
iil subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad«

Rates

WANTED

CO.,

PRESS.

A Democratic Congress and President
would give that class of men the entire control of the South. Loyal men of Maine ! Do
you desire to have the government fall into
the hands of the men who who are now as
violent and malignaut haters of the Union
and its defenders as they were in 1862? If
not, go to the polls to-day and vote the ENTIRE REPUBLICAN ticket.

John Tyler jr., who served the Confederate cause, supports Hayes and Wheeler. Iu
a long letter he says :
"There is an alarming
feature associated with the support of Mr.
Tilden which, as a Southern man, seems to
me full of dreadful import,
prognosticating
another deluge of blood and destruction to
tl,n

mUiln

TT„

·*_

The Southern states are arraying
themselves sectionally again on the Presidential issue, as in I860, relying upon the Democracy of the North and West again to
stand firmly by them in the event of further
sectional antagonism. I will not follow them
in this combined course of hypocrisy, duplicity aud madness, and I make the prediction here and now that should they succeed,
as they hope to do, in making the South a
unit (or Tilden, there will quickly arise in the
North another general and determined effort
upon the Government in reference to the negroes, to expel the negroes from the South,
reducing the value of the lands of the Soutb
to a mere song.
And again will their Democratic allies in the North and West prove nol
only treacherous to them, as iu the recent
war, but become again, as then, a part of the
center.

moving

mass

impetuously descending upon

them to complete their ruin."
They (the firamers of the. Constitution) left

rer.

organized whenever il should b«
demanded by ihe public opinion of a mate :
led it with power to SNAP tbe lie of t'on·
federation as a nation migbt break a
treaty, and lo REPEL t'OEKCIO.X ana
untion might REPEL INVASION.
S. J. TILDEX, in 1800.
oluiioa

The Philadelphia Times is doing somi
frank talking with respect to the campaigi
tnat the Tilden managers would do well tt
heed. Of the Vermont election it says: "I
is the first public wound that Tilden ism ha(
received since the campaign opened. It i ,
not so wide »3 a barn door nor so
deep as !
well, bat it is a visible, prostrating wouni
that will strengthen the Republican tide ii
Maine, and thus swell the Republican surge 1
from the Pine Tree State upon tbe Octobe
contests in Ohio and Indiana. As the littli !
babbling brooks make up the rivers and thi
rivers the sea, so do the political tides from
even the smallest States mould and make uj
the judgment of the nation; and if Maim
shall follow Vermont, the Republicans w il !
have the vantage ground iu the Western Oc
tober States, and if Indiana and Ohio shal
both vote Republican lour weeks hence, th s
only question thereafter will be whethe f
Hayes's majority is to be 300,000 or 500,00'.

Harper's Weekly has been examining the
record of pardons granted by Gov. Tllden,
and finds that the number of pardons and
commutation» granted by hint in 1875 was
88, and up to date in 1876, 98, making a total
of 186. Since January 1, 1876, 76 convicts
have been restored to citizenship, the record
in each case being marked "Not to be published."
■
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billed in ibe
courue οI il, rather than live through and
alter it vilhoat taking any part in it."
RUTHERFORD B. HA YES in 1861.
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Argui which one might suppose
of shame, thinks Tarbox

sense

light a fowl to be even noticed in the report of the Democratic meeting. "Col."
Fellows, who served on the same side of the
war ot the Rebellion with the Argua gets all
the praise that is bestowed upon the speak-

too

ers.

The Democratic story trumped up about
Hayes has had a shoit
run.
It was a tissue of misrepresentation, as
the Ohio State Journal conclusively shows,
and upon the authority of Governor Hayes
himself. But Governor Tilden is still silent,

the tax of Governor

LOYAIi ME» OF ΠΛΙ.\Κ ! V·· wi«
betieye in a Nation! Hectare your faith
br rolling up a majority of 15,000 for the
patriot Moldter, Melden Connor.

It appears that the attempt of the Democratic Congress to make capital among the
ex-soldiers was a cheap swindle. It passed a
law declaring that those who needed them
were entitled to artificial limbs, but appropriated no money to pay for them.
Nincc lMOl the people of this country
have paid 91,400,000,000 IntereM on the
Rebel-Democratic War Debt.

More than two weeks have passed since
Mr. Tilden was arraigned before the whole
country on the charge of defranding the government in his income tax, and he and his
friends make no answer.
General Hates has dissipated all doubts
of his honesty and perfect good faith with
regard to his income tax. Now let Governor
Tilden explain, if he can, those awkward
oaths of 1863 and 1875.
Work !
tain !

Work ! .«^Victory is cer·

It is reported that Mr. Tilden has thirty
presses at work grinding out campaign documents. It is to be hoped that some of them
will throw light npou his contradictory oaths,
amounting to perjury, on his income return.

One of the transparencies of the Demo-

travelling menagerie Saturday evening
"The County
had the following motto:
shall be Redremed." Is this a sample of Reform spelling ?
cratic

We have got tlie stale ; we know
how we got it; we know how to
keep it, and we are going to keep
tt wilboat tegard to race numerical majority.—Meridian (Miss.)Mercury.
Those boys who carried brooms Saturday
•rening In th« Démocratie procession need
soap and water flrit of all, and next a spelling
book.

Tas Burlington Sawktye pla<*a Gov.
Tilden'e age at 97. He is not quite as old as
that; but in'βΐ he was old enough to know
better than to falsely
THE

swear

down his income.

THVT

STATEMENT

THOMAS

HEED

B.

IS

AN

ATHEIST IS AN UTTER, BASEWICKED

AND

LESS

FALSE-

HOOD.
No Democratic paper has yet ventured to
the question, Why did Mr. Tilden
make no income returnfrom 1863 to 1872/

answer

Why I Cannot Support the Democratic

Party.
Speech ·! Hon.

Jaiur·

P.

Kool, of Chi-

cago.

I oannot support the Democratic party beof its past history, and because it gives
□o promise of a better future.
Its record i<< steeped in infamy, and searched
with fraud, corruption, treason and murder.
It has stolen the labor aud liberty of four
millions of people and forged chains which
bound tbem to the eartb, and which to-day
would gall them had not the command of the
Republican party been obeyed.
The Democratic party inaugurated the repeal
of the Missouri compromise, wnereby the last
barrier between freedom and slavery was

cause

broken.
It stole forts, arsenals, ships, money and munitions of war.
It stole three thonsand millions of dollars,
that being the amount the people must make
np by taxation as the cost of a cruel war.
It drove loyal men from tbeir homes and
confiscated tbeir property, and it murdered in
cold blocd those who "rallied around the old
U9Ç.

Its grim visage is reflected id the horrors of
Andersonville, Libby and Fort Pillow.
It murdered defenceless negroes in New
York, while its champion Governor addressed
the frenzied mob as friends and brothers.
It assisted the draft and encouraged deser-

tion.

It gave aid and comfort to the rebels in arms
against the Government, and denounced Union
soldiers as hirelings and murderers.
It gave vent to treason in thousands of
speeches and publications.
It refused to vote money to carry on the war
and to feed and clothe the Union soldiers.
It laughed with demoniacal glee at rebel success, and it howled with pain at rebel defeat.
It opposed the emancipation of the slaves,
preferring that they should be retained as an
ally of the rebels, and it became enraged because the colored men fought bravely on the
lide of the Union.
It stole more public money in New York
alone than all the losses of the Federal government since the adventof the Republican party
Into power.
It pronounced the war a failure, and declared in favor of peace upon the most disgraceful and humiliating terms.
It set np as its champion in 1864, upon a
platform that the war was a failure, a general
whose military career verified the platform.
It set up as its champion in 1868 the Governor who tailed to suppress the Democratic mob
in New York in 1863.
It advocated repudiation of the national debt,
and by every influence smirched the national
honor.
It organized Ku klux gangs to terrify, oppresse and kill loyal men in the South, while
its Northern wing at first denied and then justified the outragesIt has by its reckless and outrageous acts
compelled tbe interposition of legislation to
protect people in their rights.
It bM attempted to overturn state governments and make them subservient to tbe demands of the worst elements in society,
It has corrupted the ballot-box and prevented a free exercise of tbe elective franchise.
It has abolished tbe common school sysiem
in Alabama, Texas and other Southern states.
It has introduced in Coegress bills for the
appropriation of millions of money to pay
Southern claims.
It baa removed crippled Union soldiers from
•mployment under the Government and substituted those whose merit is that they fought
against the flag.
It has plaoed upon its ticket as its standardbearer the attorney of Tammanv, the bosom
friend of Tweed, with whom he sat in conventions and on committees, practicing political
ledgermain worthy of ward bummers.
Is it a reliable guarantee to the American
people the horrors of Andersonville are both denied and justified? Or that there are $80,000,000 of Southern claims file in the different departments of Government?
Are we to believe that peace will prevail in
the South under Democratic rule, and that the
rights of all men will be preserved, when, in
tbe very face of a Presidential campaign, and
while only a victory is anticipated, innocent
men are shot down in the streets?
The scenes in tbe streets of Hamburg will be
repeated in every county. Not a colored man
will be permitted to vote.
The supreme Court will be increased to such
a convenient number that decisions will be obtained which wil> fritter away and paralyze the
amendments to the Constitution.
Already a rebel Congress has displaced clip-
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places with rebel veterans.
"Thia war b a perfect outrage, and 1
will lead ■· awieiance I· it· proaecation.
SAMUEL J. TILDES.

FOREIGN.
THE TURKISH WAR.
A Thousand Turk* Onirud.
London, Sept.|10.—Mukhtar Paaba bas done
nothing Important on the northwest of MonteA despatch from Cettigne says Dervish
negro.
Pacha's attack io the southwest Wednesday,
ill made by several columns which crossed
the Seetah and Moratache. When repulsed, a
portion of the Tarks were cut off from the
fords, and were driven into au angle between
two rivers and pushed into the Moratacbe
which runs between rocky banks. The Turkish
artillery, which was posted to protect the crossing, was ineffectual to check the pursuit and
the slanghter was great, 800 Turks
being left
dead on the field and upwards of a thousand
were drowned.
The Montenegrins lost 800 kill-

ed and wounded.
The Feeling in gtriia.
A despatch from Belgrade says: "Outside
of Belgrade there is a very strong
feeling of
disoonlent against the government, which is
leady to manifost itself. A member of the
Skuptschina, prominent in favoring the war,
hae been
come to

ency."

obliged
Belgrade,

to

leave his native town and
from fear of bis constitu-

A despatch from Vienna says: "It is stated
that a party in the Turkish ministry
favoring
severe conditions in settling terms with insurgent·, baa gained the ascendency."
The Porte Still Helaaea an Armistice.

Constantinople, Sept. 9.—It

said the
Porte has refused to suspend hostilities until
Servia accepts its conditions for
peace, which
inclrde the demolition of the fortresses at Bel(rade and Lemendra, and the limitation of the
Servian army to 20,000 men.
ia

THE WEST INDIES.

Hayti and St. Domingo.
New Yohk, Sept. 10.—Advices from Hajti
are that business is paralyzed.
A decree is issued allowing exiles to return, except ex-Presi-

dent Dominique.
In St. Domingo the revolution continues,and
it is expected the government troops would
soon raise the siege of Port Platte.
No tobacco can reach the coast for
shipment,
owing to the troubles.

Foreign Note·.
A despatch fJotn Cairo says that it is believed a treaty of peace between
Egypt and Abyssinia will be signed Tuesday.
.Mr. Gladstone addressed his constituents on
the eastern question
Saturday. "He considered
reipOD8lble,or tb*

BÎ.gïrUn^tœœent

He la Really Caught and Will be Delivered

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Republican Campaign.

The

Enthusiastic Rallies everywhere.
Biiidefokd, Sept. 9 —The Republicans had a
brilliant torchlight parade in this city tonight.
Two hundred and seventy five members of the
Saco and Blade ford Republican orgabilatloEs
marched to tbe depot, where they met nearly
300 men from the Portland and Cape Elizabeth
clubs. Many residences andbaslness buildings
were illuminated and decorated.

LïwiîTon, Sept. 9.—City Hall Is densely
packed this evening to listen to Bon. James Q.
Blaine and Hon. Charles W. Slack. Mr.
Blaine made a stroDg speech, giving his reasons for opposing the election of Tilden.
Proceeding the meeting there was a torchlight parade by the Lewiston and Auburn Hayes and
Wheeler clubs and Contineutals from Mechanic Falls. The procession was escorted by the
Hayes and Wheeler cavalry company.
Gabdimeb, Sept.

9.—The Republicans of
Gardiner were addressed this evening by Hon.
J. L. Stevens of August* and Hon. J. B.
Saney of Philadelphia. They spoke to a crowd-

ed and enthusiastic house.
Bbonswick, Sept, 10.—The Republicans held
another rally last evening at Lemont Hall,
which was densely crowded, many being unable to gain admission.
The speakers were
Hon. Thomas B. Reed of Portland and Nathan
Webb, esq. They were escorted to the hall by
the Continentals and at the close of the meeting the Continentals paraded the streets with
There was also a
torches and transparaacies.
fine display of fireworks.

Ellsworth, Sept. 9.—The final rallies were
held in Hancock county this evening, Hon.
Eugene Hale speaking at Gouldsboro in the
afternoon and Suliiran in the evening; Hon.
L. A. Emery at Bar Harbor; T. E. Simonton
and A. P. Wiswell at Bucksport, and Hon.
Thomas P. Conway and Hon. S. L. Milliken at
General Conway delivered a most
Ellsworth.
effective speech and has had a marked effect in
He goes to Indiana where he
Eastern Maine
cannot fail to do good.
Mr. Milliken has done
excellent service in the canvass.

Rockland. Sept. 10.—The Republicans of
this city bad a spirited rally last evening. The
Hayes and Wheeler clubs with Singhi's band
received the Thomaston Hayes and Wheeler
club with the Thomaston band at the depot
and escorted tuem in torchlight parade through
the streets and to Farwell and Ames' Hall,
where a full and enthusiastic meeting was held
which was addressed by Judge O. G. Hall,
General Davis Tillson, D. N. Mortland and G.
W. White, esq3.
A large number of Democrats went from this
oity by a special train to participate in the
Democratic rally in Thomaston. The election
throughout the county tomorrow will be the
most closely contested for years.
Each party
claims that the result will be in its favor.
Bangor, Sept. 9.—At 7.30 o'clock this evening the Republicans held a mass meeting in
Abbott Square, which was elegantly decorated
and lighted by reflectors, Chinese lanterns,
colored lights and fireworks.
Gen. John L.
Swift of Boston made a ringing speech, followed by Senator Hamlin, Hons. J. li ce and Lewis Barker. At half-past8 a torchlight procession started composed of the uniformed companies of Bangur, Hayes and Wheeler battalion,
Connor Gutrds, Continentals of Waterville,
Brewer and Dexter campaign clubs and citizens with the Banger, Dexter and Waterville
bands and drum corps, and marchsd into the
grounds and formed a hollow square, presenting a brilliant spectacle. An immense throng
now filled the square and the streets and vicinity till the close of the speaking, when the procession moved over an extensive route on both
sides of the city, accompanied by vast crowds
of people. All along the line of march the residences and buildings were brilliantly decorated and illuminated. Many of the displays were
finer than ever before seen in the city. The

prevailed and the demonstration which closed at midnight with a serenade and cheers at the Whig and Courier office, is regarded by all ai a grand success.
The visiting delegations were given a fine collation at City Hall on their arrival and after
utmost

enthusiasm

the march.

The utmost good order prevailed
throughout the city, although seldom have the
streets been so densely thronged.

Accidentally Shot.

Gardiner, Sept. 9.—A son of Edward D.
Taeker of Pittston, aged 12 years,· was seriously
if not fatally wounded this afternoon by the accidental discharge of a revolver which he was
jluv

iwauiug,

uau una uvw

joe

ins lodged in the intestines.
scious and bat
hij recovery,

slight hopes

υ cou
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Drowned.

Harry Smith,

a

joung

Cheeseman's ice house,

was

man

employed

at

drowned this aft-

ernoon.
He was sculling a skiff across the
river when his oar slipped from his grasp
He

lost his balance and fell into the water.
His
body has not been recovered.
Democratic Meeting·
Bath, Sept. 10.—The Democrats filled Columbia Hall last evening aid were addressed
by several of our citizens. A company each of
cavalry, infantry and young Americas paraded
the streets with torches.
Many dwellings
were

brilliantly illuminated and,
prevailed

much

enthu"

siasm

Λ Ship Launched.
Bath, Sept. 9.—There was launched to-day
by Gosa, Sawyer & Packard, a fine ship of
1471 tons named Alameda, owned by John
Patten & Son, Charles Davenport and others
of Bath. Charles £. Moody of Boston and
Captain Henry B. Otis, who commands her.
Probably Fatal Accident.

Lewiston, Sept. 9.—This morning Lawrence
Druhan, aged 60, caught his hand in a picker
at the Androscoggin mill, and had one arm
completely crushed. It has been ampntated,
but probably he will not recover.
He did not
notice the

machinery had

started.

Burglar· in Calai·.
Calais, Sept, 9 —Three houses were entered
by burglars last night, Hon. P. A. Pike's, Mrs
Webster Barnard's and George Boardman's.
The thieves got about |6 from P. A. Pike's aud
unsuccessful at the other houses.
Fire in Belfast.
Belfast, Sept. 9 —The stable and L of Chas,
H. Wording's, on Congress street, was burned
this moraing The main bouse and furniture
were saved in a damaged condition.
Loss $1,-

50 cents

ton in Chicago Saturday.
DeWitt C. West declines to be a candidate at
the coming Saratoga convention.
Gen. Banks has consented to run as
Republican candidate for
Congress from the 5th Massachusetts District.
The Supreme Court of
Massachusetts has decided in the Sears will case that the remainder
devolves on the son as a
trust.
a

resulting

Tom Allen announces his intention to retire
from the prize ring.
The Belknap mills at Laconia will start
up

shortly.

C H. Garrison will manage the Missouri Pacific for the new purchasers.
The Paris Figaro
Saturday published a report
that there had been a
mutiny on board the
American frigate Franklin, but the story was a

canard.

years ago. Tweed however was apprised in Santiago of his impending danger aud
sailed for Vigo, Spain, July 27th, on board the
sailing vessel Carmen. Mr. Cushing thereupon
notified the Spanish government of the fact
and lound them willing to arrest Tweed and
return him to Cuba or deliver him up to the
American consul. Every precaution was taken
by the Spanish government to secure Tweed's
arrest ! in any portion of Spain or an any coast
line by which he might arrive. Severe orders
were given to the local authorities, especially
those ot the Vigo aud Galican coast. On Sep
tember Gib, after a long passage of 41 days, the
Carmen hove in sight off Vigo, and was immediately boarded by the Governor of Pontevedra.
The Governor at once recognized Tweed from
photographs. Tweed was entered on the ship's
papers under the name of Secor, and was accomnauied by a man giving his name as Wm
Hunt, said to be bis nephew. Both were immediately secured and thrown iota the calaboose uDder a strong guard, bat were subsequently transferred by order to a fortress ία
Vigo, under the command of the Captain
General.
Another special to the Herald says that
Tweed and companion were sent to Convua,
whence they will be transferred to Havana oa
the Spanish mail steamer leaving the 21st inst.
Oa their arrival in Havana, they will be banded over to the American authorities. Their
baggage bas been sealed and goes with them.
Under Sheriff Cuming says be expects Sheriff Connor will file a return to the executiou
against Tweed's property in the County Clerk's
office in the early part of this week, that the
importance of the work has necessitated a great
deal of time and care in preparatioo, and that
the return will cover the whole ground in reference to the property against which the execution was issued.

case some

London. Sept. 10.—In response to a request
a
repetition, Keuter's agent at Madrid repeats verbatim the news of the artest of Tweed,
that
the prisoners are closely quartered
adding
at Vigo by the
military authorities. The first
secretary of the American legation has request-

for

of

Tweed,

Representative Nominations.
Augusta, Sept. 10.—The Bepublicans last
evening nominated for the Legislature J. M.
Haynes and George S. Ballard. The Democrats nominated William Β. Smith and Lemuel B. Poster.
Death.
Bangor, Sept. 10.—David H. French of
Brewer died very suddenly this noon.
Aged
S2 years.
Tannery Burned.
The large tannery at Vanceboro was destroyed by fire Friday night, together with 10 tons
Haddcn

No particulars.
Bangor Reform Club.
The second anniversary of the Bangor Reform Club was celebrated today.
Afternoon
and evening meetings were held, when speech-

The Campaign Cloud—Creek'· Command
in Sod Condition.
New Yobk, Sept. 9.—A despatsh dated
Heart Giver, Sept. 5tb, has the following relative to Crook's march:
The large hostile force of Sionx Indians
which has been following Sitting Bull during
the Summer has broken into small parties and
dispersed, with the exception of his own personal baud of 100 braves who, it is probable,
bave crossed the Missouri river.
According to
the latest intelligence from Terry a large part;
was checked in attempting to ford the Yellowstone. The two columns separated Aug 24th,
Tecry moving back to the valley of the Yellowstone and proceeding down its left bank to
strike the retiring Indians and prevent their
escape towards the Canadian frontier. Crook
has matched nearly eastward until the present,
making sbert diversions on Beaver creek on
the main trail of the Sioux. The Sioux meanwhile made several daring explorations in front
and it has been determined that numerous
small trails traverse the country leading towards the different agencies. It is impracticable to further bunt the enemy with the troops
now in the fi-ΙΊ who are worn and weak by exposure. starvation and hardship.
They have
been 32 days with no other shelter than one
blanket tu each man in repeated cold storms of
mud, rain and hail. Scurvy, fever and dysentery have prostrated about 300 soldiers, who
have from time to time arrived on litters. Insufficiency of medical supplies is a still more
alarming fact Milder weather has been a God
send wbich has prevented a terrible mortality.
In 10 days the average temperature of this
climate has become low and the troops have
yet to make a march of 300 miles southward in
summer clothing with no tents.
They have
now only food for two days.
We are marching on Deadwood City in the
Black Hills, 200 miles distant, and shall barely
escape starvation before reaching there.
The
journey will consume seven days. Gen. Crook
nas seut to order wagons to proceed to Custer
\jiiy tvuu îresu supplie» uuuor aa c-cori or I wo
cavalry companies. The issue of rations is already reduced one-half.
Many fresh traces of hunting parties of Sioux
are found each day.
Their condition is prouably more destitude than that of the troops.
Necessity compels the abandonment of the
chase, and the campaign is virtually closed.

T«ro Hotel· and Twenty other Building·
on the Centennial Ground· Burned.
Philadelphia, 8ept 9.—At half past four
o'clock this afternoon, a fire broke oat in Murphy's oyster saloon on Elm avenue, opposite
the main Expositson Building,and before it was
extinguished it destroyed property to the value
of S80,000. The flames spread east, west and
south, consuming tho entire lot of bnildings on
Elm Avenue from the Trans-Continental to
the Boss House, about twenty in all, including
several variety shows, beer gardens, restaurants, etc. These structures were all frame,
some ot one, and some two and three stories
high. The tire also spread back from Elm to
Colombia avenue, taking in all the intervening
property, including the New England hotel, a
boarding house, an ice cream saloon and a restaurant—all two story buildings. The wildest
excitement prevailed, both in and ou'side the
Centennial grounds.
People flocked to the
scene of the fire by thousands, and,it Is estimated that there were 60,000 people in the imme-

diate vicinity.
The Trans-Continental Hotel caught fire on
the roof four different times, but the flames
were immediately extinguished.
Bo intense

the heat from the fire that it scorched the
on the tnrn-st;les at the entrance
gates of
the Exposition, requiring a stream to be
played
upon the southern side of the Main Building.
A man is in custody on suspicion of having
caused the fire.
The Boss House is damaged $20,000, and by
the destruction of the New England House a
loss of $15,000 was sustained. Individu>1 losses range from $1000 to $0000.
was

paint

More Democratic Arguments.
A

Hayes

and Wheeler
more
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Democratic Bally.
The Democrtts had an enthusiastic meeting
and successful torchlight procession last night.
Eon. John K. Tarbox of Massachusetts spoke

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Drowned.
[Special to the Press.]

Fkyeburg, Me., Sept. 10 —George Lovejoy
of North Conway was found drowned with his
horse, last night, in Saco River. He is supposed to have been trying to water his horse at the
of liquor, and
fallen in.
F.
[To the Associated Press.]
H u ici tic·
John Johnson of Center Conway, Ν.
H.,
hung himself in his own barn this afternoon.

river, while under the influence

He was an industrious, temperate man, and no
particular cause is assigned unless from pe-

cuniary circumstances.
JlETEUKOLUniCiL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT

TWENTY FOUR

HOURS.

Dep't, Office Chief Signai, )
>
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
Sept. 10, (1 A. M.J J
For New Knglandt
Rising, followed by falling barometer, increasing cloudiness and possibly rain, wit·) north
and east winds.
War

Meeting

in Balti-

Broken Up.

The Speaker Badly Beaten and
Several Others

Shot.

Baltimore, Sep.

9.—A Haves and Wheeler
meeting in the 17th ward at Cross street Mar

Ira t. hnnsa

ira a

hrnlrun

un

last
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Several shots were fired. One man, William
Henry, w:u shot in the hip, aod Mr. Irving
Ditty, who was addressing ihe audience, was
badly beaten about the head and face. The
rioters were promptly arrested. This morning
they were bailed, but were rearrested and are
iu jail.
Warrants have been issued for those
roughs not captured last night. The authorities are determined the rioters shall not escape

punishment

The Centennial Bare·.

Philadelphia, Sept 9.—The international
regatta on the Schuylkill was brought to a
cluse by several tub races, and a mile and a

halt race between two crews from the man-ofwar
Hartford. The latter was won by the
Daring crew in 11.03. The tub races were uninteresting and were accompanied with the
usual upsetting, ducking, etc.
The international regatta committee received
From the Halifax crew a protest against the
decision of the umpire in deciding the Thames
crew the winners in the late
race with them,
rhe committee however decided to pay the
Srst money prize to the English crew.
The Honorary Committee adopted a resolution to the effect that they believed the Halifax crew entitled to the first honors in the four
lared race.
Crimes and Caanalliei.
Schooner S. S. Lewis, from Florida, was lost
it Hatteras Inlet, Friday night Crew saved.
A fire at Warkworth, Ont., Friday night,
lestroyed 30 buildings. Loss $40,000.
Lyon's sash factory in Cincinnati, was burn:d Friday. Loss $50,000.
Traphagin, Hunter & Co., New York clothers, have suspended. Liabilities over assets,

5100,000.

Tbo etorm io Iowa Friday night carried away
lix railroad bridges between Dubuque and
Julian.
Telegraph wires nere injured and
'ain.has steadily fallen for fire days.
The Minnesota Bank Robbers.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 10.—The latest inteligence from the fameus NorthSeld bank robjers is t > the effect that the latter are supposed
;o be corraled in the timber near Like Eidian,
Waseca Co.. and the citizens are confident that
;hey cannot escape. Hundreds of men are en*aged in pursuit,

futther disturbance has occurred in
SbatlestOD, S. C. Gov. Chamberlain and the
nayor of the city have both issued proclamerons, and the leaders of both parties are trjing
;o provide against future troubles.
No

New Yobk, Sept 9.—Tbe Post's Washingtoa special says a despatch from Charleston,
8. C., to a Republican in this city says the riot
there Thursday night was brought about by
the refusal of tbe Republicans to give the Democrats half the time at a Hayes mass meeting.
The Democrats, when tbe decision was made
known, fired into tbe Republicans, and the
latter returned the fire and drove the Democrate away. The despatch alleges that the
Cbatleston agent of the associated press, who
il au editor of tbe News and Courier, was one
of the leaders who attempted to break up the

Red Western to arrive ; 1 20 for new Amber St Louis
:o arrive ; 1 25 for new Amber Tennessee ; 1 25 @ 126
for new Amber Michigan ; 1
@ 1 29 for new White
Michigan, latter extra; 1 06 for New York No 2
Spring: sales of the week 591,000 bush. Rye-There
has been a little more doing at firmer rates, closing
jtrong, with a light supply, at 80c for Western and
)0c tor State ; sales of the week 143,000 bush
Barley
-The market is quiet, with light sales. Corn—Thei e
iias been a good demand for export at firmer rates,
the market closing steady with an improved home
iemand at the following rates: 55$ @ 56c for graded
Mixed ; 51 @ 54èc for graded and ungraded steamer
Mixed; 55£ @ 57c for ungraded Western Mixed; latter fancy at 57c ; Kansas Mixed in store 55$ @ 57c ;
steamer Yellow Kansas Mixed September 57c; sales
afthe week 93«,000 bush. Oats—There has been a
business at better rates, closing steady at 37 @
I6*c for Mixed Western and State;42 @ 51c ior White
Jo, including New York No 2; 41 @ 42*c for No 2
Chicago; 43 @ 44c for Mixed "Western : 40 (g 46c for
new Mixed State; 45 @ 46Jc for new White do; 46 @
50c for new Mixed Western; seller September at 40c;
sales ot the week 407,000 bush. Pork—The market
bas improved over the opening rates some 30 (g2 35c
per bbl for mess, closing strong and quiet 17 50 per
bbl for mess; sales ol the week 3000 bbls regular and
7000 bbls lor future delivery. Lard—The market is
quite strong and prices have advanced, closing firm
at 11 00 @ 11 25 ior steamer; sales of the week 5665
tierces regular and 48,75u tierces for future delivery.
Butter—The market continues firm for good grades,
closing steady at 15 @ 30c for Western; 20 @ 32c for
State, Hay is firm at 60c for shipping. Coflee—Rio
is quiet and firmat 15± @ 18$c gold tor cargoes
@ 19Jc gold for job lots.Sugar is dull and unchanged
at9@9ic for fair to good refining;
for

muting.
MINOR TBI. KO Β AMU.
Tbe SmRla mine has been sold to Satisfy a
jititgmeut to Chas. G. Lincoln for $144,194.27 in
behalf of T. W. Park.
The President has issued a proclamation
cairyiug into effect tbe Hawaiian treaty.
The Hell Gite explosion is .postponed till October.
George L. Fux, the cometfian, is in Brook-

good

lyn.

Λ Los Angeles despatch says that Klingenswitb, the woman witness of the Mountain
massacre, was captured on the Molian Desert
and brought to that city.
Η. T. Sperry, special agent of the post-office
at

Hartford,

has been removed.

FINANCIAL

AND

;15Î

9£(g}9ic
prime; refined unchanged. Molasses—grocary grades
with

COMMERCIAL

fair nquiry.
Kice is dull and
unchanged. Petroleum ie quiet and firm ; crude 14*
@ 15c; refined 26; cases 29 (oj 30. Tallow firmer :230,000 lbs at 6| @ 8$. Rosin is steady at 1 60 @ 1 7o for
strained. Turpentine Is firmer at 32J for Spirits.
Leather firm and in good demand ; common at 18£ @
@ 21. Wool firm Beef quiet. Beet hams quiet.
Tierce Beef is firm and quiet. Cut Meats—Western
quiet ; middles are firmei ; Western long clear nominal ;
long clear at 9$ @ 9g.
Freights to Liverpool are quiet
are

Portland Wholesale market.
Satubday, Sept. 9.—The markets show little or
no change to-day
Sugars continue In good demand
and granulated is quoted at llgc and Extra C. at
11c. Corn is steady and In good demand at 61
@ 62c
for car lots and 63c for «mall lots. Flour continues
strong and advancing. Lard is also very firm.

city

Chicago, September 9.—Flour is quiet and firm.
Wheat higher ; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 00 ; No 3 Chi
cago Spring 89 @ 90c ; rejected 7uc. Corn quiet and
firm; No 2 448 (S 44Jc; rejected 42Jc. Oats strong
and higher : No 2 scarce 34c ; rejected 28c.
Rye is
higher at 61 @ 62c. Barley higher 77c cash. Pork
higher and unsettled 16 50.
Lard higher 10 60. Bulk
meats in fair demand and higher ; shoulders at 6Jc ;
clear rib sides 9c; clear sides 9$.
tteceipts—9,00υ obie doui, 39,000 bush wheat, 127,000 oush corn, 50,000 bush oats 25,000 bush barley,
5,000 bush Of rve.
Shipments—-5,500 bbls fiour,56,000 bush wheat,299,000 bush corn, 5,00? busn oats, 27,000 oust» barley,
1100 bash rye,
Toledo, September 9.—Flour is steady. Wheat is
eteady;No 2 White Wabash held at 119,118 oflered;
No 3 do 1 13 ; extra White Michigan at 1 18 : Amber
Michigan at 1 15; No 2 lied Winter at 1 12J; No 3
Red at 1 06: rejected Red at 92c. Corn is firm ; high
Mixed at 49Jc; low Mixed do 47*c; damaged at 43ic.
Oats are steady ; No 2 at 35c; White at 39c; Michigan at 36c ; rejected at 30c.
Receipts—600 bbls Hour 39,000 bush Wheat, 22,000
bush Corn, 10,0C0 bush Oats.
Shipments—800 bbls flour, 77,000 bush Wheat, 16,000
bush Corn, 19,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, September 9.—Flour quiet. Wheat
firm; iSo 1 Milwaukee at 112J; No2 Milwaukee at
1 03}; No 3 Milwaukee at 91 (gj 9Uc. Corn is firm ;
No M at 43Jc. Oats are strong; No 2 at 32Jc.
Rye is
in fair demand; No 1 at 64c. Barley is strong; No 2
Spring at 81c.
Freights dull ; Wheat to Buffalo at 2J ; to Oswego

Foreign Export».
NS. Br Schr Portland—500 bbls

^ANNAPOLIS,

HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—1600 bbls of
flour, 174 bags bran, 418 galls Bplrits, 46 pes furniture, 100 bbls beef, 2 packages boots, 1 sewiug machine, 39 packages merchandise.

Foreign Import*.
QLOOCESTEK, ENG. Schr Louisa A Orr

391

tons salt to Ε G Willard.

Bouton Mtock Market.
[Sales at tbe Brokers' Board, Sept. 9.]
Second Call.
B0 Eastern Railroad
bales at Auction.
1 PeDDerell Manufacturing Co
13 Bates Manufacturing Co
S Boston and Maine Railroad
1
do
{5903 Eastern Railroad scrip,

6}
715
...

unchanged

72}

97

96}
40

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By Boston & Maine Railkoad.—G A Hunt &
Co 2 cars flour, J Randall & oo 1 do flour, J Β Fiske
1 do flour, Holway & Kobinson 1 do flour.
Day, Nealey « Co 1 do flour, Josselyn & Co 1 do flour, Wood-

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 6th inet, ship Garibaldi,
York.
New
Thatcher,
Old 7th, ship Brown Brother!,JGoodell, for Queens-

SPECIAL NOTICES.
TO HOLDERS OF

own.

NEW ORLEANS—Below 71 h, sch Fanny Pike,
iobinson, Savanilla.
Ar 4tb, ship Nanquam Dormio, Cousins, Havre.
Cld 4th, sch Sargent S Day, McFarland, Utilla.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 1st, schs John Douglass,

Parker, and Ρ

New York.
scbs S Ρ Hall, Chipmar,

Hazeltine, Stinson,

SAVANNAH—Cld 7tb,

Bradley. ChUman, Brunswick.
POKT ROYAL, SC—Ar 7th inst, sch S F Seabury,
Portland.
CHARLESTON—Ar 7th, ship Martha Bowker,

rod G L
Trim.

ÇVoodside, Liverpool.
Sid 7th, schs Stephen Harding, Harding, for Balti-

more: Joe Carlton, Thurston, do.
NORFOLK-Ar 5tb, schs Lake, Mills, Rockland;
J S Gilmore, Smith, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 7th, sch Clara G Loud, irom
Kennebec for Georgetown.
BALTIMORE-δγ 7th, ichAL Wilder, Rich, trom
Boston.
Cld7th,ecbs Zampa, Sanborn, Brooklyn; A McNlcbols. Robinson,New York; John Τ Manson.Manion, Boston.
Ar 8th. sch Alice M Allen, Brigham. East Harbor.
Ar 8th, scbs Saml oilman, Kelley, Portland; Ο D
Witherell, Gaifield. Boston.
Cld 8ih, ship C Β Hazeltine, Gilkey, for Bremen;
barque Geo Kremelberg, Patterson, for Cette; brig
Uastalla. Wbittemore, Dublin.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th. brig Mansanilla, Wall,
Providence; Mary Ε Dana, O*Neil, tm Boston; schs
Tnree Sisters, Barter, Gardiner ; Mary Standiib,
Higgins, Hallowell.
Ar 6th, schs J Η Gordon, Cbamplin. Kennebec;
D D May, May, Gardiner; Estelle Day, Tracey, from
Farmingdale.
Ar 8th, scbs Fanny W Johnson, Outten, Richmond, Me: Horace Moody. Hand, do.
Cld 8th. ship C Β Hazeltine, G Ikey, for Bremen;
barque Geo Kremelberg, Patterson, Cette.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, schs Nellie F Sawyer,Getchell, Cardenas 11 days; Mahaska, Williams, Baltimore; Nettie Walker, Ingails, St John, NB; Laconia. Crockett, Rockland; Northern Light, Harper,
Calais; Mounain Laurel, Farrell, Sullivan; Minnesota. Coombs, do; Billow, Faies Rockland; Orient,
Brown, Tbomaston; F Ε Haliock, Hallock, Saco;
Winner, Nash, Brunswick, Ga; Judge Low. Hallowell, Dresden; Billow, Fales. Rockland; Cocbeco,
Young,Camden; Orient, Hall,Thomas!on; J Β Marshall, Barter, and Lizzie Carr, Teel, Wiscasset; Jas
Henry, Snow, Wareham; Loduekia, Means, Pawtucket
Ar8th, brig Annie R Storer, Adams, Sligo; LM
Strout, Veazie, Bangor; Hannah Wiliette, Coleridge,
Gardiner: R LTay, Brown, Dresden; Roamer, McFarland, Wiscasset; Mary Langdon, Mullen, Rockland; Fred Eisb, Davis, Bowdoinham; Fannie &
Edith, Bartlett, Bristol; J M Flannigan, Hall, Kennebec; Fanny Flint, Warren, Hillsboro.
Cld 7th, brig Atalaya, Clark, Cardenas.
Cld 8th, barque J H Chadwick, Biooks, Liverpool;
brig Shannon, Moore, Demarara; schs Ella M Storer,
Wade, Alicante; Annie C Cook, Cook, Demarara;
Oniara, Allen, for Cedar Keyee; Bertha J Fellows,
Smith, South Amboy.
At Hart Island 7th, barques Endeavor, for Bath ;
David Babcock. lor Boston.
At do 7th. schs Viola, from Machias; Ellen Merriman, from Bristol; Northern Light, from Calais.
Passed through Hell Gate 7th, schs Ira D Sturges,
Irom New York tor Boston; Adriana, do for do; J H
Cbafte, do for Bangor; Victor, do tor Noank.
Passed do 8tb, barque Abby Bacon, Merrill, NYork
for Gibraltar; brig Reporter, do for Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, sch Moses Eddy, Warren, Rockland.
a
«th. sch El Dorado. Withers. Bangor.
Sid 7tb, ech Mabel Hall, Kartiett, New *ογκ.
Sid 7tb, »obs Cora Etta, Pendleton, Philadelphia;
Sabwa, Mitchell, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 8th, ich Zicova, Curtis, Calais
for Dighton.
NEWPORT—In port 7th, ech Maggie Ellen, LittleJohn. Bath.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th,

New York tor

BUSINESS CARDS.

WM. H.

United States 5-20s.
beg locall the attention of Ihe hold, tm of the United States 5-'JO
Bond· of
1 aenea of November and Jul? 1S65 to the
'act that the Government propone paying
>11 the outstanding issues of above named
of THREE HUNoans to the extent
DRED MILLION* OP DOLLAR*, by
setting in their place Bonds bearing
POUR AND A HALF PER CENT,
It seems desirable for the holders of
these bonds to exchange theas AT ONCE
for other securities as the bonds when
ailed by Government will only bring the
price of Gold which to-day is THREE
l»K FOUR PER CENT LOWER lhanthe
guoted price of the bonds to be redeemed.
We ean offer to those wishing to exchange their United State Bonds desirasecurities
ble investments in first class
paying from 3 1-3 to 7 1-3 per cent.
Ο per cent
of Maine,
β per cent
municipal,
Portland aid R. R., due 18S7,
Ο per e nt
IS»r, 1907,
β per'cent
Bangor,
6 per cent
Belfast,
β per cent
Leaistsn,
Bath,
β per ceut
β per cent
Rockland,
Anson,
7 per cent
Maine Central,
7 per cent
Also bonds of first-class We* tern ConnState

Portland

jai)5

ma 3

dAwtf

FRED. Ν.

INVESTMENT
Ko.

67

TO

BANKERS,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

173 middle
apis

«. A.

74

THE

FREE

Will make Ladies' and Children's Boots and Shoes
that have become rough and red, and Ladies' Travelrusty that they are
carry them,
just as good as new. It
will not rub oft or smut when wet. Softens the leather
No lady will be without it after one trial. Beware
of imitations and counterfeits. For sale everywhere.
B. F. BROWN A CO.} Bouton.
mht5
sneod6m

C.

He

sball lay band 8

56 years.

In Embden, Aug. 27, Joshua Gray, Esq., aged 72
months.

years 9

DEPABTUR£ OF » TEAMS II IPS.
NAME

FROM

Nevada
Abyssinia
Polynesian
California

Germanic
Partbia
Andes
Kussia

Pommerania
Leo

Dityof

Chester

Celtic

Ethiopia

Pereire

FOR

DATE

New York. .Liverpool..

July 12
New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 13
Quebec
Liverpool
Sept 10

New York. .Glasgow
Sept 16
New York..Liverpool....Sept 16
Boston
Liverpool —Sept 16
.Mew York...Aspinwall... .Sept 20
New York..Liverpool
Sept 20
New York..Hamburg... .Sept 21
New York. .Nassau. &c. .Sept 23
New York. .Liverpool... Sept 23
New York .Liverpool.. .Sept23
New York. .Glasgow
Sept 23
New York. .Havre
Sept 23

H.

5 36
6.16

I

...September 11.
4.45 PM
High water
Moon rises

MARINE

]8j

10.45 PM

JSTEWS,

POST OF PORTLAND.

V

Olouceeter Fish market.
GLOOOEATRW- Mneo Sûv.»· λ
uiouceater Fisti market and arrivals for the
week
9th :
One hundred and two fishing arrivals
have been
reported, 55 from Geoiges Bank aggregating about
972,000 lbs of codfish, and 73,000 lbs
38
mackerel trips irom off shore bring in 9J50 bbls of

ending September

Halibut;

mackerel, which have mostly lound a ready market;
best qualities are in good demand and in
excess of
supply; extra prices are paid for choice lots. We
juote at $13 @ 15 for 2's; $6 @ $7 tor 3's and 5's and

$22 @ $25 lor mess.
The Codûeh market is well
sustained ; stock ready for shipment Hnd a
sale. We quote Georges at 5 50 and 4 50 i> ready
qtl for
large and medium. Bank Codfish firm at 4 50
and
I 25 ψ qtl for large; 3 75 @ 4 00 for
medium. We
luoiejHake at 2 50 φ qtl ; Pollock at 2 25 per qtl ;
Haddock 3 00 ϊ» qtl ; Ousk at 3 25 ρ qtl :
Sounds at 10 Ou $»bbt ; Halibut fins at 9 Tonguesand
00 ; Halibut
heads 3 50 at ρ bbl; Pickled Cod at 3 25
ψ bbl ;
Smoked Halibut at 5 @ 7c |> lb, as to
quality. Bank
Halibut, 8J @4Jc ψ lb for white and gray; Georges
Halibut 8} (& 4Jc
lb
Sword fish 3»c
lb.
3od 3c 4» lb ; Haddock at 2c ; Mackerel, ψ 12Fresh
large each
md 6c for small.
Providence Print Cloth· market.;
Pbovidence, September 10.—Tbe Printing Cloths
narket has been quiet during the
past week, closing
it 4c for 30 days for best 64 χ 64,

I

Maturday, Sept. 9.
ARRIVED.

HANSON &

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Chômai· r.l»DAt

Prvrt lanrl

TPÎtû

«Sf .TrvVin

and Granite Work.
MANUFACTORY AT

No· 907 Congres* fit., Weil End, Portland,
Maine.

Company,

DOWNER,

ïastport tor Boston.
Sch Louiea A Orr, (of Portland) Orr, Gloucester, Ε,
vitb 391 toas salt to Ε G Willard.
Seh Sopbie, Harrington, Philadelphia—coal to Ranlall & McAllister.
Sch Whitney Long, Bickmore, Philadelphia—coal
land all & McAllister.
Sch Profit, Manter. Plymouth.
Sch Po.ly & Clansea. Ball, Bangor.
Sch Francis Coffin, Wright, Gouldsboro.
Sch Deposit, Wallace, Phipsberg—dry fish to Curis & Davis.
Sch Willow, Baker, Ragged Island, with dry fish to
Curtis & Davis.
Sch A H Howe, of Gloucester, fishing, with fore
tnd main mastheads sprung. Put in for new spars.
Schs A H Lennox, Sterling, with 325 bbls mackerel ;
} D Geyer, Stewart, 183 do.
Ar 8th—Sch Ellen M Golder, Megathlin, Georgeown, DC. [Error before.]
CLEARED.

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Haliiax, Ν S, —John
torteone.
Sch Portland, (Br) Lynch, Annapolis, NS—John
>orteons.

Sch Ethan AlleD, Blake, Philadelphia—John PortDomeatic Market·.
New York. September 9.—The breadstufls and
iroduce markets are firmer.
Cotton—The market opened heavy, but soon reicted, and has been firmer all the week, closing quiet
>ut steady at 11 9-16c for Middling uplands, and
lijc
or Middling
Orleans; sales of the week 12,000 bales
egular, and 8800 bales for future delivery, Flour—
diere is a scarcity of good shipping
grades, and
irices threlor have advanced slightly. The market
:losed firm with a better demand for the best brands
it the following quotations :—No 2 at 2 50
(8) 3 50 ; Sulerjine Western and State at 4 70 @ 4 85; good to
hoice do at 4 90 @ 5 30 ; common to choice White
iVhoat Western extra at 5 35 @ 6 50 ; Fancy White
iVheat Western extra at 6 55 @ 7 50; common to
;ood extra Ohio at 4 75 @6 75; common to choice
1 xtra
St Louis at 4 75 @ 8 50 ; Patent Minnesota
xtru good to prime at G 60 @ 6
75; choice to double
lira at fc 80 (â 9 00 ; City Mills extra at 4 75
@ 5 90 ;
our, 4 00 @ 4 60; Southern flour common to fair exra at 4 70 @6 00;
good to choice do 6 05 @8 50;
t ales of tbe week
118,300 bbls. Rye flour—the markit is quiet, closing
steady at 4 65 @ 5 10 per bbl for
uperfine ; sales of the week 2200 bbls. Cornmeal—
1
I'he market has been steady, closing at 2 60
@ 2 90
or Western ; sales of the week 7000 bbls aud
10,990

oils.

Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch

A Stimpeon, Hart, New York—Ν Ο Cram
Lucy Wentworth, Dow, Calais—Nath Blake.
Boaz, Filkey, Belfast—S W Thgjter & Co.
Banner, Patterson, Belfast—S W Thaxter & Co
Railroad, Webster, Castine—S W Thaxter & Co
Onward, Coombs. Bangor—master.
Ariel, Tainter, Sedgwick—Nathl Blake.
Snnday, Hep*. ΙΟ.
ARRIVED.
Etta

Sch Stephen Waterman, Boothby, Kennebunk.
Sch Georgiana, Wentworth, Bango:—fish barrels
ο Thomes, Chase & Co.
Sch Τ Benedict, Crockett, Gardiner for New York.
Sch Utca, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C .A Β
torse & Co.
BELOW—Sch Ν W McGee, with coal for Yarmouth.
SAILED—Schs Ariadne, Geo Κ Hatch, A M Chadrick, Spaitel, L Snow, and others.
3IEUOIM\DA,
Barque Ironsides, Tapley, from New York Aug 1G
jr Bremen, was spoken 31st in lat 41 N, Ion 43 vV,
nder jury loremast. She had a'so lost jibbooin,
lain tupgaUantma&t, and wizzenmast.

—

CAN

BE

FREE

CONSULTED

at his

OF

rooms

Eotunda, Custom House,

Tlie Doctor

is

a

of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

Graduate

practice for twenty years. DisEar, Throat and Lungs, skillEye
Also
Chronic
Diseases in all forms.
treated.
fully
L'he Doctor's success in both acute and chronic disassertion
the
that
warrants
he merer fail·
eases,
io cure where a cure is possible.

îas been in extensive
and
eases of the

Office Hour· 9

de8

to

to

A. in., 1 to 5, and 6
8 P· M·
iebl7sneodti

l'J

ED. Β ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Weber Piano, ana
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

PIANOS
MANS. usual.
AND

terms

SWAN & BARRETT,
DEALERS IN BONDS,
No. 200 Middle Street,
OFFER FOR SALE

Portland Municipal fls,
Portland Aid Kailroad 6s,
Cleaveland, Ohio, 7$,
md other equally choice investment securities.
needed informatiou given relative to

by

Robes,

Coins anil Caskets Always on Hand.

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
TABHOIITH, ME.

augll

Ali

for

such bonds and

The highest market prlcc paid
'or Government Bonds of every description
Par and interest paid for Calais bonds maturing
ju7eod6m2dp
Jec. 1st, 1876.
neatly

ciecuttd

at

dtf

Tremendous Crash 1
A

Bankrupt Stock
Κ. IDS

of

leading New

a

Importing House, will be

York

closed at half their value ; all Bound
perfect order.

and

sell hereatier at 89.

Sane sold and will

20 Doz. Courroisier's 2-Butlon, (real kid
warranted) β to 8. Colored $1.35,
Blacks $1.45,
Same

far 81.73.

«old

20 Dox. Trefousse's best quality 1-Button, Colored and Black, 7 to 8,91.25,
Actnallf worth 9183.

25 Doz. ConrTOisler's (real kid) l?But·
ton. Black, 7 to 8, at $1.00,
Bargain

at

$1.30.

25 Doz. White Tinted Kids,

$1.15
l'anal It

per

8-Button,

pair,

«old for 81 βΟ.

10 Doz. Gent's Best Black Kids at

$1.50,

far M OO.

Maid

20 Doz. Gent's best Courovisler's 2-Button Silver Grejs at $1.50,
Sold elsewhere fer 93.35.

50 Doz· American Beauty Kid (new fall
shades) at $1.15.
50 Doz.

System

Jouvins at $1.00.

25 Doz. Amile, New Shades for 7 0 ets.
Rener's Gant Swede (undressed) best
quality in drabs for $1.25 per pair,

LATHEE'S
539

Congress Street.

The public are sincerely requested to examine
theee goods, which have been consigned to us, and
have to be sold at once. This Is a rare chance which
occurs not every day.
sept4eod3m

United States

Hotel,

PORTLAND,

ME,

Situated In the Yery Center of the City.

THE

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

HEATED BY STEAM.
Best ot attention given to guests. Table cet with
the very best the market aflords.
TERMS

:

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Salts of rooms, including parlor and bed-room.
$3.00.

WOLCOTT Λ CO., Proprietors.
d«odti

auglO

HOTEL TO LEASE.
ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

THE

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

32
my27

Window

Exchange Street.

eodtt

When ταα
and

are

in

Geo.

M.

Ilosworth,

bas

α

Sts.,

of ever
iry description fer Drapery and Decora·
tire Work. By making a
specialty ot this departnro

m-nnnje

BU SIR OWES
Where yon

can

want

BROS'.,

hare them at ahort Bailee.

*λ

1—#

*'—

public every facility

for obtaining the newest designs
fabrics, and at lowest prices. Also Window
Shade* and Fixture·. And a complete assortaient of Room Paper.
mh21tf
and

HILL'S MANUAL·

BY. HON. THOS. E. HI i L.
Should hare

η

PORTLAND, HE,

apl7

PORTLAND

UPHOLSTERY GOODS
ont in nnhnlatern

what you

And

hurry for Window 1'rnmr·,

Cor. Cross and Fore Street.

taken the

New Store Cor. Free & Cotton

m

Frames !

cannot

call nt

Copy.

Pupils of both

sexes

the term.

lflMnno nl»An

deodtf

ACADEMY."

Fall Term begin* AujcumI
the Saturday before 1

JSih, and clone·

hankngiving.

received any time during

,ηΐΐβη rleottoil

Tuition $1,00 per

wee It.

further particulars, apply to

For

ETTA A. FILES, Principal,
ang24

No. 11 Elm Street.

dlw&eo<12w

Joseph L. Whitmore,

MUl'EL Β. LEAVITT, Agent.
191-4 Exchanged! ,&
Elm 81., Portland
eodi.f
JylS-

DEALER

IN

9

Silk
Hats.

JUST RECEIVED ! CLAPBOARDS, SHILGLES, LATHS,
The fall style Silk Hats
for $3.50 and jour old silk
hat in exchange at MERRY'S, 237 Middle Street,
sign of the gold hat.
dtf

aug28
THE

PREMIUM

WOOD PUMP !
KENDALL & WHITNEY,
augll

Agent., Portland, Me.

dtf

Boots !

A full line of Ladies' Hand-sewed Boots in French
vid of the finest quality, especially adapted to tenler leet, at
IUG. O. LEAVITT.
'KEBLK DAVIS.

I LEATIÏÏ S DAVIS,

Jj7

No. 1 Elm Street.

>rder.

Office Sliirdiranl'N Wharf, 314 Commercial St., Fool of Park*! j Portland. Tie.
eodlm
eep9

mm

MOUNTAIN

STOCK

FARM,

H.,
(12 miles from Bethel, Me.)
By ROBERT I. BURBVNK. Boston, Mass,
Breeder of Full.Blooded

lyrshire, Dutch, Diirhaiu and Jersey Caille,
(OF CHOICE STRAIN'S).
Belfer·. Bull·
rhorouph-brrit Cew·,
matched Steer., for Male Cheap,

For Rcnr.

and

lamCm

sep2

French Bracket Saws !
riie best Saws made at Ιό cents

a

Dozen.

Also Saw Frames of Wood and Steel at low prices

ULMER

uf

HE new, elegaut and convenient Cottage, with
ali the modern improvements. Apply at
NU 7V lUUC'XETT STKEET.
auç2isdtl

Γ

Pickets, Floor Boards, Ac·. Doors, Sash and Blinds,
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to

SUELBUBNE, Ν.

The best aud cheapest out door pump in the
aarket. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
ircular.

Ladies' Fine

IITED STATES 5VÎAILED" BONDS.

JOB FKINTINi»
fcis.WIUcc.

for other
favorable

Η. M. Payson& CO.,

nly

aug*«

HITCHCOCK,

House contains 40rooms and two Stores; Is
situated opposite the pissenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the Immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any ot her Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
lu24deodtf
Portland, Me.

or exchanged
on the most

Securities

Every Bn.inen Man

Building.

Mechanics' Hall

▲. HANSON.
d6m

Bought

CHARGE

in

to.

WM. H.

aprl7

—

Social and Business Forms.

—

SANSON.

HENRY

ST.,

and Intends to keep a toll assortment ot

Late of Philadelphia,

promptly attended

All orders

•j-20 BONDS

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

XT β

SON,

Monuments*Tablets, Gravestones

THE NEW

THAYER,

Dût.

dtf

READY MADE CLOTHING

υ. r

The members of the several Lodges of I. O. of O.
F. iii this City, who have been connected with the
Order for thirty years or more, are requested to meet
at Lodge Room, on THURSDAY EVENING next,
14th inst, at 7* o'clock. It is earnestly requested
that all such, in good standing, who can make it
convenient, will be present.
sndit
septll

Car. af Kim HU

20 Dor. Colored Josephine Seamless 2Buttou, β to 8, $1.60 per pair.

Formerly wilh Marrett. Bailry & Co.,

ι. υ. ujî

lido*

LOOK AT M1KMD PRICES !

JOHN C. COBB.
Official—W. F. CHASE, Sergeant and Clerk.
dit
eepill

iflinature Almanac
ïun rises
Sun sets

Dress, full regulation

Brunswick at 6$ o'clock.
uniform with white gloves.
By command of

w

Cumberland,

:iOi
nov8

ΓίΑτ.τ.ιπη

in their possession, on
property
MONDAY EVENING next, at 7J o'clock precisely,
for the purpose of making tinal arrangements for the
Muster at Brunswick.
2—Q. M. Sergeant, C. L. Dow, will be present at
that.time and receive and pack with company property,one Blanket and one entire change of Clothing for
each eulisted man; also all old belts will be delivered to him, and which he will pack in boxes.
Sergeant Dow will also arrange for all necessary
transportation for company property to Brunswick.
3—Kach and every enlisted man will report at the
Company Armory, at 5 o'clock precisely, on TUESDAY MORNING, prepared to fall in and march to
the train, which will leave the M. C. R. R. Depot tor

T,

iTlagnetic Phyaician,
on them and tbey sha'l be bealed

Men's, Boys' & Children's

Centre Desk

now

JOBBER,

UNDERTAKER.

NEW STOCK,
NEW PRICES.

—

all company

&

MANUFACTURES OF

NEW STORE,

NO. 28 STATE

In Gardiner, Aug 30, Mrs. Mary Burgess, aged

BABCOCK.

Successor to the lato George Maraton,

FORWARDERS,

LI months.

P.

MAKER

UODËL

GAD

STONE &

58 years 4 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.]
In Wiecasset, Sept. 2, Abiel Gould, aged G8 years

STREET

MANUFACTURERS OF

and
ing Bags which look so old
ashamed to
look

Boston and Portland Clotting

United States 5-20's, 1868
118
United States new 5's
115|
United States 10-40s, coup.
115|
Currency 6's
126$
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
70|
Pacific Mail
2if
New York Central & Hudson KB
105*
Erie
Erie prelerred
Michigan Central
41
Union Pacific Stock
62
Panama
126
Lake Shore
δ3|
IHinois Central
84
Chicago & Northwestern
37&
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred
61
New Jersey Central
;
32f
Bock Island
1054
St. Paul
32
St. Paul preferred
66|
Ohio & Mississippi
ll|
Pittsburg Β
91
Delaware & Lackawanna
78}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph
15
Missouri Pacific
1}
Atlantic & Pacific preferred
l|
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Bailroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds
....110
Union Pacific.
106
Land Grants
105
Sinking If unds.
91|
Hartford
&
Erie
Boston,
7s
18§
Guaranteed

D.

Opposite head of Brown Ht
Office Hoars 2 to 4 P. M.
felleodtf
Jal6

LADIES !

BROWN'S FRENCH DRESSING

fcaiqne Dlrigo,

Headquarters Portland Light Infantry,)
Co. A, 1st Reqt. m. V. M.
J
Portland, Sept. 11, 1876, )
General Order, No. 5.
1—All enlisted men of Company A, 1st Regiment
M. V M., (Portland Light Infantry) will report at
the Conipauy Armory, bringing with them any and

CLARK, in.

d6m*ttf

The Natnral

189 MIDDLE ST.,

In Pownal, Sept. 9, Mr. William T. Warren, aged

Street,

PORTLAND, ni:.

Dr. R.

Exchange St.
dtf

eep2

—

113$
116J

DOW,

60 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, MK.
Jul
dly

Bath; sch Walton, Washbnrn, Bow-

P. L. I.

I».

1·ϊ CoDgrrnt Mlrrel,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Davelii.
Hour»—10 to 14 Α. il., il «β 3 P. η.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

«m

DIED.

A. i*I.

1911

Office

______

118 J
113

Street. dtf

I'll OitI AS KAIiMEY, M.

TUB BOSTON! PORTLAND
CLOTH WPffl

ernment securities :
United States coup. 6s,1881
United States 5-20's 1865, old
United States 5-20's,1865, new
United States 5-20's, 1867

FARRINGTON'S,

Middle

ties.

doinham for Georgetown.
Passed by 7th, ech Kate Newman, Newman, from
St John. NB, for Philadelphia.
uiuu uviut, υ ο OUUK3 χ uo
UUij
Sid 7th, barque Dirigo; scbs Willie Martin, Grace 1I
uour, fting, lillman & Co 2 do
flour, R Deering & Co. 2 do lumber,
Cu8bing, Judge Tenney, Hampden, Mary Ε Pearson,
S W Thaxter & Co 4 do corn, Webb & Phinney
1 do
Ocean Wave, Susan Stetson, Mary Langdon, Zicova,
corn, G W True & Co 3 do corn, J Β Ham. i do bran,
Olive Elizabeth.
Carruthere & Co 1 do bran, R C Jewett 1 do
BOSTON—Ar 8th, echs Clara Smith, Packard,
bran, fairly active.
Libby & White 2 do lumber, Grand Trunk Railroad
bbla flour, 37,000 bush wheat, 23,Weehawken ; Pennsylvania, Smith, tm Dennvsville ;
Receipts—8500
0 do merchandise, Maine Central Railroad 23 do
000 hush corn, 4,000 bush oats,
Ρ S Lindsey, Johnson, Boston
bush barley,
merchandise, Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad 4 do 3000 bush rye, 000 hogs, 000 cattle. 2,000
Cld 8th, sch Ida May. (Br) Bogart, Portland.
merchandise, Portland 12 do merchandise.
Ar 8th, scba Olive Elizabeth, Lindsey, Perth Am- j
Cincinnati, September 9.—Pork higher at 17 00.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.
boy; Hannibal, Pendleton, fm Hoboken; Midnight,
Lard ie firm; steam ejected at 10*; kettle at 12(a)
W. True & Co.
12J. Bulk Meats are excited and nigher; shoulders Roberts, Calais.
Cld 9th, sch Game Cock, Bobbins, Portland.
interior points at 6J @ 6f ; held at 6| here; clear rib
Baik Statement.
are now open Tor business and are
SALEM—Ar 8th, schs Pushaw, Alley, St George
fides eold early at 8 37$ @ 8 40, closed 8 50 bid ; clear !
New York; Malaber, Welch. Irom Belfast for do;
for
New York, Sept. 9.—The following is the
sold at 9. Bacon higher; shoulders
prepared with one ot the largest
weekly sides
7i@7|c;
bank statement.
Henry A, Wade, Waldoboro; Mary Shields, Waite,
clear rib sides 9J @ 9$ ; clear sides 10J, closing outand most attractive stocks ot
Pit tston for Bristol, RI ; Gentile, Pease, Rockland
Loans
$258,431,100 side prices. Hogs are steady and firm :commou light for
New York.
at 5 40 @ 5 65 ; fair to good "light at 5 75 @ 6 00 ; do
Specie
22,778,400
Ar 7th, sch A J Williams,
PORTSMOUTH
Legal tenders
heavy at 5 80 @ 615; receipts of 385 head ; shipments
57,529,000
Murcb, Rockland.
none.
Deposits
231,0(59,500
Achorn, Rondout.
sch
Mansfield,
Ar8tb,
Circulation
14,371,2u0
Cleveland, September 9.—The Petroleum marSid 7th, sell Mary Means, Parker, Sedgwick.
Actual reserve
80.307,400 ket steady and unchanged ; standard White at 23.
Required reserve
57,767,375
FOBGIGN PORTS.
New York, September 9.—Cotton is steady; MidExcess of reserve
22,510,025 I dling uplands
11 9-l6c.
Ar at Melbourne Aug 30, barque Ν Gibson, BradThe following are the changes since last week :
New Orleans, September 9.-Cotton is in good
Boston.
ford,
Increase in loans
$1,607,600 demand ; Middling uplands 11c.
Sldfm Yokohama Aug 11th, barque Etta Loiing,
Increase in Specie
636,200
Loring, New York.
is quiet; MidCharleston,
9—Cotton
Decrease in legal tenders
September
251,640
At Hong Kong Aug 15, ship Alex McNeil, for San
Ever Shown at Retail in the State
at 11c.
Increase in deposits
2,476.500 dling uplands
Francisco.
Circulation decreased..
Mobile, September 9.—Cotton stiff; Middling upof Maine.
Ar at do 9th, shin Alice Buck. Herriman, Cardiff.
237,600
Actual reserve, increase
lands lOgc.
386 900
Sid Aug 2, ship Nearchus, Pierce. San trancisco.
Required reserve, increase
619,125
tm Batavia July 12tb, ship Herald, Gardiner,
Sid
9.—Cotton
Norfolk,September
is
This
immense Stock was manuquiet ; Middling
Excess of reserve, decrease
234,525 uplands at ll£c.
(from Iloilo) tor New York.
factured in OUR OWN WORK
Sid Piliau Aug 21, barque Leventer, Vesper, for
Galveston, September 9.—Cotton is quiet; Mid- Sunderland.
ROOMS·
EVER*" THING PAID
New York Stock and money market·
dling uplands 10|c.
At Sourabaya July 12, barque Shamrock, Panno,
FOR IN CA*H. and we are conNew York, September
Savannah,
September
9.—Cotton
is
ldg.
Midfor
Chadnel,
English
firm;
9—Afternoon.—Money
fident that Ibis is the BEST LINE
closes at 1} per cent, on call The bank statement
dling nplands 10Jc.
Ar at Smyrna 6th met, barque Nineveh, Giles, fin
oi Goods, and marked at LOWER
is not tavorable, but unimportont in its features. So
Augusta, September 9.—Cotton quiet; Middling, Boston.
long as the oauks hold $22,000,000 of reserves in exPRICES
Sid im Madeira Aug 24th, barque Sarah Ε Frazer,
lhan offered
before
uplands at 10$ @ lOgc.
cess, a little weekly loss has no influence.
(Jnited States.
during the past 30 years.
Louisville, September 9.—Cotton is quiet ; Mid- Knight.
Gold has been decidedly strong to-day ;
At Table Bay, CGH, July 28, barque C Τ Russell,
at
opening
This is a NEW DEPARTURE
dling uplands 11c.
109g, it quickly touched 110 and then steadily adHamilton, for Batavia.
vanced to llof, at which it closed. The rates for
to bring a WHOLESALE *TOt Κ
Ar at London 7th inst, sch F L Richard7on, Watts,
Wilmington, September 9—Cotton is nominalloans were short in the morning at 1 to
ly
at
DIKE· TLV
unchanged; Middling uplands
Philadelphia.
to
the
10§c.
RETAIL
1} per
but Anally closed flat and 1 per cent, to carry. cent.,
Ar at Queenstown 6th inst, barque Henry A BurnBUYER.
Specie imports for the week, $296.000 gold coin ;
ham, Raines, Musquash, NB.
We
invite
inspection ot our
shipments for the we^k, $156,000, principally in silAr at Havre 8th inst, ships Valaint, Dunham, fm
Havana market.
ver coin; since January 1,
GOODS and PRICES. Every Gar1876, $39.728,122; same
Bombay ; A S Davis, Ford, do.
Havana. September 10.—Sugar is dull;
time in 18/5, $62,451,072; in 1874, $42
buyers
Ar at Dunkirk 8th inst, ship Wm McGilvery, Nichin 1873,
ment marked
in plain
141,411;
not willing to pay speculators prices, who hold
figures
bal$41.241,120; in 1872, $56,916,603, in 1871, $51,296,- ance of the
trom whirl» NO DEVIATION will
goods, Closing very firm at prices report- ols,ArBombay.
m.
at Antwerp 8th inst, barque John Ε Chase, Daed last week -Nos 10 to 12 Dutch Standard
BE
IHADE.
woods
^
trîa
Philartftlnhia.
sold
8$
not
is
Sterling Exchange
provlieavyand has declined toreals per arrobe: No 15 to d s at 10$ @ 11J
reals; !
day. We quote bankers' 60 days bills at $1.85 ψ £. 9$
Ar at Bremen 8th inst, ship John Watt, Deshon,
ing satisfactory will be exchanged
Molassess Sugars, Nos 7 to 10 is, quoted at 7} @ 8
(of 4.8665 par value), and on demand $1.86A, against
New York,
or the money refunded.
Concentrated
fair
reals;
to
Sugars,
good quality
$1.87 @ $4.88$ one week ago. Commercial bills are
Ar at Liverpool 8th inst, ship Sontag, Herriman,
at 4$ reals; Centrifugal Sugars, No 11 to 13 in boxes
quoted at 4.82} @ 4.83} gold.
St John, MB; barque F L Genovar, Simmons, New
at 9| @ 10 reals, and in hhds at
10|@10| reals. Stock
The Sub-Treasury paid out for interest
York.
in
the warehouses at
to-day
Matanzas 177,000
$51,000, and on call bonds $2,000; total lor the boxes and 7000 hhds Havana and
Sid 7th, ship City ot Brooklyn, Heriiman, United
; receipts for tne week at Haweek, interest, $563,000 ; bonds, $23,800 silver paid
States.I
vana and Matanzas 600 boxes and 120
hhds;
out in redemption of fractional
exports
bid fin Cardiff 8th inst, ship McNear, Taylor, for
currency, including
for the week 11,000 boxes and 1700
hhds,
checks for Washington, $ 11,454 for the
Hong Kong; barque Ε C Beal, Bailey, Rio Janeiro.
week; total 10.500 boxes and all the hhds to the United including
States.
to (late $4,794.326.
Sid
1m (iloucester, E, 8th inst, sch Wm Frederick,
Lumber is nominal; shooks nominal.
Internal revenue receipts to-dav, $350,000 ; for the
Ames, Philadelphia.
Freights are unsteady and unchanged ; loading at
week $2,166,779; last weeK $2,279,229 in
at
at
Plymouth, E, 8th inst, barque F L Carney,
;
September
the United States per box sugar 112$ @125; per
New York.
$2,291,369; fiscal year to date, $21,373,447 ; same time hhd sugar 4 5D @ 5 00
NEARLY OPP. CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
gold ; per nlid molasses at 3 00 Jackson,
in 1875, $22,567,809.
at Kio Janeiro Aug 5th, barques Fannie SkolAr
au3l
@ 3 25 ; loading at ports on north coast (outside ports)
eodtf
Receipts of customs at New York to-day, $251,200;
fteld, Shields, Cardiff; brig Morancy, Redonnet,Richfor the United States φ1 boxsugar 75c @ 1 00
; per hhd
for the week, $2,070,200; last week, $2,096,000.
mond, Va; sch Ruth Robinson, Rogers, Brunswick;
4 50 @ 5 00 ; per hhd ; molasses 2 00
sugar
3
75.
@@
Imports at New York, gold value, for the week,
brig B F Nash, Spaulding, Liverpool.
Tobacco dull and stock of new
accumulating,
Cld Aug 8lb, barque Helen Angier, Staples, for
$1,117,698,of which $1,718,443 were dry goods, against but desirable lots for exports areleaf
scarce.
Spanish Batavia.
$1,660,828 last week, and a total ot $4,467,011; cor- gold 226} @ 229J. Exchange—on United
60
States,
week
last
2d inst, brig Edith Hall, Oliver, Richmond, Va.
Sid
responding
year, $4,380,192 ; since January
days currency at$ pr discount. On London, 20$ @
In port Aug 8, ship Jairus Β Lincoln, barque Fan1,1876, $204,003,602; same time in 1875, $245,857,21 premium.
213.
nie Skolfleld, Clara Ε McGilvery; brigs Β F Nash,
National bank notes received for redemption toand J M Wiswell.
European markets·
Sid fm Pemambuco 11th, brig Centaur, Stanley,
day, $600,000i for the week, $3,800,000; last week,
$4, 170,000. Shipments of legal tenders for the week,
London, September 9—12.30 P. M.-American se- New ïork.
last
curities
Sid fm Rio Grande July 24th, sch Dexter Clark,
-united States bonds 1865's, old, 105$. Erie
$ 1,170,000 ;
week, $960,000. Silver shipments for
AND
week, $13,000.
Railway shares at 9J ; do preferred 17|; New York Curtis, New York.
National bank circulation
In port Jaly 29, scbs Para, Chase, from Richmond,
Central
100.
I
$323.250.outstanding,
ar —, lor Boston, Β F Farnham, Genn. une.
000, of which $2,099,190 are gold notes ; last Salnrday
Liverpool, September 9.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton
Ar at Bermuda 1st inst, brig Annie Gardiner, from
$323,820,000. Bonds held to secure circulation,$337,market is steady ; Middling uplands at 61-16d; do
New York.
650,000: a decrease of $730,000 for the week ; to secure
Orleans 6 3-16 ; sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales
Sid fm Matanzas 1st inst, brig A H Curtis, Sheppublic deposits $18,740,000. Legal tenders outstandtor speculation and export ; leeeipts 11,500 bales, of
AND
ing $369,331,604—unchanged.
pard. North ot flatteras.
which 2700 bales were American.
Ar at Port Caledonia, CB, 3d inst, sch Maggie DalTreasury balancée at Washington: Currency,
$11,333.000; coin, $60,333,000, including $30,504,000
ling, Dalling, Gloucester, E.
coin certificates, against
Ar at Cow Bay 5th inst, sch Maud, Robinson, from
Those interested in the developmeut of medical
$11,500.000, $62,500,000 .and
Dunkirk.
$29,900,000 last Saturday, respectively.
will be pleased to learn that Hunt's Remscience
Customs receipts to-day, $530,000 ; for the month
Cld at Pictou 7th inst, ech Cumberland, Webber,
αυχ cures
Portland.
jviuuey, mauuer* viianuuiar ana Drignrs
$18,208,995; fiscal year to date, $28,166,767.
The Treasury balances one yesr
Ar at Windsor, NS, 4th inst, echs G M Brainard,
Disease, Gravel, Diabetes, Mental and Physical
ago were : CurParticular attention given to the enterency, $2,009,000 ; coin, $66,500,000,
Portland; Jed Frye, Langley, Boston; LizIncluding
Female Irregular ties and Complaints of Jameson,
$16,Debility.
zie Β McNichols, Fanning, St John, NB.
250,000 coin certificates.
ing and forwarding of merchandise
the Urino-Genital Organs are cured by Hunt's
The stock market opeued tame to-day after a sesCld 30»h ult, echs Abbott Lawrence, Hardy, Richarriving at PORT OF BOSTON, also New
sion of unusual excitement
mond, Va; 31st, Frank Jameson. Jameson, lor do;
through tne week, and Remedy.
York, Philadelphia and Portland.
1st inst, Decora, Berry, Philadelphia; 4th, L Β Mcgave the appearai.ee of a quiet day ; but later the
New
Jed
market became more active and
Frye. Langley,
York;
Having unsurpassed facilities, we are
Nichols, Fanning,and
witti an
very
Β L Eaton, Grierson, Newcastle; Ada S Allen, Dudadvance in most of the active stocks. strong,
prepared to forward goods with promptmarri reo.
The sales to-day were: Pacific Mail
ley, New York.
ness
and dispatch.
shatcs,
16,500
Ar at Port Mulgrave 6th, echs Etta Gott, fm North
Western Union 4300 shares, North Western 600
Business entrusted to our care will
Bay, to re-lit; Geo W Pierce, do for Boothbay.
ahares, do preferred 100 shares, hock Island 900
In Brunswick, Sept. 5, by Rev. Geo. C.
Crawford,
Arat St John, NB, 7th inst, brig Gambia, Hardreceive prompt attention.
shares, St Paul 3700 shares, do nrufprrAd ?.7nn ahor.·
Sydney S. Soule of Freeport and Miss Helen C.
.Ciriu ιζυυ snares, St
ing, Rockport.
l'fcorn of Auburn.
«Joseph 200 shares, Lake Shore
STONE & DOWNER, 28 State St., Boston
H S Bridges, Landiick, Philadelphia;
Cld
echs
7th,
24,700 shares, Ne*y York Centrai 100 t hares, Ohio &
in Farmington, Aug. 22, Geo. D. Hamblin and Miss
ap5
deoa6m
Ella Brown, Robinson, New York.
Mississippi 600 shares, Missouri Pacific 200 shaies,
Althea Bates.
Central
7500 shares,Delàware, Lackawanna
Michigan
In Batb, Sept. 2, John Farrell aud Miss Mary A.
& Hudson 800 shares, New Jersey Central 18,000
Doyle.
shares, Delaware & Lackawanna 43,900 shares, DisIn East Machias, Aug. 27, Herbert M. Heath. Esq.,
SPECIAL NOTICES»
trict of Columbia 3'65s. $5000.
of Augusta, and Miss Laura S. Gardiner of East
Machias.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov~

180

Watch and Chranameter marker·* To«ta,
mathematical. Optical and Phila·
aophical Inatramenta, Mchetl
Apparat ua, &c.t

5*.
Receipts—-3,400 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—10,000 fiour, 720 bush wheat.
St. Louis, September 9.—Flour is du'.l. Wheat,
ΚΤλ O Dml C«11 of 1 "ΙΟΙ
ΚΤ~
-J
ο

3VKR X. P.

interest·

at

t»

MOTLEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

We

CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE.

of leather.

es nrorA

and he consethe American

over to

THE INDIANS.

000;insured.

Savannah Saturdav.

The reporters gallery in the old House of
Representatives, which has been in use a half
century, has been removed.
The proprietors of Murray's circus have been
arrested for having in their employ children of
the age of 14, 9 and 8 as acrobat performers.
The steeple chase race at Springfield, Mass.,
Saturday, was won by New England.
The rates on all kiDds of coal were reduced

WArtWOtoS, Sept. y -Carefa] inquiry at
Department has failed to elicit any
confirmation of the feport of the arrest of
Tweed,
New Yobk, Sept 10.—The Herald'» Madrid
despatch has the following:
It was found that in July last that Tweed
was in Santiago de
Cuba, having passed there
from Havana. Gen. Jovellar was applied to
by the American consul to have Tweed secured
and sent to the United States. Jovellar w»s
quite willing even in the absence of an extradition treaty to oblige the American government
in return for their courtesy in the Arguellis
the State

were

to a ball fall.
miNOB TELEGRAMS.
The medical congress at
Philadelphia adjourned tine die Saturday.
There were ten yellow fever interments at

Vigo."

uav-

The boy is unconare entertained of

Democrat·.

London, Sept, 9.—No further particulars of
the supposed arrest of William M. Tweed are
received.
Yesterday's despatch announcing
the arrest of one '"Twid Antilme," was sent
as
precieely received here. Subsequently there
came a despatch from Madrid to Reuter, of
which the following is an exact translation in
full:
"Arrest American William Tweed, presumed author embezzlement six million dollars,
has taken place aboard Spanish merchantman
Tweed travelled under name of
Carmeo.
Secor, with his cousin William Hunt who was
also arrested, both Imprisoned is Fortress

ed the extradition

Il Tarn· Out t· Bare Been ibe Work ot

Up.

quently will be handed
authorities.

jags. Wbeat—The market bas ehowD a bracing
;endency under an increasing export demand, and
for qualities suitable lor ^ipment rather fuller
prices have been paid, the available supply and ihe
juantity in trausit Irom the Weet continuing light;
ne market closed with an advance of 1 @ 2c and a
rood export and milling demand at the following
Juotations: «2c for rejected Spring; 1 00 @ 1 03 for
No 3 Milwaukee ; 1 05 @ 1 07 for No 2 Chicago ; 1 09J
g 1 09f for No 2 Milwaukee: 108 for new Winter

THE CHARLESTON RIOT.

TWEED.

BOSS

BY TELEGRAPH.

Sutlers, No.
au31

96

&

HEHR,

Exchange Street.
dim

PONTER4 and HAND-BILL» printed
» Ihi* Office.

OUR

PRESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 11, 18ΐβ
THE PBE8H
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots ot Fesfenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew·,
Wentwortb. Moses, Ν. B. Kendrick, and Chiiholm
Bros., on all traîne tbat ran out of tbe city.
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Watervllle, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewleton, of French
Bros., and Stevens & Co.

FOR GOVERNOR»

Representative to Cougreee,

THOMAS

B. REED.

PHILANDER TOLMAN,
WAKREK H. VINTON.
FOR SHERIFF,

FOR

Hoyt.

The presence of every member of the above Corps
Is requested THIS MONDAT EVENING to transact business of importance.
Per order,
FRANK F. HINDS,
Major and Instructor.

HENRV B. CLEAVES,

day.
S. B. A. Lufkin's house on Emery street was
one of the finest illuminated residences in the

city Thursday night.

On Cumberland street
John L. Shaw and Charles Martin made fine
A LONG
«

·»τλ

»

PULL,

A

~~

ER,

AND SELDEN CONNOR GOES OUT
OF PORTLAND WITH 500 MAJORITY!
ITS IN THE AIR.
City Hall bas been engaged on the 31st of
October for the benefit ball to be given by the

Police Department.
Mrs. Betsy Parsons, who is in her 102d year,
resides at Να 7J Forest street with her son inlaw, Mr. Morse.
Mr. D. Cobb of Cape Elizabeth, caught the
Champion halibnt Friday, off tho Cape. It
weighed 370 ponnds, being eight feet long and
three feet throng h.
The Freeport Band made a fine appearance

Thursday evening.
Smuggler arrived

in the city Saturday nigbt.
Some people are of the opinion that be wont
beat 2.11 on Presnmpscot Park.

Driscoll,

Lowell and Kennedy of this city,
race in this harbor.
The Argns will say this morning there were
2000 men in the Democratic menagerie Saturday night. As connted by more than a dozen
are to

pnll their

relia'ile

men at different points of the
route,
the show contained between 1100 and 1250, exclusive of mnsio.

The nigbt of the Republican demonstration,
a zealous Demociat had a partially intoxicated
man

arrested, who went into

a

manded something to drink.
the station, but on ihe way

saloon and deHe was taken to

remarked :
"I
don't see why 1 am 'rested. I ain't no Black
Republican. Allers voted Democratic ticket.
My father did. I am here because I 'blong to
Baad. That's what's the matter."

EVERYTHIG PROMISES US A SPLENDID VICTORY TO DAY.
LET US WORK
TO MAKE IT EMPHATIC!
Abont one balf of the "citizens" who paraded the streets Saturday night, carrying brooms,
will not be able to vote nntil 1880 and tbe other
half not nntil they have been made American
citizens.
We do not say that the Democratic demonsirauun οι oaiuruay nignt is
responsible for it,
but we do say that there was more drunkenness on the street yesterday than there has
been seen on Sunday for a long time.
Of the
the arrests made a number of tbem were seen

bearing

a broom Saturday evening.
Officers Miles and Hanson arrested two boys
named Fred Gillis and Edward Smith yesterday who assaulted a person about town known
as Noah.
The Lewiston Journal says: "When the Republican train for Lewiston reached Yarmouth

Thursday night, it crossed the train bearing
the Tilden Zouaves, going from Lewiston to
Portland. As the Portland train moved off, a
shower of brickbats fell upon the Republican

train, smashing several windows in

one

Grand

Trnnk car.

ly escaped

Several of the passengers narrowThe Democratio leaders
injury.

seem unable to control the enthusiasm of their
masses

this year."

The great issue is not hard or
solt money, civil service reform or
tbe tariff question, but whether
violence and disorder shall control
this Government or tbe sentiment
ot the law-abiding people.
The
South would secure the control ot
the Government by violence, and
the Democratic party is bnt the
ally of the South.
Gen. Bank·, Liberal.
BALLVING COMMITTEES.
All of the Ward Committees have appointed
rallying committees and vote distributors for
to-day. In Wards 2 and 3 tbe follwing are announced :
Wabd 2.
John D. Snowman,
Jei emiah Howe,
S. H. Colesworthy,
Chas H. Baker,

David

Webber,

Wm. P. Osborn,
H. C. Peabody.
Ctiae. H. Fickett,
8. S. Murray,
Daniel F. Gerts,
C. F. Eastman,
John S. Heald,
Kobert Pennell,
Chas. W. Duroy,

Drew,

Ezra

Wm. Foster,
John W. Chandler,
Geo. W. Green,
T. J Murphy,
Francis B. Barr,
James F. Band,
Thomas M. Dennett,
Thomas M. Fisher,
H. S.

Cousins,

Ttomas Pennell.
Ward 3.

Henry P. Cox,
Henry D. Curtis,
Bichard Cole,
Wm. G. Sampson,
F. H. Cuehing,
Levi L. Baston,
W. S. Armstrong,
Geo. M. Nelson,
Frank W. True,
Walter S. Abbott,
Jones Pennell,
Cbas. A. Beal,
Z. A. Smith,

Colesworthy,

J. C.

Joel Whitney,
A J.

Bich,
Benj. T. Libby,
Geo. H. Gill,
L. M. Prince,
W m. C. Googins,
Wm. W. Baby,
Geo. F. Gould,
H. E. Emery,
Chas. E. Banks,
Alphonse Brunei,

THE CLOSING RALLY.

A

Large

and

The closing rally of the Republicans of Fortland at City Hall Saturday night was one of
the largest and most enthusiastic gatherings of
the campaign. Despite the circus outside and
thejabsence of the campaign clubs who were
doing good service at Biddeford the hail was
packed by a multitude anxious to bear the distinguished orators who were announced to

speak. Frederick Douglass, the consummate
flower of his race, is always received with enthusiastic homage in Portland.
His simple
eloquence, the perfection of Saxon epeeoh, and
his voice as that angel's whose heartstrings are
lute, thrill a Republican audience as the
words of no other speaker can. He is the type
and living embodiment of the work of the party of freedom, the representative of the great
achievements of the last quarter of a century.
The disappointment wag great when it was announced that be was too ill to speak; for that
audience was not content even with the feast
which Gen. Woodford spread before it; it counted on a royal banquet.
The meeting was called to order by the venerable W, W. Thomas, who introduced with
fitting words Gen. Stewait I* Woodford of
New York as the speaker of the evening. Those
a

who have had the eood fortune to hear GenWoodford can realize the delight of his auditor·
at the admirable speech which fell from his

eloquent lips.

splendid dictioo,
impassioned delivery,
His

his polished satire, his
attractive
as they are, are bat the accessories to a statesmanlike. generous and uobly courteous presentation of the issues which now divide the country, a presentation from the loftiest standpoint
and appealing to the thoughtful men and wobefore him as no other speech in this campaign has. It was received with enthusiastic
delight, and every golden sentence was punctuated by tremendous bursts of applause. We
shall not attempt to give the points ot the address as the ground covered was substantially
men

that in the speech at Gorham reported in these colamns last week.
The audience was quick to observe the points made,
and prompt and hearty in its demonstrations of
The picture of the translation of
approval.
Tilden borne η ρ on one hand by the Aogel
John Kelley and on the other by the Angel
the

same as

Morrissey

John

received with unbounded
merriment, and the splendid peroration called
forth cheer upon cheer. Gen. Woodford closed
with these words:
"It is related in an old
legend that when the brave King Kobert of
Scotland died he gave his faithful liege Douglas charge that he should take his royal heart
to the Holy Land and lay it there at rest.
Douglas undertook the task. The heart ofthe
dead king was placed in a golden locket, which
the brave lord bore next his own living and

* V

hours of disaster and

nr * *r

*
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THE ARGUS KNOWS IT.
Coroner's Verdict,—The coronet's jury in
the case of the man found near the Portland
street railroad bridge brought in their verdict

Saturday

noon.
From the evidence it appears
that the man's name was W. B. Stone.
Some
time ago he killed a negro in a drunken broil
at Calais, and was sentenced to State Prison

for seventeen years.
He was pardoned out
lately, and went to Hallowell about three weeks
ago, where he chioged his name to Kelly,
stating to parties that he bad reformed and
He came up on
taken the iron-clad pledge
the excursiin to sae the torchlight procession
Thursday night, evidently bccamo intoxicated,
and when on the train, going back, appeared
very much so. He probably fell from the train
while in that condition, and met his death.
The jury returned the following verdict;
That the said Wm. Kelley, other wisa called
Wm. B. Stone, came to hie death on the mornÎDg of the 8th day of September, A. D
1876,
by falling from an excureion train of the Maine
Central railroad company, near the crossing of
Portland street, in the city of Portland, while
said train was in motion, on its return from
Portland to Hallowell, and that no blame is at
tac bid to said railroad company.

Why

high

?

Brcauie a
Democratic rebellion cnuiied them to raine
money Co pay noldiers' boiintie».
are lowu inxm mo

Umîlly Democrats.—While the procession
was halting on Danforth street, Saturday evening, some of the Zouaves indulged in a fight
and torches were used over each other's heads
in
very reckless manner.
At tl'e depot, as the Zouaves
a

^

ere

depression, when the inand discouragement force

about

for Brunswick, some of them attempted to break into a Democrat's liquor saloon,
when the keeper came out and routed their,

leaviDg

after knocking dowu several of the number.

decent where the streets
were not illuminated, and that was the majority of the streets passed through. It is suggested that now the parade is over, the
brooms be taken to their bomes and used vigor-

quite

ously.
Among the mottoes shown by this crowd was
one with more truth in it than was intended:
"We don't read worth a cent." The read was
spelled with two e's, but this was probably a
mistake of the painter.
As the crowd passed along they greeted their
friends on the sidewalk and occasionally brushThis of course
ed them with their brooms.
pleased the lookers on and all went merrily.
When thej got up town where water was provided,the procession didn't halt to water up,and
when one of the boys happened to want a sip,
he left the ranks, and when he had satisfied his

thirst he returned to the crowd just where it
was the most convenient. This did not interfere with the marching, as there was no order
whatever, except to the bold commander who
rode so straight on his black charger.
As the procession began to return to this end
ot the city, the torch bearers became weary,
and at each street several of them would drop
out and return homo. The ranks were greatly
thinned in passing through Center street, and
on arriving at Market Square the remainder of
the faithful were reminded that the hour of

midnight
puouu

bad arrived.
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faction of the proprietors of the Argus. They
illuminated their office in the early evening
and eat around in the counting roam waiting
for the procession to arrive until 11 o'clock,
when the candles in the window burned out,
and they closed shop and retired.
The flag
which was hung oat was illuminated with Chinese lanterns, two of which caught fire and
burned up, while the others went out long
before the procession arrived. The procession
numbered about 1200 torches and five bands.
The illuminations were not at all general.

But the crowning glory, the consummate
flower so to speak of the procession, was the
classical reporter of the Argus in his barouche.
This accomplished linguist speaks five languages, Latin ,6ieek, Sanscrit, Heathen Chinee
and Profane, besides possessing an imperfect
knowledge of English.
·'
'Tie known he can speak Greok
As naturally as pigs squeak ;
That Latin is no more difficile
Than to a blackbird 'tie to whistle."
It was a grand eight when the barouche drove
up and the C. II. jumped in, attended bv his
staff. His imagination carried him back to the
days when the earth was youog. He fancied
himself behind the horses of the sun, and ad-

dressed the driver

as Phoebus Apollo, much to
gentleman's disgust and provoking the
growling response that he didn't "stand no
d
d slang from anybody." So little is scholarship appreciated. During the drive the
great linguist stupefied his assistants by copi-

that

quotations from the Bard of Mantua and
the Blind Old Man of Scio's iocky isle. The
descent down State street gave him opportunity to murmur the Latin line which, acting as
"pony" to hie own conversation, he freely
ous

when the Green

were

boy

out

drew

playing together

ont a| pistol and
said in a playful

pointing it at the Cash boy
way,"See how quick I could shoot a man." Accidentally he pulled tbe trigger and the Cash
boy became painfully aware of the celerity with
which a boy could be shot, for the ball which
was a piece of sheet lead chewed up passed
tbrongh his cheek near his mouth, and lodged
in the back of his neck, narrowly escapieg the
veiû. Dr. Shannon extracted the bullet and the boy will recover.

jugular

ONE DAY FOB TOK CAUSE.

Every Republican who can 'possibly do it,
should give Monday to the Republican cause.
A few hours spent by every wide awake Repolitical friends in
his locality will be of great advantage to the
cause. Such generous action would add hunpublican in looking up his

dreds of votes to our

majority

in Portland.

'•It is an act ot torbearancc to
permit a Republican to live in the
South."
Personal.

Professor J. M. Lacgston has been invited

to deliver the oration on the occasion of the
unveiling of tbe monument of Bishop Allen,
the first Bishop of the African Methodist

Episcopal church, which has been erected in
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia in honor of his
memory by the colored people of the United
States. This selection is a conspicuous recognition of tho character and ability of Prof.

Langstou.
Tempebance Keeoksi Club.—The club
held the most interesting meeting o! the season
at the Y. M. C. A. Hall last evening, the house

being crowded.

Enthusiastic speeches

were

by Messrs. Williams, Sylvester, Smith,
Pacey, Battie, Manchester and several members of the Knightville club. At the close Vice
President George A. Merry made an earnest
appeal to drinking men to sign the pledge and
twenty signed tbe pledge. So thegool work is
progressing.
made

MR. GOODWIN FOR CONGRESSMAN IN-

STEAD OF MR. REED, AND MR DEER1NG FOR SHERIFF INSTEAD OF MR.
OUT

IX) Ο Κ

DRESSER.

SUCH

FOR

CHEATING.
Hcnrborougli Democracy.
Oak Hill has bad a sensation—a jubilation—
after a fasbion.
Flaming posters bad proclaimed that there would be a "Reform Democratic Flag-raising" on Thursday evening.
"Able speakers" were promised to address the
crowd, and the "American Band" to entertain
We were on the tiptoe of expectation.
We were well aware of the vast need of reform
in the Democratic parly, and we were carious
to learu how the great work was to be accomplished. So at the hour specified we went to
the cross roads where the Hag was to be raised,
but found only a few boys clustered around the
music staud. After awhile the band struck up.
Tbo first note was sufficient to convince us it
them.

not the American band. After "executing" several pieces quite a respectable number
bad gathered, the majority women and children.
At eight o'clock the meeting was called to
order—the few present gathering in front of
was

stand surrounded by a cordon of
Mr. Seward Gunnison proposed

speakers'
wagons—and

the

chairman, and declared elected, although
same one doubted the vote.
Mr, G. stepped
as

forward and spoke his little piece in an audible
voice. It was simply a rehash of the abuse of
the Republican party that from day to day
appears in the Argus, aeuvereu very grandiloquently. Not the slightest demonstration was
made at the commencement or close o£ his ad-

only sound that broke the solemn
silence, save the speaker's voice, was when he
dress.

lauding the patriotism and honesty of Samuel J. Tilden. Just then there arose a loud
prolonged "whinny" that drowned the speaker's voice—a regular "horse laugh!" It came
so pat wo were forced to join in it.
After this a Mr. Gould, from Boston, if I
understand aright, was introduced, the chair,
man calling for
"three old-fashioned Democratic Scarborough cheers." We concluded
the Democrats of Scarborough were afflicted
with weak lungs, judging from the feebleness
of their response. Just as the gentleman was
opening his mouth it seemed for the first time
was

to occur to the chairman that "flag-raising"
was the real object of the meeting, and a signal was givec to hoist the bunting. No spontaneous cheers greeted it, and the bugle-man
to resort to the force-pump to elicit
the usual demonstration. It was made, but in
manner.
After which "the
a very spiritless

obliged

was

bard

played,"
speaker introduced spoke

The

in so low

a

voice and there was each a chattering among
the women and children and those in the wagons wo could but catch a word here and there.
We heard enough, however, to satisfy us that
the burden of his remarks was the same hackneyed abuse of the Republicans we have been so
long accustomed to hear on occasions like this.
Nut the slightest ripple of enthusiasm was

by

his very tedious tirade. The
that folsame may be said of the speakers
lowed him, We did not stop to hear them, for
finding thattheybut trod in each other's tracks,
and that a general lethargy pervaded the meeting, we became wearied and left, wondering
what in the world all this had to do with their
P.
watch or catchword, "reform."
awakened

We did not anticipate that so
many MECHANICS and LABOHING .IIIÏ.X wlio had for months
been out of employment could be
HIRED to absent Ihemselves from
the po!ls or to vote the Republican
TtcRet·—EDITOR ADAMS of the Argus
in March 1876.
Fortieth Anniversary of Free Street Sun·
dar School.
The 40th anniversary of the Free street Sabhath School was observed yesterday with ap-

propriate exercises. The audience room of the
church was decorated with flowers and presented a fine appearance. To the right of the
pulpit was a pyramid of flowers while thd table in frout and the pulpit itself was covered
orifh

vaooa

nf

rara

ornfiro

Γγ» tha

roar

nf

tVi a

difficulty!"

Whinnie, preached a very interesting discourse
to the children, taking his text from Proverbs
viii, 18: "I love those who love me, and those
who seek me early shall find me."
This passage, the preacher remarked, is one of the
dearest in our recollection from the fact that

by every heathen god from Olympian
Jove to dog-headed Anubis, and astounded the
bald-headed rhetorician at his side by hissing
in his ear, "By the Farnesian Hercules the
swore

Isthmian games are out-done!" The cavalcade
provoKeu anomer oursi 01 entnusiasm, and in
his frenzy the linguist descended from his

paper
yers," cried
another.
"Sure and isn't yers Paddy McGee,"inquired
the third.
"And it's he that writes the true Dimercratic poetliiy," chimed in a fourth.
And then they began to repeat iu chorus the
O'Malleys, and O'Neals, and O'Haras, and

Finnitys,

and Maloneys aud McCaffertys who
resided in the house with such bewildering
rapidity that the reporter swooned and was ten-

derly deposited

in the barouche.

Not one rent. Ills η Black Republican
War aud Black Republicans may fool the
bills. Thev'H «cl enough of it before they
Ket through I can tell ;oi.
JOHN C. TALBOT in 1861.
VODNG MAN.
Did you notice the last half of the Demo,
cratic demonstration in this city Saturday
night? Did you note its make-up? Do you
desire to enter its ranks? If so, vote for John
C. Talbot. Look over the city, what localities
givw

ttuiuuiiue» me

iuosi

irouuie:

learned it in ch ildhood, and
found it to be true and precious.
we

was

Since I86S α Republican administration
has reduced the annual interest on the
Democratic War Debt from § 110,000,000

$100,000,000.

explained

to mean

many have

Seeking earseeking dilligently

with the whole heart. The words of the text
were spoken by wisdom in the figure a beautiful woman who was a forerunner of Christ.
Christ is the true wisdom, and he seeks for
men publicly as well as in secret places. Wisdom offers excellent things to those who seek
alter her dilligently. These things are better
than fine gold and will never fade away as

earthly things

do.
Wisdom offers fine things to those who seek
after her. First, deliverance from evil.
In
this world all arejn danger of falling from the
right path,but wisdom gives security against
all these failures. The walls of our hearts are
weak and we have traitors within whom we
have to keep a close watch upon.
Wisdom
gives us a new heart which will withstand the
evil.
Second, Wisdom gives us righteousness
which places the fear of God in our hearts.
This fear of God is a fear of displeasing a kind
father because of our love of him, not a cowardly lear. Being true to God we are of necessity true to man.
Third, Wisdom gives us the favor of the
Lord and his everlasting friendship.
In this
you have a friend at all times.
Fourth, Wisdom gives us happiness at all
times and at all places.
We may have troubles, but God will bring us out all right.
Fifth, Lastly wisdom gives ue eternal life.
"He that findeth me findeth eternal life." God
in His mercy kept our first parents from eating
of the fruit of the tree of life after tbey had
sinned that they should not be compelled to
live forever in their wickedness, but provided
that they should reach the tree of eternal life.
The preacher closed with an earnest entreaty to all, both old and young, to seek Christ

dilligently.
EVENING

EXERCISES.

Bible recitations, the reports of the officers
were made.
From the report of the Librarian
we learn that 31 volnmes have been added to the
library the past year, making the number at

present 492; 298 bave been taken out the past
year, and 2ti are now out. The report of the
Treasurer showed the finances of the school to
be in excellent condition. The Superintendent
ol the school reported the school iu a most excellent condition. There are 332 members; 294

scholars, 32 teachers aud 6 officers.
The largest attendance was 255 and the smallest, 61.
There hive been five conversions iu the school
the past year and one death.
At the close of the reports Rev. G. M. P·

King, President of the Marylwi Seminary of
Washington,

made

an

address upon

the work-

ing of the seminary and iti future prospects.
Remarks were also made by the pastor and
others.

The

following

was

the order of

exer-

cises:
Organ Voluntary.
Anthem by the Choir.
Frayer by the Pastor.

Opening Hymn.

Scripture Lesson.

Prayer by the Eey. Mr. Moxley.
Quarteite.
Scriptu-il Recitations.
Hymn by the School.
Recitations.

Ilymn by tlie School.
Report of the Librarian.
Report of the Treasurer,
Quartette.
Address by Kev. G. M. P. King.
Duet—"Where hast thou gleaned to-day.'*
Superintendent's Report.

Chorus—"X'his year for Jesus."
Addresses.
Solo—'The Lord my pasture shall prepare."
Pastor's Address.

Closing Hymn (America).
Benediction.

A Defaulter.—The

Advertiser states that
Mr. Frank Libby, the junior partner of the
firm of G. G. Hackett & Co., fruit dealers on
Commercial street, has left town taking about
$4000 belonging to the firm. It has been ascer"
taiued since his departure, that the fact that
Mr. Libby had drawn the deposit the firm had
in the bank, was no: mentioned at the office
before his departure, or entered on the books.
It is feared that Mr. Hackett, who is at home
sick, has been ruined by these operations.
Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this
county yesterday :
Cape Elizabeth—Lot of land from Albert W.

Kelsey to Albert H. Small.
Deering—Lot of laud from George
er

H. Crock-

to Isaac It. Shurtleff.

Kaymoud—Lot of land
George S, Nash.

from hiii Jordan to

SOLDIERS!

Can you vole lor John C
Talbot, the malignant copperhcad, who
rejoiced in your humiliation and defeat
in 1S01-3 ?
Allen Mission.— Large audiences were in
attendance at the Allen Mission
yesterday afternoon and evening. In the
the

evening
chapcrowded, aud the addresses by Mr. Swiit
of Manchester, N. H., Moses G. Dow of Deering, and Mrs. Partington of Portland, were
very interesting. Large numbers signed the
pledge. The public are invited to be present at
the union temperance meeting this
evening.
Accident.—As the procession was passing
up Pearl street Saturday evening,Dr. Ordway's
horso brealise frightened and reared up and fell
over
backwards, injuring the rider quite severely.
el was

221
438
316

7

386

315

2486

2503

442
314
536
314
315

391
404

Total
An Explanation.

Editor:—The item in your paper of
Saturday, under the head of "The way to encourage ruffianism," unjustly reflects upon
Judge Knight The inferences of your reporter
were undoubtedly drawn from a partial knowledge of the facts. This will be apparent from
Mb.

Maine Campaign Notes.
Republicans of Calais hare nominated
Hon. F. A. Pike for Representative to the
Legislature.
The Republicans of Harpswell held a largo
meeting Friday eveniug, which was addressed
by Hon. Hiram Knowltou and others. The
Tbe

ladies decorated the hall in a tasteful manner.
Gen. King and Hon. H. Drummosd address·
a rousing Republican meeting at Saccarappa,

Saturday evening.
The Biddeford Star says that a Democratic
school agent in that city undertook to turn out

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

GRAND OPENING

DRESS GOODS,

ance as

Maine Business Notes.

innocent father was sought,
minder from the court to the

Lewiston dry goods merchants report that
business is improving in that city.
The Lewiston Journal says that X. W. Farwell, Esq., will begin on Monday the construction of a foundation for an extension of Farwell
Mill, increasing the capacity of tbe mill by 5000

The finest display of Fancy Dress
Goods and Shawls to be found in
Portland.

circumstances

under

witnesses, kindly raised the fees. As
attorney for the state I publicly stated to the
court that the prosecution was simply in the
the interest of good order, and for the preservation of the peace. No peualty against the
but such

a

re-

offending youth

should serve to prevent a repetition of the
offence, and wanton acts of similar character,
liable to lead to serious consequences. Judge
Knight took the same view in remarks addressed to those present. Whatever subsequent
remissiou of the penalty was permitted, was
with the advice and approval of those who
made the complaint, as, tending to promote
good will in the community.
as

Very respectfully.
Henry C. Peabody.
ORGANIZE

IN
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REPUBLICAN TOTE.
Two Reformer·.
Mb. Editor:— I am a Democrat, but I can
no longer belong to a party which recognizes

leader Eben F. Pillsbury,

as a

a

Nor can I follow Marcellus Emery, who was
also a rebel sympathizer during the war and
whose types on this account were thrown into
Now these men are
leaders of the Democratic
Piltsbary is chairman of the

streets of

the

Bangor.
the

as

party of Mail' e.
Democratic State Committee.
Both of these
men talk loudly for reform.
"They ha J better
reform themselves."
They are the same old
rebels at heart No wonder the Democratic
party has often been beaten. No honest Liberal Republican will even join a party that rec-

IF
THOSE
WHO
CANNOT
BEAD
AND
WE It Ε
WBITE
DEBABBED
F BOM
VOTING,
THE BEPVBLICAN MAJORITY
IN
THIS CITY
WOULD BE
INCBEASED MOBE THAN FIVE
HUNDBED.

STATE

WALDO COUNTY.

The man who stole a horse from Hiram
Smith of Winterport, has been arrested at Belfast and was bound over in the sum of $500,
but failing to furnish sureties he was committed. He gives his name as Joseph Smith and
hails from the Eastern part of the state.
man!

If yea are
vote lor
Holilirr. Nfildrn Oonnor.
a

flag,

gratelul far; a
ihe chiralroua

1200 YABD3 fine bleached cotton used on
table at the Maine State Fair will be sold at
two-thirds value at Leach's, 181 Middle strett.

the Democratic party will throw overboard
Pillsbury and Emery and take good TJnion men
for leaders, then many other Democrats with

200 boxes Malaga raisins selling at 40 cents
per box at Weston's Tea Store, 29 and 33 Free

leader. Nor can any
honest progressive Democrat long remain an
active member of such an organization. When
as

myself may become active members and voters
of that party and Liberal Republicans may

join it,

Never!!

But not now.

Democrat.
Veil the Democrat who howla about taxation that more than TWO-TJHIBDS of
the State lax in required annually to pay
the interest, rincipal and other liabilitie»
of the Démocratie Rebellion.
NATIONAL· HOLINESS CAMP.T1EET.
■NO.

Fourth Day.
Saturday was another very disagreeable day
for the Old Orchard Campmeetingists. The
ground and seat3 in the tabernacle were very
damp and cold. The attendance upon the services was rather slim. At the 8 o'clock prayer
meeting Bev. Chas. M linger of Farmington,

presided.
The regular forenoon service was under the
charge ol Bev. Mr. Inskip. The number in
attendance was small. For the opening ,hymn
sung, "There is a fountain filled with
Some twenty requtess for prayer were
presented, and prayer was offered by Bev. Mr.
Patterson. Mr. Inskip took his text from Matthew, 5th, 8th. "Blessed are the pure in
heart." The preacher gave a pleasant idea of
was

blood."

pleasures and blessings enjoyed by those
people who are pure in heart, that is, free from
ein—and he opposed the idea of churches furnishing amusement for the people for fear that
the devil would. His idea was that if the people
of .the church were truly pure in heart they would

the

not desire any other entertainment than that to
be found in living as people of God. He was
not pleased with the style in vogue in other
churches of conducting services, thinking it

sep9d3t

sep9d2t

street.

Peruvian Hyrup vs. Alcoholic Tonics.
It has been a desideratum with the medical
to prooure a preparation of iron
ess objectionable than an; of those now in use
which often produce unfavorable effects upon
the system, especially when prepared with
alcoholic fluids.
In many cases ot debility and convalescence
from disease, where a tonic ie indicated, wine,
brandy, porter, &o., have been recommended;
but these are of very doubtful efficacy, to say
the least. Alcohol is never digested, is ranked
among the diffusible stimuli, and is incapable
of affording eutrition. It creates generally an
unnatural excitement and derangement of the
circulation, irritating the whole system by preventing the blood from losing its carbon.
Again, how difficult it is to obtain an article
approaching to pnrity, almost all the wines,
brandies, porters, &c., being moro or less adulterated.
Such being the case with regard to the spirituous preparations of iron, and the alcoholic
drinks, of which any one can satisfy himself
by investigating the subject, an opportunity is
now presenteQ in the Peruvian Syrup, for the
trial of an article in general practice, which has
the strongest recommendations from medical
and scientific men of the highest character—a
preparation which so happily combines the
protoxide of iron with the other constituent
parts that the effects incident to the use of iron
salts are entirely obviated.
For all cases in which iron or any tonic is
needed this preparation is confidently believed
to be far superior to any other. It seems to
purify the very fountain of health.
sell
eod&wlw

{profession

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been rectdved by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster H all, Tuid D. Wentworth, 5-53 Congress, corner of Oak street.
Bome sat on seven hills. Adamson's Botanic
Balsam gits enthroned on the appreciation of all who ever used it, it is an article of
merit.
selleodlw
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close of the sermon a short time was occupied
in giving testimony concerning full sanctifica-

tion.
At nooD, prayer meetings were held in varitents.
The afternoon service, at half past two, under the charge of Gev. Cbas. Hunger of Farmington, was opened by singing, "Just as I am."
The Eev. Mr. Marsh offered prayer, after
which Mr. Munger read for the scripture lesson

ous

part of the third (chapter of 1st Corinthians,
commencing at the 27th verse. After singing
Mr. Munger took for his text, 1st Corinthian,
3d, 31st. "And yet I show unto you a more
a

excellent

way."

Munger

Mr.

dwelt upon

full

sanctification at length, after which Mr, Inskip
had a meeting for the giving of testimony in
which a very large number took part, and

Smith, the colored EvaDgelist,
very entertaining remarks.

Amanda
some

At G o'clock

the

made

Windham

people held a
large and interesting prayer meeting in the
spacious honse, which was crowded full, Bev.
Mr. Ferry taking the lead. Other meetings of a
similar nature, but with lighter attendance,
held in other places.
The evening services were opened by
"How cen X keep from singing."

were

Pearsall

Smith,

the noted

singing,
Robert

Evangelist, offered

prayer, following which the scriptures were
read by Eev. Mr. Boole. Mrs. Clark then sang
"The new "song," with much sweetnes and
power. Mr. Boole delivered an exceedingly
able and forcible sermon, having for his subThe ideas advanced by Mr.
Boole were sometimes somewhat peculiar, but
as a whole, bis discourse was fine and proved
very interesting to those present
Fifth Day.
SUNDAY'S SERVICES.
Sunday was a most beautiful day for a camp
meeting and a large number improved it by visiting the beautiful grounds at Old Orchard.
In the

morning, at

8

o'clock, an

old-fashioned
Methodist love feast was held in the tabernacle,
tinder the leadership of Rev. Mr. McDonald.
For two solid hours, short testimonies came
pouring in telling of the glories of full salvation, and many beautiful song9 were sung. It
was a very interesting service and was a pleasant contrast to some of the meetings we have
witnessed.

The weather
jjid

au

being

nmcuuauvc

so

uciug

pleasant,
i^uiiio

and

the peo-

uuluciuuc,

m

«τas

thought best to hold the forenoon service in the
grove. It was by far the largest audience that
has met together since the meeting opened.
Before the services properly commenced, Mr.
Inskip asked for a collection to defray the expenses of tbe meeting. A eoodly amount of
shekels was the response. The sermon of the
morning was by Kev. Mr. Inskip, who chose
for the text, Matthew 1st, 31st. "O thon of
little faith wherefore „didst thou doubt." Mr.

Inskip

gave a treatise upon the cause and cure
of doubt.
In the afternoon an able discourse was deliverad by Kev. Wm. Taylor. A bit of th's man's
history will perhaps be entertaining to our religious readers. His remarkable work commenced in California, about 16 years ago, and
bis Evangelistic labors have extended round

globe. As the result of seven months
through translators in Ivaff raria,
Africa, seven
thousand
Kaffres
were
gathered into church fellowship. In India
he wa3 the means of gathering probably scores
the

work

of thousands

from

a

belt of

communities

ex-

tending entirely

across the empire,into churchwith a Methodist organization, the remarkable feature of which is that they axe selfsupporting from the first.
K. I'eirsall Smith, a merchant of Philadelphia, preached the evening sermon on a life of
full trust and consecration. Perhaps the best

es

description of the sermon can be given by
quoting tbe following lines which he gave in
the course of his morning address:
"There are in this loud and stunning tide
Of human care and crime
AVith whom the melodies abide,
Of the

everlasting chime;

MISSES' & CHILDREN'S

are

Special Bargains

Who carry music in their heart,
Througd crowded street and wrangling mart,
Plying their daily task with busier feet
Because tlicir hearts the sacred melodies lepcat."

Wishing to clean up our stock
beiore opening fall goods, we have
made two lots ot onr fine Fancy
Hosiery, which we shall sell as follows 1er the next ten days.
First lot at 37 t-2c per pair, comprising goods which have been
sellling at 50 to 75c.
Second lot at 50c per pair, comprising goods which have been
selling at 75c to $1.00 per pair.
All interested in these goods should give these lots
early examination before the best styles and sizes
sola,

an

are

OWEN & MOORE,
sep5

dtf

Railroad and Steam-

West, Boston,

New York, Philadelphia and return, and

all points on Maine
Central R. It., at reduced prices,

STREET.

TROUT TACKLE.
Split Bamboo. Greenheart and other kinde
of Fly and Bait Rode, Flies, Trolling
Baits, Hooks, Lines, &c. Can show the
largest assortment of JBieeeh and Muzzle
Loading Arms in the Stale, including the

PARKER GUN.
L.

BAILEY,
t
re et.

in all

DRUMS !

DRUMS !

On band at all
Drums and Drum

Drum

times a complete assortment oi

Corps

and indi-

viduals supplied at lowest rates and stock warranted,

PRUSSIAN DRUMS,
with Brass and German Silver Barrels, Bass Drums,

Cord, Stick aud belts.
by J. N. Davis at

IiOwest Prices !

Very

TURNER" BROS.,

LADIES'

"ONE PRICE ONLY."
Agency for Mme. Demorest'a Fashions.
fan

xiuieru»

lust

196

Consumption, Coughs

Colds.

and

The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter anil throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus efiects a care.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic, foe

the

create

WATCHES REGULATED FREE !

Commercial Street.

Fixtures !

37 1·1 CENTS, former price 73.
I Lot

BARNES, ACCOIllM

the

services of

Lot 2-Bulton Kid Gloves,

1

73 CENTS, former price «1.93.
1

BOOKS

tion to bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
the services of a thorough accountant.
Orders lett
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded b\
mail, promptly attended to.

aug26dtf

1-Riittdfcn

V.nt

IXid CIIavac

93 CENTS) former price 87.

1 Lot Cotton and Wool Hose,
19 1-9 CENTS.

1 Lot Cotton full regular Hose,
as CENTS.

1 Lot Cotton

Striped Hose,
91, a Decided

as CENTS, former price

Bargain.

Hose,

experienced
having watches
an

watchmaker from Boston, persons
difficult tojrepair will do well to call.

We Warrant all Watchea lift with us
for Repairs.
New and secoDd band Watches always

Every description

Congress Street,

495

JUST ABOYE PREBLE HOUSE.

dtf

septs

band.

on

of

SPECTACLES ANDE1EGLASSES
kept

stock and adjusted by

in

a

competent optician.

HILL &

O'CONNELL,

247 ITS id die Street, Portlaud, Opp
V. S. Hotel,
wlm37

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
TO BUYERS OF

CARRIAGES !
To any one desirous of. purchasing this fall I will
special inducements. Particular attention paid
to first class Repairing.
offer

Zenas

Thompson, Jr.,

492 & 494 CONGRESS ST.,
Carriage Entrance to Factory, Brown
sepll

St.

eodlm

FIRE! WATER I
Having bought a large stock ot
Walnut Furniture, slightly dam·
aged by Fire and Water, we shall
sell the same at whatever it will
bring. We think it will pay any
one in want oi this kind oi Furniture to give us a call.
We also
have some splendid Furniture that
is all perlect that was bought tor
Cash, and will be sold at a great
bargaiu. Please call and get our
prices.

G. A. Whitney & Go.,
No. 46

Exchange St.,

BELOW MIDDLE.
aug22

dim

UNITARIAN CONVENTION AT SARATOGA
September 12

to

16, 1876.

REDUCED-RATES.

COAL.

Via Portland & Worcester and Hoosac Tunnel Lines,
23 miles shorter and two hours quicker than via any
other route. Excursion tickets Portland to Saratoga
and return, good Sept. 9 to 18 inclusive,

Only $12.00.
Train leaves P. & R. Depot at 7.50 a. m., making
close connection at Ayer Junction with Hoosac Tunnel Line, arriving in Saratoga same day at 8 p. m.
J. M. LUNT, Supt. P. & R. R. R.
J. W. PETERS, Q. T. A. P. & R. R, R.

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, tor

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOR SALE AT

d3t

Lowest Market Rates,

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT CO.
·ΙΓ'Μ

k

On

and

after

Monday. Sept. 11,

JÛKmEZC Steamer Gazelle will leave the end of
Custom House Wharf daily for Jones Landing only,
at 9 and 10.30 a. m., and 2 and 3 30 p. m.
Returning leave Jones Landing at 9.30 and 11.30
a. m., and 2. 30 and 5 p. m.
Will make two trips on
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and 2 p. m,
Fare down and back 10 cents.
seplldtf

—

Randall
60

—

&

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

BIN

PINE
—

THIS

EATON,

will resume lessons on the
PIANO FORTE SEPT lllh.
eod2w
144 l-'-l Exckai|e Street.
septll

SHIRTS !

Λ LSD

SHINGLES
at Retail Σ

—

Matched Sheathing Boards,
Spruce and Pine Floor Boar
Clapboards and Laths,
Cedar and

Spruce Shingles,

Ear Sale at Lawesl Price·) br

STEVENS, Jr.,

B.

Notice.
Aunie Hojt. has
Is to certify that
:hat my wife,
w
left my bed and1 board, and
ar
that I shall herealter puv no debts ot her contracting.^
contra
JOSEPH A, HOTT.
seplldlw*

ST.
dtoif

By the Carload and

A house containing ten rooms, pleasantly
located and supplied with modern convenPossession given tiret part ot NoMjjjjJiences.
r
vember. Kent can be paid by boarding the
owner, if desired. Address P., P. O. Box 1395.
dlw
sepll

MISS EMMA L.

BY

eep6

TO LET!

COMMERCIAL STREET.

301

eod&wlm

sep6
SPECIAL·

NOTICE.

SHIPPERS~OF

TO

ALLlowing Fast

FREIGHT.

points reached by the folFreight Lines, viz: Red, White,

freight destined

to

Blue, Canada, Southern, International, Hooeac Tun-

nel and Merchant's Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroau. For through rates ana
K. A. McCLUTCHY,
bills lading apply to
Agt. Fast Frgt. Lines at Β. ΛΜ. K.R., Portland.
d tf
aug24

FLINT, HAZEN & CO.

and nice lâueu Bosoms and Cuffs

LADIES'

ANU

CHILDREN'S

Millinery & Dress Making,
563

Congress Street.

PORTLAND, ME.
Carrie A. Hnzen, Milliner, formerly with John& Clark.
se8dlw

son

Side Lace Boots I
Call and Examine Them.

A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Alio in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order lor
men or women.

AC. Q··

Charles Custis &

Co.,

my5

isdly

For Comfort, Elegance anil Durability,
J. C, Beiiuctt & Dnrnard'* superior grade

PKE

a

specialty. Sold by

BLe'da vis, '} LEAVITT & DAVIS.

jy7dtl

NO. 1 EL9I βΤΚΕΗΤ

■ ■

^

Sharp's Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddie*,
family use, picnic patties, ana

a very nice article for
on board vessels at sea.

For

sale by Grocers generally.

w m.
30J

Sliarp,

Commercial Siree

ju22

Ladies' Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.
The French Last

xr η

AHlLïïimiMDS

BUY
of

opened, examined, balanced, and closed;
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special atten-

Children's ITndervests,

13 CENTS, former price 30.

Successor to Nelson Λ Co.,
Haying engaged

493 CONGRESS ST.

KINSMAN.

CENTS, former price 30.

Carlton Kimball,

d2w

d3m

H.

30

1 Lot Ladies' llndervests,

Thanking friends and patrons tor paat favors to
the old firm I respectfully solicit the continuances ot
the same, assuring all that everything will be done
to please.

128 Exchange St.

D.

1 Lot Ladies' Under vests,

30 CENTS, former price *5.

SMITH, G AGE & CO.,

eep6

1 Lot Worsteds, Slightly Damaged,
to CENTS, per osier.

1 Lot Children's

Tor the low price ot

just received and for sale by

a

Full Line of New -Goods for the
Autumn Trade.

Unlaundried Shirts, all finished,

STREET.

SAGE CHEËSE

JOHN

in

a

and made ot Wamsutta Cottons

Clas

for two weeks in order to close it out before puttin

The Mandrake Pills act upon the

healthy bile, and remove all diseases
of the liver, often a cause of Consumption. The Sea
Weed Tonic gives tone and strength to the Btomach,
makes a good digestion, and enables the organs to
form good blood ; and thus creates a healthy circulation ot healthy blood. The combined actlou of these
medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of
Consumption, if taken in time, and the use of the
medicines persevered in.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Pblladelphi, a every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed, Schenck's medicines for sale by all Drugseplleodlm
gist^
liver,

Bargains

Special

Cure of

dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.
The Tonic produces a healthy action of the stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle, and caring
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.
Schenck's Mandrake Pills, for the Cure
of Liver Complaint, &c.
These pills are alterative, and produce a healthy
action of the liver without the least danger, as they
are free from calomel, and yet more efficacious in restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption,
as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter and purifies the blood.

Having bought the entire stock of NELSON Jfc
CIO.. 403 Congress Street, at a Great Discount,
I shall oflbr

STORE,

EXCHANCE

92

C3-003DS Ï

is(12w

SCHENCK'S PULMONIC SïRUP, FOB THE CURE OP

Drums

Ju30

aug30

Furnishing&Fancy

rtitjiieu.

sell

IRA C. STOCKBEIDGE'S
MUSIC

REMOVAL.

at the

departments

eod2m

also Drum Heads,
made and repaired

<15t

septil

Pleasant Rooms Ιο I.el with Board.
RUNDLETT has remoyed from Pearl St.
lu. to No 217 (new no ) Cumberland St., between
Wllmot ami Franklin, where she has seven pleasant
rooms to let with board.
septfidlw

Agent for DuPont's Powder Mills.
aug7

findings.

good chance for

THE
St.

SÇBB

Exchange

a

VfRS.

_

dtf

aug9

48

hard

:

Full lines of

Rollins, Loring & Adams,

G.

and soil water ; are thoroughly and
the best material. This 1»
At
a home or safe investment.
same time 2 lote en Everret Street, 30x80 each.
Terms and particulars at Sale.
V. O. B.ilLGV ft CO., Aacdsieei·.

each

REMOVAL.

sepll

22 EXCHANGE

rooms

Homoeopathic Dispensary has been removed
to 410 Congress St., opposite head of Chestnut
Open as usual from 4 to 5 o'clock P. M.
sepTdlw

BLACKSILKS !

boat Tickets via all
the different Routes
the

Mil

shall

substantially built of

in

Sole Agents for the Celebrated Norwich Op·
Ileal Jl't'x Co.'e Spectacles and Kyeclane·,
Wholesale and Betail.

Fine Fancy Hosiery.

to

we

new

PRICES VEBI REASONABLE.

too cold and formal. He probably thought
that religion without fire and a great amount
noise was

15th, at 3 o'clock,

FRIDAY, Sept
Brick Block of twd House», Ko. 27 and
ON the
these houses contain 12
29 Madieon
Street;

was

of

ESTATE

Cor. Congress and Elm Sts.

NEWS.

The Whig says that J. Feeney, Democratic
warden for Ward 1 is now in jail for violating
the liquor law.

ΐοαακ

REAL

BY AUCTION.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

country and

VALUABLE

—

from which Bar Mills takes its name, is out of
water. The mills are about all stepped except
one or two belonging to Charles McKenney..

a

ognizes Pillsbury

AT

—

spindles.
At the present time the water at Bar Mills, on
the Saco, is twenty-three feet below the high
water mark in the spring of 1870.
A largo portion of the "bar" just above the Mills, and

who

man

spoke of our loved President Lincoln as one
who "sticks and shines and shines and stinks
It is a
like a rotten mackerel by moonlight."

recognized

an

α T. ALL·*

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchan·
di&e every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock
a. o·
«ka.n
Consignmenta solicited.
oc3dt
ooddt

Shawls, &c.,
TUESDAF, Sept. 12.

the

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
». O. BAILEY,

H1B. TALBOT'S HOBSE WON'T
HELP HIM TO-DAY.

statement of

which the penalty was imposed npon the offenders. The respondent had entered a plea of
guilty. His father is a worthy and respectable
citizen, and was the especial object of the consideration of the prosecutors. The members of
the procession assaulted, who were in attend-

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.,

OF-

Turner Bro.s',

the

AUCTION 8ALE8

Salesroom· 33 nod 37 Bxiku|« Ml.
—

accomplished lady sohool teacher whom be
had contracted to pay $35 a month to make
room for a Democratic ward politian at 860 a
month. She didn't turn out worth a cent.
Honesty and reform.
The Biddeford Star says that it heard a Democrat who has been in jail for beating his wife,
say, as Ingersoll put in the red shot, "0, h—1,
he's an infidel—its horrible to listen to him!"

ject, "Faith."

In the evening a very large audience assembled at the church to listen to the anniversary
After tho opening services and
exercises.

>vnereare

the epots where the scenes of violence, brutality and crime occur, almost without exception?
They are those which furnish.the mass of the
Democratic voters in this city.

to

were

ly

2
3
4
5
6

The

the dates, "183G—1876," and at the
pulpit
right was a cluster of American flags
In the morning the pastor, Eev. James Mc-

The driver said it was just so.
The illuminations wrought the C. E. up to the
highest pitch of enthusiasm. In his excitement
strange oaths fell from his bearded lip. He

Last Yeab's Vote.—The following Is the
vote for Governor in this city last year:
Connor. Roberts.
■Ward 1
330
237

GENERAL CONNOR'S NAME AT THE
HEAD WHICH CONTAIN THE NAME OF

translated to his assistants as follows: "Easy
is the descent to York strett; bat the return on
the up grade—ah, there is the labor, there the

fidel hosts of doubt
us back, let us fling forward iato the most desI chariot and mounted a prancing steed, bat getperate fight oar dead Lincoln's golden memo- ting his legs tangled under the horse's belly,
ry and fiehtiner
un to this we shall pet, vir.torv
sadly dismounted and was taken to his office a
lor honor, victory for manhood, victory for abwreck of his former self.
solute honesty."
The experience of the C. B. and his assistant
The only fault to be found with Gen. Woodon Fore street was very novel.
The barouche
ford's speech was its brevity. But he was so
was drawn up to the ourbstone, and the pair
hoarse from long continued out-door speaking
dismounted and proceeded to inquire the names
thatjhe could trust his voice no longer. of the illuminators, each taking a side of the
The people would have listened an hour longer.
street.
The classical gentlemaa suddenly
So enthusiastic were they that they responded
found himself in the presence of a muscular
with a thundering amen to the aspiration with
laiy on the doorsteps, and with his politest
which the venerable chairman closed the meetbow and in his most persuasive accents, inquiring, "God grant us success at the polls."
ed|the name of the occupants of the house,or at
least we suppose he did, for his exact language
HAIL VERMONT.
That State
was: "Daughter of Venns, tell me whose
of school houses and intelligence
walls are these that have withstood so many
gave its largest Republican ma- revolutions of the solar
orb, the rage of vEolus?
jority 011 Tuesday. Let Maine re· What mortals bow before their household gods
spoud to her sister state next Mon- within? Tell me, I conjure you." But the
day.
daughter of Venus, mistaking him for an assessor of taxes, vouchsafed simply a vigorous
Good Records.—The following are
the
"Git out," Iu vain he attempted to soothe
names of the pupils in Free port High School
her, in vain he had recourse to the sweetest
wbo were neither absent nor tardy during the
stanzas in his poetical recollection, till finally,
spring term: S. Osgood, H. Cashing, 0.
in a moment of desperation, be exclaimed
Mitchell, E. Curtis, W, Curtis, E. Josselyn, W.
"Quousque tandem, Bridget O'Tooligan, abutere
Kendall, C. Pettingill, Ii. Souls, Fred Townsend, Misses Lizzie Mitchell, Tuttle, W. Curtis, nostra patientia," and fled to the barouche.
On the other side his assistant was having a
H. Soule, Bangs, A. Bailey, S, Kendall, K.
conversation of this kiud:
Lambert, A. Fogg, E. Grant, Ε Maxwell, C.
Reporter (in falsetto) in the midst of a bevy of
Soule. Names of pupils who did not whisper:
Henry Soule, H. Cushing, N. Aldricb, S. An- ladies—I'm a representative of the Argus and
I want to get the names of the occupants of
derson, Miss Bangs, A. Curtis, A. H. Fogg,
this house.
Lizzie Mitehe', E. Melcher, Lulu Porter, Miss
When the word Argus fell from his lips, all
Tuttle, N. and E. Townsend, Wm. Curtis, S.
fears of tax-gatherers vanished and they piled
Of«oo!l, H. Koopmao, B. Dillingham, Anna
up the compliments in this style:
Belcher, Misses Talbot and Chandler.
"It's a representative of tha Argus yers are,
NEVER ΊI>I) FIia.MUl HY'* MEN.
God bless jers," said one.
He learned the trade in denouncing the
"That's the kind of a
for
Shooting Accident.—Saturday night two
bovs named Willie Cash and Amos Green.aeed
12 and 14 respectively, living at Brown's Hill,

W.W.Latham.

imwrKV

was

loyal breast. Going to the East he passed with
his followers through Spain.
Engaged in battle with the Saracens he was well nigh overpowered. But as the infidels closed around
him, and in the desperate fight hope seemed
gone, he seized the casket, flung it forward in.
to the thickest of the fight with the words, "Go
thoa on brave heart as thou didst always go,
before!"
Then with new life his followers
pressed on, and fighting up to the golden heart
they won the doubtful day. So in these dark

Cape Elizabeth,

em

Enthuaiaeiic Meeting.

War for the Union.

DON'T PAY THE LEAST ATTENTION TO THE LIES WHICH
THE ARGUS WILL PUBLISH
TO-DAY
AND
MONDAY
RESPECTING
MR. REED.
1UR.
awn

LITTLEFIELD,

ISAAC JACKSON.

Jolting·.
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN TO-DAY
AT TEN O'CLOCK AND WILL CLOSE AT
FOUR. VOTE Ε ABLY!

the unwashed, was a
Ward 2 sent 120 of them,
all that is necessary to say of
it. The torches gave out before they reached
their division, and they were obliged to put up
with brooms They had no light, thus the
crowd looked

JOSEPH A. LOCKE,

Brief

ed to Boston in a few days to load cars and machinery for Valparaiso.
Tbe churches were well attended yester-

Legi^latoie,

JACOB S. WINS LOW,
GEORGE C.

of

sight to behold.
which perhaps is

LEWIS McLELLAN.
to

every one

this occasion with

on

FOR COUNTY TREASURER,

RepreaenlBlirea

soldiers,

them.
The third division, under command of William M. Sargent, who condescended to appear

CHARLES F. LIBBV.

For

The cavalcade and uniform companies gener
ally presented a fine appearance. The Zouaves
from Brunswick looked particularly well, and

and they marchsd like

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY,

ATTENTION.

«

COUNTY COMMISSIONER,

JOHN L. SWIFT.

CONTINENTAL· PRIM CORPS !

C"nr»r»v η τιτττ

of the mounted "citizens,"who said he bad
no white shirt and was obliged to borrow
one,
Which in his locality was no easy matter.

one

WILLIAM H. DRESSER.

Let—House.
Special Inducements-Zenas Thompson, Jr.
Peaks' Island Steamboat Co.
Unitaiian Convention at Saratoga.
Watches Kegulated Free—Hill
O'Connell.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Valuable Real Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.

displays.
REPUBLICANS!

Brunswick and Cape Elizabeth. The procession was advertised to start at 8 o'clock, but it
was an hour later before the first division was
in motion. The delay was accounted for by

Ε BE Ν T. I* ET TE Β,

"We'll have our fan to-night." said a veteran
Democratic leader in Ward 3, aa he sent off
his fireworks, "yoa Republicans will have
yours Monday night." He sniffs our victory
in tbe air.
The new barque Edith Davis has gone into
the dry dock to be coppered. She will be tow-

amazed at the demonstration made by the
Republicans Thursday night, and they were
determined to beat it if they could, but evident-

ly they couldn't; at least tbey didn't. The organizations in this city were assisted in the
display by companies from Biddeford, Saco,

JAMES Β AI LEV,

SPECIAL NOTICES.
P. L. I.—General Order.
1. 0, of O. F.—Members.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mies Emma L. Eaton—Teacher.
Grand Opening—Turner Bros.
A.

Saturday evening was the time appointed for
torch-light procession of Democratic
organizations in this city. The Democracy
were

For

HAVE PEINTED

AND WILL CIRCULATE, VOTES WITH

Great Night for the Unwashed.

the great

SELDEJiCOMOR.

Advertisement· To-Day.

Notice—Ίoeeph

A

The following is tho Republican ticket for
the city of Portland :

FOR SENATORS,

To

DEMOCEATS

THE

CITY AND VICINITY
New

ΕΧληΐΝΕ YOU Κ BALLOTS.

DEMOCRATIC DEMONSTRATION.

TICKET.

Portland. Hf.
Jtt

FOR S/ LE,
600 Empty Crmtnt Barrels
By J. W. NTOt'KWELI„ .1laauracUnr
ol Drain nud firmer Pipe, Corner W.
sepW

Promenade A Daulorlh St.

autumn's grass a foot high, before it has
grown an inch on short grazed surfaces.
3. Manure for top-dressing will go farther,
as well as give greatly increased results, If
properly applied. The most useful effect is
produced when spread upon meadows late in
summer, or as soon after the crop is taken off
It sinks into the
as may be practicable.
ground, starts a strong autumn growth, and
this growth and the fibrous portions of the
manure, make a fine winter mulching. But if

POETRY.
A Song of Sam.
ITocle Samuel Is my name,
America's my nation,
St. Louis is the city wliero
I got the nomination.

My presidential prospecte are
At present rather blue, sirs,
But with good luck and—management
1 think I shall pull through, sirs.

cannot be had in summer or autumn
draw it out as made in winter, and spread it.
Its effects will be felt at the first peep of vegetation in spring, and the coarser parts will
protect the surface. But at whatever time it
may be applied, It is of vital consequence to
spread finely and evenly. This may be done
by hand with a good deal of labor, or rapidly
by horse power, by means of proper implements.— Country Gentleman,
manure

My foremost motto is "Reform."
And then (you'll think it lunny)
Inscribed upon my banner runs
The legend, "Hard-soft Money."
That this is Just a little vague,
I candidly allow, sir?,
Bot then, you see. Hendricks !· "soft,"
While I am '-hard" ; that'» how, sirs.

S

On one point, though, we both agree,
That the best time -'to resume," sir·,
Without disturbing any one,
Will be, "The Crack of Doom," sir».

Advantage·

DUadTamag*· of Lime.
One wonld suppose that by this time the
uses aud disadvantages of lime on land
would be tolerably well understood. Certainly we have explained its operation to
readers in time past.
But it seems to be
necessary to bring up old things once in a
while in order to view them over again iu

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

the

Fall Ploughing.
A certain class of farmers fiud il necessary
to plow io Ibe fall, on account of the peculiar

crop they wish to raise—almost without regard to the elate of the soil or the weather.
Perhaps not so large a number in New England, as elsewhere, although many here sow
either winter wheat, or rye as a grain or ear-

ly forage crop or grass seed. By a large
majority however, this work is not attended
to either from indiBerence or neglect, or because they almost insensibly allow the pressure of other work to prevent it.
Deferred
until the laet, it is a very common experience
for farmers to find the earth sealed up by the
frost, just as the plowing is well under way.
To this class we present a few familiar suggestions in favor of fall plowing, which need
to be repeated often, in order to secure a
heating.
Plowing cannot be done in the fall—
nor

at any other season—whea the earth is
a furrow cannot be turned, or

dry that

when it is so wet that it is trodden into a
quagmire under the cattle's feet. Ordinarily
however, after the equinoctial rains or during the month ol October, there are days and
weeks when all the conditions ol earth and
air are favorable for the work. Regarding
piUffiug uioicijr

«ο

a

uicv/uauitai

ujjciaudu ,

and we must decide that at no other time
does the earth give the plow so good an opportunity for displaying the skill of its constructor, or is it less likely to receive injury.
It is quite certain also, that at no other
time of the year is the weather more comfortable for man or beast. Flowing at its best
is solid hard work, it can never be made recreation for the team or the plowman, and in
the early spring when the ground is hardly
settled, the weather frequently very warm,
and the cattle often weak from their winter
work or long exemption from labor, it proves
to be the most exhaustive operation of the
season.
But in the clear, cool, calm days of
October, if labor is ever pleasant it is then ;
the bracing air invigorates instead of debilitating, and trcm a substantial days' work
only wholesome result need follow.
After the close of the harvest the farmer
finds his time of leisure, all the haste and
bustle that are the necessary accompaniments of planting, hoeing, haying and harvesting are over; the crops are ail housed,
and there is a season of comparative rest.
Refreshed by rest and strengthened by partaking of the fruits and crops of autumn, the
husbandman drives his team afield more
like a philosopher than a laborer, and turns
the shining furrows with a sort of quiet and
contemplative satisfaction in which the patient oxen half seem to ebare. Compared
with ail the busy surroundings of spring and
the multiplicity of cares which vex the tiller
of the soil as he begins his year of labor, and
in this respect alone, we find ample reason
for preferring the late autumn for this important part of husbandry.
It is evident alike to the scientific and the
unscientific man ; and it may be equally difficult for either to explain the process—that
certain fertilizing properties are unlocked
from the soil by the agcncy of a drouth, and
drawn from the atmosphere by direct contact, or through vegetable avenues—fall plowing, furnishes the most sat stactory method
of retaining all these valuable elements. So
also, while this end is accomplished, by the
lame operation the soil lying down below the
surface is upturned, to receive from the cold
and frost of winter the full benefit of their
i!
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to these

considerations the facts

that in early autumn a large amount of vegetation may be turned under to decay and enrich the soil—that destructive insects like the
cutworm, and other species, may be exposed
to the severity of winter and thus destroyed,
and that only thus can an opportunity be
given for a second plowiDg, before seedsowing, and we think ample testimony is
in favor of adopting fall plowing as a part of
every farmer's established system cf hus-

bandry.
The opinion is commonly held without
much thought, that aftec the grass sod of
meadows and pastures is once established,
little or no care is required to preserve it till
it is plowed up again; and that the only
means needed to increase its quantity, is an
occasional top dressing of manure.
This
opinion is an erroneous and superficial one,
and has been adopted without sufficient
thought and observation. The fact is, there
scarcely any crop that needs good management all through more than grass and clover.
Among the requisites for success are proper
times lor cutting, the roots from winter, and
the best application of manure.
1. There are two objects to be kept in
view In cutting grass—the value of the crop
and the preservation of the aftergrowth. If
cut very frequently and cut short, like the
grass of a lawn, the roots will not make the
same size and extent of growth as when the
stalks and leaves have free development. The
roots depend as much on the leaves as the
leaves and stems do on the roots. Try the
experiment of sowing a new lawn in spring,
and cut one portion once a week, and another two or three times only during the season,
and then carefully take up, wash, and weigh
a square yard of the two portions.
The result will show that a free growing plant has
a larger and heavier supply cf roots than another that is constantly and closely shortened
back.
But the cutting must not be deferred too
late. As soon as a plant blossoms the newly
forming seed begins to draw upon ils vigor.
A hay crop should not be allowed to form
and ripen seed for this reason, if there were
no other.
Again, try the experiment of cutting a portion of a crop of timothy when first
in blossom, and leave another portion till the
seeds are nearly or quite ripe. Examine the
after-growth of each one month after cutting
and it will be found that the former portion
has a larger and a denser growth than the
part cut in seed, at the expiration of a month

respectively.

For this reason clever, when intended for
either bay, pasture or green manure should
πα tA
ααηΊ
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Sheetings width, price.
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blossom ; do not allow patches in pastures to
ripen seeds ; and plow under, or cut with a
mower if intended as manure.
It is better
to cut with a reaper set high, that there may
be enough of the plants left to retain their
full strength. A clover field treated in this
way several times before plowing under the
crop, will be much better for it than by
merely plowing under when the first growth
has attained size. Each repeated crop will
mulch and enrich its successor, and the fin al
result will be eminently satisfactory, especially as some expense, time and labor are
required to get a good clover crop under way.
Pastures should not be fed close if we expect to obtain the largest supply of forage
from them. But if allowed to grow too long,
they form more or less of seed, which exhausts the roots. The reaper, set high,
should therefore be passed over them in time,
to prevent its ripening. It may, at the same
time, have a good incidental effect, in cutting
off thistles and other weeds which may have
found a foothold.
2. On accouut of the protection of the roots
ot grass in winter, close
cropping or grazing
should never be permitted, it would be better if mowing machines were not capable of
Cutting within four inches of the ground, ex
cept it may be in extreme cases, or in lodged
grass. A meadow or pasture should always
enter winter with a heavy mat or covering
for the roots. This has a remarkably
protecting influence on the plants. Bare ground
is found to freeze much deeper in winter
than ground protected by a heavy mulch of
living grass. Wind sweeping over a bare,
frozen surface, so injures the young plants
that they are much longer starting in tpriug.
It is not uucommon to find gra^ in early
spring which has made a growth of halt a
loot where sheltered by the previous

and

of new experience.
Tue occasion at present is an article in an
intelligent Canadian paper on Pennsylvanian
farmiog. The article does justice to the intelligent and profitable system pursued by
our farmers,
but we hardly think understands correctly the principle on which lime
is used.
It speaks ot lime as being generally used on light soils as a material to
bring them up to good conditiou, but we
think this is wrong.
Soils that are light and deficient iu vegetable mai ter are made worse by lime. Let
one for instance take a piece of Jersey land
-light enough to satisfy anybody—and lime
it, and he will have as poor a piece of land
to operate on as anyone could desiie to experiment with. A piece of land saturated
with iron rust or oxide of iron, could not
possibly be poorer, and this is true of
lime on any kind of light laud. Lime tells
to best effect on heavy lands always, but
only here when in connection with vegetable
matter.

Indeed

practical view of things,
any chemical language or

taking
ot

a

irrespective

chemical theories we should say that lime
simply acted as au agent in preparing vegetable matter to be food for plants. In farm
language it "eats" the vegetable waste and

half digests it, and it is then in better couddition to be made use of by the roots of the
regular farm crops. Thus, if we are about
to plow up a piece of old sod, we lime it
a little before we plow it down, or we lime

piece of stubble for the same reason. The
lime affects the vegetable material in the
soil, and the plants feeding on it are able to
get as much profit from it in one year as
a

from the unlimed land in two. Lime indeed adds nothing or hut little to the richness of land, but makes the natural richness
In other words it is an exmore available.
cellent aid in land already rich, but the poorest thing possible for light land, if by light
is understood poor land.—Germantown Tel-
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desirable residence No. 52 Winter
street, with Fruit Garden and Stable attached.
For particulate apply to the subscriber at No 162
ALFRED HASKELL.
Fore Street.
d3w»
sep2

For Sale.
house corner State street ana Sherman
Avenue. The above house contains 10 rooms,
with large Pantry and Bath rooms, and Is piped for
water throughout,
hverv
gas, and hot and colli
room is finely freecoed and is finished in a neat ana

ANEW

All wool 3-4... 45 Γ
"

...

7-8...
78 ex.

"

55
65

Any one desiring such a
THOMAS
house will please call and examine
WILDES, or E. E. UPHAM & CO., No. 7 Exchange
street.
aeptldSt*
substantial

!

Crash.
124<
Heavy
Medium
6*
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A Valuable

Portland Daily Pre·· Stock LI·»
Corrected by Woodbdry & Moûlton, Investment
Bankers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
1098·.. 1093
Gold,
Government 6's. 1881,
....117|. ...117}
112 ...112}
Govern ment. 5-20's, 1865,
.113 ....1134
Government 5-20's, July, 1865,
Government 5-20's, July, 1867,
.....116}. ,.ll6g
118
Government 5-20's, July, 1868,
1184
GovernmentlO-40'β,............ .·*·· -»·..*Π5}
115}
.....110 ....111
State of Maine Bonds,.
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,..,
105
103*
Portland City Bonds aid R. R
102}... 1034
»
Bath City Bonds,.
102
1034
Bangor City Bonds, 20years,
102$.... 103
Calais City Bonds
100 ..,.102}
Cumberland National Bank,... 40
55
56
100
Canal National Bank,
145 ..1461
First National Bank
100
137} ...1384
Casco National Bank,
100
138 ...140
Mercli ants' National Bank,.. 75
103 <
105
National Traders' Bank,
1384
£100
137},
Portland Company,
70
80
Portland Gas Company,....50
73
75
...

...

..

For Sale·

...

Ocean Iesarance Company,... 100.
104
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,
88
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100
40
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7's,
90
Leeds & F'rm'gton R. R. Bonds,100
88
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100
88
Portland & Otrdennbnrg R.R. Bonds, gold,85

Ten miles from Portland, in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgi
ton, thirty acres of land, mowing,

106
90
50
91
90
90

including

Kegs $■»>...

Caddies

Lead.
Sheet & Pipe
9 @
8 @
Pig
Leather

Cooperage.

Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
Mol.

45 <

boxshooks68 00 @70 00
hd. Headings,
Spruce, 35
in

Soft Pine..
Hard Pine
14 ft.

THEContains

CHOLERA MIXTURE,

A

rants, Raspberries and Plums, connected with the
house. Anply to CHARLES CUSTIS & CO., 493
Congress Street.
jy7dtf

d2m-lm·

Edwards,

House Lots lor Sale.
LOT of land 130 feet front by 100 feet deep,
centrally loeated, and in a good neighborhood
There is gas, Sebago water aDd a sewer in the street.
Apply to CHAKLKS CDSTIS & CO., 403 Congress
Street.
jy7dtt

A

OF BOSTON, MASS.,

35 00

@P5

00

42

1

Nail·.

@3

5!)

Store·
@ 3 75
Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4 00
tVil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin
3 50 @ 6 00
rurp'tine.gl. 36 @ 38
Naval

@

15

(gj
<Sj
(g)

25
g
70
41

@

3@

5
16

@

@

4j

Kerosene...
Port.Kef.P'tr
Devoe BrlU't

Sperm

Whale
Bank

Shore

Porgie

Linseed
Boiled do....
Lard
Castor
.....

2 00
85
46
40
45
S3
58
85
110
112
65

4j®

5j

25
65
00
12

Dyewood·.

~

Barwood....

Brazil wood.

Camwood...
Fustic

Loawood,
Cam peachy..
St. Domingo.
Peach Wood

Red Wood..
Fish
Cod, per qtl..
L'ge Shore 4 75
L'ge Bank 5 25
Small.... 4 25
Pollock
2 50
3 25
Haddock... 2 00 @ 2 50
Hake
2 00 φ 2 50

Η£™κ.
Shore,

50 @ 4 50
20 ®
25
Η @ η
bbl.
Mackerel,φ1
none
Bay No. 1.
bbl

3

Scal'd^bi.
No. 1

"

No. 2.

"
Large 3...
Shore No.l 14 00 @16 00
No. 2.... 6 50 (® 8 00
No. 3.... 7 00 @ 8 50
Medium... 5 50 @ 7 00
Clam Bait... 4 00 M 5 00
Flour.
4 00 @ 4 50
Superfine
...

Ex-Spring.,.
« Spring...
Pat't Spring

5 25
6 00

®

5 75
0 50

wheats.... 8 00 ® 9 00
Mich'n Winter best....
@ 7 00
Low grade
Michigan.. 5 50 (g 5 75
St.Louis winter fcir.... 6 50 @ 7 00
W m'r good 7 50 @ 8 00
beat. 8 50 to 8 75

frail.
Almonds,
19
Soft Shell.
Shelled.... 40
2 00
Pei-nuts
Currants....
Dates
Kigs
Prunes-....
aisins

Layer.new
new.

Val.

7

14
8
2
2

25 @ 2 50
65 @ 2 85

11}@ 12
Lemons »bx
@ 9 00
none
•ranges i>bx
t»rain.
Corn,
Mixed

High Mixed
do bag lota

@
@

til (g

60
61
C5

HOUSE
FOR

2
2
2
1

2 25 @
In bond... 1 37J@
Jr'nd butter
20 $>
Jy.flne sack 175 @

2 50
175
box
2 00

ST.

@ 42
45 @ 50
linger
@ 20
lace
@ 1 35
futmegs.... 110 @ 1 20
*epper
@ 25
Starch.
»earl
9 @ 10J
Sugar.
Jranulated.. 11
113
'.ofleeA....·
(a).
Hi
ixtra C
@ 11
C....
@
92
60 @
70
lyrnps

F. 0.
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TO

Estate

LOAN

Real Estate Security, In Portland,
on

bought and sold. Apply to F.
PATTERSON .dealer in Real Estate. Office 379j
Williams'
Congress street,
Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28ti
G.

Stock of Furniture for Sale
—

BB1DGTON

Horses for Sale.
Having
want to

more

winter, 1

Horses than I
will sell some

LOW if called for at

EXCURSION

once.

J. F. LIUBY.
eepte

dtf

STEPHEN

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
PERSONS
"Home" of W. C. Α., No. 16 Spring St., plate
and

family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidnc2At*
ering and fanc'wnHc in wools.
See.
Men are earning 940 to 9(40 per week ! ! selliDg

OUR

in the thrilling history of 100 eventful
years, also of the great ''Exhibition''—in
description of our mighty resources in
commerce, minerals ^manufactures, natural wonders"
curiosities, etc., all richly illustrated. Δ "CenturyItt p and ''Bird's-eye view" free. Sella marvellously fast. I ,Οο Ο more agents wanted quickly for this and our standard ''LIFE Ο If LI VIWGSTONE," 60,<»00 already sold, also new
Bible, il ,ΟΟΟ illustrât tons. Has no equal. For
extra terms write to HUBBARD BROS
Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
aug16Mw

—

Address all orders to

COLLINS & BUXTON

A

cle

artiselling
solid

gold

once

to J.

aug30t*w

REMOVAL—200
PIANOS AND The»ubORGANS
MANUFACTURER'S

prices.
scribers will »ell ihelr Entire Slock of Piano* and Organ·, new and second
hand,
sheet music, munie books, and merchandise.
at very near cost prices for cash DURING
Ε
ME PTE MB
Κ previous to removal to their
new
store 40
EAST 14th ST., UNION
NQI1AKE, OCT. 1st. Illustrated Cataloguée Mailed.
Agents Wanted. Special
inducement*· to THE TRADE. HORACE
WATERS dc SONS. Manufacturers and
Dealers, 4SI B'way, Ν. IT·
aug31f4w

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity for Geo. Wood
& Co.'s PARLOR ORGANS.

TO AGENTS

Congress street, Porland, me.

ηηΛΒΊΤβ

8j

STOCK

830

Accountaut,

promptly

executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors eflected, financial ability of debtors
and settlements etfected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully

investigated,

aiW*

to

$200

A

f:er

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
Commencing Monday Aug. 7. 1876.
Passenger Trains

will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00 p. m.,
arriving at Qtoston at 10.45 a. m., 1.00, 5.15,
8.00, 10 00 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.00 d. m., arriving at Portland at
12.10, 12.45, 5.00, 8.10, 10 00 p. m.
For Lawrence at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00
p.

m

For Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15,6.00 p. m.
For Manchester* Concord and Upper Railroads

(via

Junction)

New Market

at 6.15

a.

SUNDAY TRAIN
Leans Boston at 8 a. m., arrives at Portland at 12 55 p. m.
Ij* aves Poriland at 2.30 p. m., arrivée at
Boston 7.32 p. m.

Paeeeoger Trains I,rave Portland.
8.30 A m. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
1.15 P. m. express for Sebago Lake, Fryeburg, No,
Conway and White Mountains.
5.45 P. ML for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrire in Portland :
8.50 A. IT1. from Upper Bartlett.
1.20 P. J9I. trom Fabyan's
5.35 P. m. from Johnson, Vt., and all stations on

through line.
Portland, June 3,1878.

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland at 8.45
m.l.3f and 6.00 p. m.. and Boston 8.45 a. m. and
б.00 p. m. On Tuesdays and Fridays on 6.15 a. m.
train instead of 8.45 a. m. train.

The Fast Express Train
leaving Portland at 1.30 p. m. runs through to Boston

Three H ours and Forty Ave Minutes,mak-e
ing close connection with Fall River, Stonington and"
Norwich Sound Steamer Lines and all Rail
Lines to New York and Philadelphia.
Excursion Tickets to Wolfboro and Centre
Harbor. New York and Philadelphia
for sale at Boston & Maine R. R. Ticket Office.
Ν. B.—Rates as low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all Lines to all pointe for sale at
lowest rates.
Free carriages from Depot in Boston to any other
depot and return—choice of carriages.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais.
Si. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grana
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Iransfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. ap29att
in

Canada.

ARRANGEMENT

011 and afte- MONDAY, June 19,1876,
run as foJlows:
Express train for Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal

and West at 7.15 a. m.
Express ior Auburn and Lewiston at 6.55 a. m.
Express tram at 1,30 p. m tor Auburn and Lew-

Iston.
Mail train 1.40 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.10 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows :
Express train from Montreal and West at 7.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.00 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 1.20 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.30 p. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
1ΠΙ-

OEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St. Louis, Omaha,

Saginaw, Ht. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
all points in the

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Poriland to the West.
B^PULLMAN PA ACE DRAWING ROOM
AN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7 15 a. m. and 1.40 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
my amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
[>ne passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 21, 1875.
ap29dtf

Eastern

HAMILTON, Supt.
ju3dtf

Excursion
are

Tickets

sold at the

Boston & Maine K. R.
TICKET

353

HISTOR^

AGENTS WANTED FOB THE CiKEAT

CENTENNIAL
|

BOOK.

Immense sales. IT PAÏN, Send for Circular.
au:!114w P. W. ZlKGLKlt & CO Phlladelphi i, Pa.
"° subscribcrs daily. Best family
paper. Four $10 00 chromos free.
J. M. M UN YON & CO, 41 Tiemont St., Boulon,
Mass·
aug31t4w
EANCV CABDN 11 styles with name 10
cts. Poet paid. J. B, Hosted, Nassau, Itens.
Co., Ν, Y.
aug31d4wt

Λ β li
Κ i'
IVTS
Μ Ο

25

Norfolk, .Baltimore

&

Washington
a

week.

—

Δ8

Street,

—

LOW AS BY ANY OTHER

—

AJND

TO

NEW

Centennial Grounds
aiVEN
to every person who purchases a ticket
at the Boston & Maine R. K. Ticket
Office for the Exposition.
Parties holding Exposition tickets sold
by the Maine Central, Ε. & N. A. or
Knox & Lincoln Railroads can obtain
these Guide Boobs by showing their
tickets at Transfer Station.
rough.
J. T. F
Gen.
* u

S. H. STEVENS,
Gen. Agent, Portland.
mv23

upt.
dti

AGENCIES.
COE, WETHEBELL & CO.,
Receive advertisements for all newspapers in the
United States and Canada, at their office,
607 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DODD'8
ADVERTISING AGENCI,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

TBI» PAPER IS KEPT OP PILE AT
THE OFFICE OF

Steamers Ëleunora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamei-β as early as 4 P. M., on the days tney leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag't, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

feTOJVINGTON

T. C. EVANS,
RTISING AGENCY & PRINTERS*

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers' Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers'
owest prices. Send for estimates.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. m.

PETTËNGILL

ADVERTISING

& CO.'S

AGENC*

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 ParkRow, Ne» York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In al
Newspapers in the UnUed States and British Prov-

AHEAD

OF ALL·

OTHERS.

This is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
ainaya in advance ·( all «(her line·. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchange S t., and W. D. Little.& Co.'s,49i Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
ocl

73

President.
dtf

MERCHANTS'

PK DESPATCH.

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Goods Received at Denia

Daily.
Through Bills Lading riven from Boston and principal points in New England to the South and South-

west. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the "CLYDE STEAM LINES" to Baltimore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Newberne and WaahinKlon.

D. D. C. MINK, General Eastern Agent,
It Devonshire Street, Bono·.
Janll
dtf

BOSTON STEAMERS.

8. B. MILES,

fob

foot of Canal

Street.)

H.N.TURNER,
Passenger Agent, Worceater, Mass,
4

Freight and
Portland. Mç., May 4,1ÇÎ6,

my4dlf

Went Harbor and Return,

94.50

To liar Harbor and Return,

5.00

For Excursion Tickets and Statesrooms Inquire at
the Company's Office, Railroad Wharf
CYRUS STURD1VANT, Gen. Agent.
Portland, July 31,1876.
Jj31dtf

School Picnics. The Barge will net, under any
connideration, run on the Mabbalh. Liberal
arrangements can be made by applyiug to
CHARLES SAWYER,
123 Commercial Street,

ju23dtf

Portland,

FOB

Me.

HARPSWELL,

On and after July 4th, 1876,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. Q.
LOWELL, will leave H arpawell every day,
Sunday excepted, at β a. m., touching at dreat and Little
and
Cbebeagne
Long Inland. Returning, will
leave end of Commercial Wharf, at β p. m. for the
above landings
Will come and go by the way ot
Consens' Island every Monday, Wednesday and SatWill
make
excursion trips to Harpswell
urday.
every pleasant day, Sundays excepted, leaving Com·
mercia' Whsrf at 9 o'clock, touching at Long Island
and Little Chebeigue
For particulars inquire ol
STEPHEN RICHER, No. 131 Commercial Street, up
stairs
Fare to Long Island and Little Cbebeague
and return. 10 cents.
ju4dtf

FOR THEISLAftDS.
THE STEAMER TOURIST
«It
κ.
Will leave the West Side of Cuato
House Wharf, every week day, for
Scott's and Cushlng's Landing at β 1», 8.30, and 10.19
a. m., 12 m., 1.45, 3.15, 4.15 and 6.10
p. m.
For Trefetben'a Landing and Hog Island at &45,
8.30 and 10.15 a. m„ 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10 p. m.
Returning, leave Scoti's Landing at Τ JO, 9.15 and
10.45 a. m., and 12.30, 2 20, 3.45, and 5.15 p. m.
Returning, leave Cusblnge Island, at 7.45, 9.20,
10.35 a. nr.. 12 40,2.10, 3 55 and 5 25 p. m.
Returning, leave Hog Island anil Trefetben'i at
7.15,9.00 and 11.00 a. m., and 2 40 and 5.00 p. m.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings will
leave for Scott's Landing at 7 30 p. m.
Returning, leave at lOp. m.
Fare 1er Koand Trip, 1} rrnli. Package
offlve round trip tickets, 11.00. Tickets lor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
Special arrangements can be made for Private
Moonlight Excursions. Monday, Wednesday and

Friday evenings. Inquire
CAPT. C. H.

ot

K-NOWLTON, on Steamer.

dtf

HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which,
the Daily Pbkss mav always be found.
ACBURN
Elm Bon·*, Court. St. W.S.4A. !·■■(

Proprietora.

ACGCRTA.
Stale Ml. Barriaoa Bab.

Aifima Boaae,
rr,

I*roprit-1

C··; Htne,

οr.

G. A.

tara·

A H. Ctay. Proprie

BATH.
Bath

Botel, C. M. Planaaaer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker Bona?. School St. B. D. Parker Λ

BBCNHWICK, HI.
Dining Room*, W. B. Field,
Proprietor.

ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

BATES
Newspaper

&

LOCKE,

Advertising Agent·,

FOREST CITY ANR JOHN BBOOK8
will, until further notice, run alternately aa follows:

Leaving

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, ο Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

C. J. WBEELEK,
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Portland,

Daily,

at 7 «'clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOMTON, dally al 5 P. m.
(Saaday· excepted).

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cnre a comfortable night's rest and avoid the ex·
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle streetThrough Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. R. COYLE, Jr.. Gen'l Agt.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHir CO.
Raatport,

Portland

Daily Press

Calai* and St.
John,
Wind η or and Halifax·

Rigby,

On and after Monday, June 12th.
the Steamers of the International
Line will leave Kailroad Wharf,
►foot of State St., every Mondav.
'Wednesday and Friday at 6 00 P.
M., tor Eastport and St. John,
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

same

days

Connections made at Eastport for
Andrews and Calais
Connections made at St. John for

Rcbbinston, St.
Digby. Annapo-

lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbcdiac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, Charlottetown aud
Summerside, P. Ε. I.
SE^Freight

o'clock p.

received on

m.

Ju9dtf

days

Printing

Mt.

of

sailing

until 4

STUBDS. Agent.

A. R.

INSIDE

Job

CAPE EIJZABETB.
Oceaa Booae—J. P. Chamberlaiu, Proprletor.

LINE

Desert, Machias,

Ellsworth and Bangor.
CAPT. DEEK1NG,
Ill 1
leave Portland every
M Will
rW>l»'f Tuesday and Friday Krening* η» ΙΟ «'clock for Rock
land. Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West ami
Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesj»ort and

Machiasport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday
__

,.

and

Portera, Han<J Kills,Bill Heads,

Thursday morningj

at

4 1-4 o'clock.

STEAMER CITYOF RICHMOND
CAPT. HlliBV,
Will leave Portland, every Monday Wednenand
day
Friday ermine* at ΙΟ o'clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, SandyBucksport, Winterport,
Hampden and

g>int,
angor.

leaves

Bangor, every Monday
morning*, at 6

8TEAMKR
CHARLES HOI GHTO^,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

lOtice.

at short

CAPT. OBIS B. INOKAHAn,
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland,
every
Tnradsy and Thnreday mornings at 5 1.4
o'clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City of Richmond
from Portland,) for Deer Isle, S. W. and Bar Η arbors (Mt. Desert), and Winter Harbor.
Returning, leaves Winter Harbor every Wednesday and Friday mornings at 4.30 o'clock,
touching as above, arriving at Rockland at about
11 o'clock, connecting with Steamer
City ot
Richmond for Portland.
Will leave Commerc al
Wharf, Rockland, every
Saturday morning at 5 1-4 o'clock, (or on
arrival of Steamer as above) lor
Ellsworth, touching
at Deer Isle.
Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Monday
morning at 5.30 o'clock, touching at Deer Isle,
arriving in Rockland at about 11 o'clock, connecting with Steamer ^ity sf Richmond for Portland.
The Steamer Charlks IIougbtoh ha· been
recently refitted and furnished with a NEW
BOILER and new Machinery, making her every
way a first class Steamer.
For iurther particulars, inquire of
CYBUS

STUKDltejG^lA^
mj5Utl

Portland, May 5tb.

Botel,

Proprietor.

D.

Sltapaoa,

CORNISB.
Corniah Bonae, 1)1. B. Datit, Proprietor
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark'a Dining Ball, «raid Trunk Rail,
way Depot, Λ. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.

Merchants'ExtThange Hot··I, Dexter, He—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

ELL8WORTH.

City Botel.—Ν.

B.

Bl||ina Λ Soaa, Prop·.

BIBA.T1.
Πι. Caller Honae,—Hiram Baaton, Pro

prietor.

LEWISTON.
De Witt Βοημ,Β. R. Winn,

Proprietor

LITTLETON,
Thayera Botel, B. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
Ν

Β.

MACBIAS.
Kaalera llotrl.-Ε. K. Stoddard.

Prop.

niLLRRIDGE.
Atlantte Bonae, Geo. A. Bopliina, Pro
prieior.
NAPLES·
Elua Boaae, Nntbaa Chnrch Λ Soaa, Pro*

prietora.

NOHlUDUItWOCH.
Daalorth Bonae, D. Dnnfortb. Prop

ieio

ΝΟΗΤΗ STRATFORD Λ. H.
Willnrd Bonae, C* S. Bailer a Co. r

prietora.

PEAB'S ISLAND.
tTaion Boaae—W. T. Jonea. Proprietor.
PARIS BILL.
Bubbard Botel, B. Hubbard, Proprietor

PBILL1PS.
Harden
etor.

Bonae, Saatael Farmer, Propri-

STEAMER~tË WISTON,

OFFIC E

CALAIS.
W.

International

FRANKLIN WHARF,

34 PAuK ROW, NEW YORK.

DAY.

For rates and further im form at ion, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or

GOOD UNTIL OCT. 1st.

P. & B.

Freight leaving New York at 5.00 p. m.,
arrive» in Portland 1.15 p. m. NEXT

(Norwich Line,

Excursion Tickets

etor.

GEOBOE P. BO WELL & CO.,

Freight Reamring_Very Quick Despatch

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fieh
and Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
WholeNulf Dry t*ood§ Merchant* Whole
sale ITliilinerii and any othexs of Portland, who
are now shipping by this reute.
Our landing in New Υογκ is Pier 40, North River,

WEEK.

OVERTIME.TIENT.)

Tremoat floaae, Treotoat St.-Chapio,
Oaraer Λ Co. Proprietora.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns oi the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

—

Freight leaving Portland at £.30 p. m.,
arrive* in New York O.OO a. in. NEXT
MLORN1NC!.

A

St. Jaaaea Botel— J. B. Crocker, Propri-

AGENT.

THE

—

(SEE REGULAR

Co., Proprietors.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers.

Wednesday and Friday
o'clock.

Portland & Worcester Line

TR1PS~PER

FOUR

STEAMSHIP LINES.
FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.

Returning,

We would respectfully call the attention of
Verchant* and others to the superior facilities
)ffered by the

1.·ββ Wharf. Ho····.

Ho For Mt. Desert.

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

RETURNIMG-,

Points South and West at
owest rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Cars leave Eastern Depot,
Portland, direct for
liOwell at 1.30 p. in.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
GEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.
juldtf

TO

Ju24

CLYDE'S

nces.

ADVERTISING

LIKE
YORK,

FOR NEW

AGENTS,

733 Sansom Street, Philadelphia.

106

a. m.

The staunch and commodious
InLAMD BELLE,
run to the Islands this season for Excursions and
Sunday

Gen. Passenger Ag'.t, New York.

N. W. AiER & SON,

ADV

10

will

Newspaper Advertising Agent»,

ADVERTISING

Pine Street Wharf, Phlla-

Barge,

THE—

Ifaggage Checked

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.

delpbia, at

GUIDE BOOK

Mondays.)

to all

From
FVdttj

;a.

FOR THE ISLANDS !

Portumouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,

Throngh Tickets

Wharfage.

JiB-1;

COMPLETE

—το

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

Insurance one half lb· rate ο
tBiJi" m—^^«aillng res sels.
for
West
the
by thePenn. R. R.,and South
Freight
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Comnplsaion.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Ε. Β. ΜΑΜΡΗΟΛ, Age··

To 80.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK·

Leave Boston at 7.JO, t9.00 a. m.» tl^.30
and at 7.00 p. m., connecting with
Steamers for Hit. Dewcrt
and
Bar
Harbor. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

ïflc
ftlrTti

Jnt

CO.

SUMMER ARRANGEMKNl

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
1.30 p. m.. arriving in Bostou at 5.15 p. ro., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
1.20 ρ m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
*
iaco.
Biddeford,
ennebuuk, Wells,
North and South Berwiek, Conway
Junction, JEI ίο t, Kittery, PortHmouth,
Hamptons. Ipswich, Beverly, Salem,
Lynn, Chelnea and Boston at 6.00 p.
m., arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m. Pullman
Parlor Car attached.
Vight Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 9.15 a.m., every day (except

No

J

YORK.

À5D

Leaie each port every

Ε. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. R.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

LINE,

includes tickets entitlingthe holder toa FREE
CABRIAtSK IN BOSTON (from Boston &
Maine Depot to an; other Railroad Station in Boston
and return). Passengers can take any carriage stationed at the depot without charge.

at

Steamship Line.

—

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

touching

PHILADELPHIA

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Centrai Wharf, Boston,

and

3, 1876.

PASSENGER TRAINS Icare Portland
for Hcnrboro1. Saco, Biddeford, Krnncbunk. Wells North Berwick, doaih
Kcrwick,
Conway Junction, fclio t,
Portsmouth,
Kittery,
'Xewburyport,
Nalem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston at
9.OU a. m., arriving in Boston at 1 p. m.
•tac ο,
Biddeford, Hennebunh, Kittery,

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aîcCLELLAN.
From Proridence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight iorwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina
by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
C. P. Gaither Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all pointi In the West
by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219
Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
▲gents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia.$15,
For freight or passage to Norlolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other Information apply to

no2dtf

Liverpool,

BOSTOΝ

Steamship

v

OFFICE,

Commercial

Railroad,

JULY

J.

CENTfiNNIAL

а.

—

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

m.,

p. m.
For Wolfborough at 8.45 a. m., 1.30 ρ m.
For Centre Harbor at 8.45 a. ra.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15 p. m.
For Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.45, a. m., 1.30, 3.15,
6.00 and 8.45 p. m
For Saco and Biddeford at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.,
1.05,1.30, 3 15, 6.00 and 8 45 p.m.
For Old Orchard Beach at 6.15, 8.25, 8.45 a.
m., 1.05, 1 30, 3.15 6.00 and 8.45 p. m.
For Scarborough and Blue Point at 6.15,
8.25, 8.45 a. m., 1.05, 3.15, 6.00 and 8.45 p. m.
For Camp («round (Old Orchard) at 6.15, 8.25,
am., 1.05, 3.15. 6.00 and 8.45 p. m.
ISSfN. B.—Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m.,
and 1.30 p. m., stop at Ola Orchard Beach, but will
not stop at Gamp Ground Station.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebunk

SUMMER

COYLE,

or

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

3.15 p. m. ; (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
For Ôreat Falls at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00

Grand Trunk R. R. of

at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion Ticket· to Halifax and Return ds.oo
No freight received after 10 a. m. on dav of sailing,
For further information apply to J. B.

Four times

MONTH FOR AGENT».

tfjIC PHD Φ1 Thirty brilliant 9x11 chromos, with
φ! J run ψΐ elegant folio, 81. Beatrice, MuowMiorni. Uaid-Fish, Fr.it, and other popular
chromos, each 2J feet long, only 5W cents each.
RATIONAL CHKOMO CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
aug31
4wt

accounts, partnership settlements,
INTRICATE
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,
services
and all work

Tlie Peoples' Pliotogiaplier,

<u: .»*

The great interest in all nations and in our own thrilling nistory of 100 years, makes this book sell faster
than any other. 3 books in one, beautifully illustrated. Low price, quick sales, extra terms. Send
for Circular.
J. C. McCURDY & Co..
au^31tlw
Philadelphia, Fa,

PATTEN,

Taken 14 Photographs for $1.(10. Rring
in the Children.
Ne. ISO middle, near Exchange Sfreet.

m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m.. stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and West brook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. M. Train is a freight train with PassenCar attached, stops at all Stations, and
s due in Portland at 5.10 p. m
8.50 P. HI. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
apl
att
a.

lor

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tnraday, for
Liverpool· touching at Qneenntown.
Passage—First-class—$50. $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.
The Glangow Linr of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Ticket# issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
e7*Mi«ht Nierling C heck» innued in num·
to nuit tor
and upward».
my9dtf

STEAMSHIP LINK

4wt

UNIVERSAL

eodly

DAVIS,

«

PRIVILEGES

aug31

solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
marcTW&Fteodtf

a. m.,
and 8.50 p. m.
T.'iO Α. ι»·. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a m.
11/25 Α. M Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Qaebec
erery
Saturday morning,

ers

DAYS,

N1.TI1IKR ARRANGEHIENT.

\

145 COMMERCIAL· ST.

8epl6

νηηη

a sure road to rapid fortune.
Send for new "System of Aeeared Profile,5' free, with full information concerning the Stock Market.
Gold and
T. POTTER, WIGHT & CO..
Stock Brokers, J
35 Wall Street, New York.

ABRAMS cto CO.

requiring competent

»

is

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Practical and Expert

work,

INVESTMENTS OF
375 00 f
J" 21.25
The judicious selection and management ot

to

I». C.

who need

new
with Introduction
Dan De
MabkTwiin, is justreaay. It is the richest in
text and illustrations seen tor a long time.
Are you
out of work or dragging along on some dull book?
Go for this one. It will fill yourpockels with money,
sure !
Don't delay and lose territory you want, send
for circulars at once It costs nothing to see them,
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartiord. Conn.
aug31
4wt

Pawnbrokiug Es-

jylS

any

«

tablishment !
Money

or

THE BIG BONANZA ·£ύ
Qûille's
book,
by

jul5eodly

101

ni

the best
the world and a
at

at

@

62

you want
fl'L'1If
■-Ο
in

patent lever watch, fiee of cost, write
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway, Ν. Y.

Portland

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG KB,

agriculture,

INSTRUMENTS !

7J@

Varnish.
j25 @ 175
Jamar
2 25 (oJ 3 80
}oacb
furniture.. 1 25 @ 2 50
Wool.
yi'ce wasb'd. 30 @ 34
lo unwaeli'd 22 ® 24
Pull'd,Super 40 @ «
Lamb Skins. 30 (S

COUNTRY

AND ITS RESOURCES.

9 Market Square, Opposite V. S. Hotel,

Teas,
25 @ 45
35 @ 50
do choice 55 @ 80
30 (% 40
apan
ao
choice
50 @ 75
Tin.
trait*
23 @ 24
22 @ 23
English
:bar. I.C... 9 00 @ 9 25
'bar. 1.X...11 25 @1150
L'erne
8 50 @ 9 50
;oke
9 00 @1U0(
\nticony...
@ 20
Sine...
9|@ 10
Tobacco*
iTives and Tens,
Bestbr'nds 05 @ 75
Medium...
55 @
60
Common.. 48 (& 52
ffalftbs
50 @ 55
Nat'l Leaf... 90 @ 110

(qoaA @P>iin<{e>i,

Complete

10|

ouchong....
ioloug

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

Those intending to join the Excursion will leave
their names with the Treasurer of the Association,
Jobn C. Procter, No. 93 Exchange street, stating the
number of tickets wanted.
JAMES F. HAWK ES. ) Executive
J. W. BANKS,
{
FRANK S. SWETT, J Committee,
july*
eodtf

®

9}

and

led, fob

Dollars-Ill.

d«il

Jr., Franklin Wharf,
oct28dtf

Farmington 1.20 p. ra.
The tll.20 p. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with Ε. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax

RETURNING.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45

and

Tickets for the ronnd trip, good for thirty days,

MUSICAL

tPallman Sleeping Car attached.
îMlxed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Sept. 4.1876.
au31dtf

Shortest Ocean Yoyage.

E'W

First Class

Northwest, West and Month west.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

13th.

and

m., £6,15 a. m., 1.25, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland (6.15 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Bath {8.15 a. m., 1.25, 5.20 p. m.
Lewlston 1.20,5.05 p. m.

m.
Skowhegan
Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, Brunswick tll.20

1.20 and 1.25 p.

LINE.

SUMMEB SERVICE.

λ

at

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

Portland & Worcester Line

—

stopping

Ifl^^EWtrains will

state.
The store, which is new and will compare favorably
with any store in town, can be leased lor a term of
years. For particulars apply to R. A. CLEAV ES on
the premises or HOWARD & CLEAVES, Portland,
Maine
jyl4dtf

have the honor to announce that tbey have made
arrangements tor a

Eleven

Depot.

ALLAN

Halifax, Noya Scotia,
With connections to Prince Edward Island; Cape Breton and Ml, John·» N. F.

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at tll.20 p. m., 1.25 p. m.

a—ME

CENTRE.

OFFER for
my entire stock ot Furniture,
1 consisting ofsale
Chamber Sets, Sofas, Lounges, Bedsteads, Chairs, Mirrors, etc., etc A fine opportunity is offered for anyone wishing to go into business,
as this is the onlj store oi the kind in ihe
villaee, one
of the largest and most prosperous villages in the

Library Association

Sept.

can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and

MAIL. LINE TO

Central

MONDAY, SEPT. 4, 1876.

p.

STEAMERS.

The Steamship FALMOUTH.
là.
(built expressly for the route)
Capt. W. A. Colbv, will leave
Railroad ^Vharf, every
I ■) 'flrffw^io^
wBÈt£sËSBB3&*SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
making
ditect,
connections with the InHALIFAX,
tercolonial Railway, to*· Windsor, Truro, New Glasand Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
land; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
Ey RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

AT

iiknuLU mm.

The Mercatile

at 6.00 a. m.
M ta te Rooms

STEAMERS.

RAILROAD.

ILTEBATION OF TRAINS.

Dili ΛΠΓΙ Dill A

10

λ

Beal
BULLETIN.

ON vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc.,
Commission. Houses

—

@

@

Patterson's

first class

STORE,

lend from 25 cents to thousands of dollars at low rates of interest.
Watches, diamonds, Jew» Iry, Clothing, Notes MortFurniture. Pianos. Hewing ma·
gage*
chines, and goods of every description. AH business strictly confidential.
Communications by mail
attended to. Office,

55

SMITH,

31 1-3 Exchange St·

MONEY

38

:agle Sugar Refinery,

Savylbs....

JOHN

myl3dtf

npices·

10

SALE

ST. JOHN STREET
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

50
50
50
75

Seeds.
'lover, lb.... 17J@ 18J
ied Top bag 4 25 @ 4 50
I. Grass,bo. 2 87j@ 3 00
Canary Seed 6 00 @ 6 50
Moap.
îxSt'm K'i'd
g
@
family
7
@
ίο· 1
6t
@

Nos.12,16

LOTS

ON

7

...

30

C.Cron

Two house? and three lots of land in Providence,
R. I., for sale or exchange for Portland
property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent,
will exchange for a first-class yacht. Inquire of
E. PONCE,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
apr!8dtf

8J

?urks Is.
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @
Sonaire
2 25 @
'adiz,du.pd. 2 25 @
îaiizinb'nd 1 31 J@

Refining!..

of JORapr4dtl

Six first'Class Houles for sale at a bargain,
than ten minutes walk from the Post

Sail,

0
CC
Ex G..C
Hav.Biown

Inquire

VIA.

6J@

Jassia, pure.
}loves

nil"

PHILADELPHIA,

Salerain».
I ialerat'sqp lb
6 @

jiverpool.
Duty paid.

gas,

iijuuoiu

all less

Bice.

ïice,

furnace,

.Office, City.

(

...

19 @
60 (gj
Vamilla bean 18 00 @20
Vitrol blue.. 10 foi
iincb.
No. 1
@
No. 3
@
No. 10
@
8 02
@
10 ozs
@

house.

iuc

FORJALE.

—το—

(
(
(
;
(
(

an

DAN BROS., No. 11 Danlorth St.

CENTENNIALEICORSI

(
(

§
(gj

wax..

'Utuagv
provements of h first-class

M. L. A.

ι

fitted up with

rooms

naici. auu

where may also be found a good assortment of
Drugs, Fancy and Toilet Articles.
apr29
dtf

GRAND

70 ι S'eatefoot..
L
3
Copperas
Elaine
1JS)
@
Cream tartar
40 (gj 42
Paints.
Ex logwood
@ 14 Port. Lead.
Gum Arabic.
25 @
65
PureGr'ddo 10 00 (
Aloes cape. 15 @ 25 Pure Dry do.10 00 (
30 (gj 33
\ m. Zinc..
Camphor..
Myrrh....
(gj 45 Rochelle Yel.
Opinm.... 7 40 (gj 7 50 Kne.Ven.red
3 (
Shellac
40 @
45
Red Lead....
10 (_
1 00 @ 1 50
Indigo
Planter.
Iodine
3 75 @ 4 00
White,φ ton
@ 3 00
Ipecac
@ 125 Blue
@ 2 75
Licorice rt...
15 @ 20
Jrou'd.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Cal ex
34 @
40
.'alcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Morphine....
ta; 4 85
Produce.
Oil bergamot 5 50 (gj 6 (JO îeefSIde....
9@ 12
Cod liver.. 1 25 gj 1 50
feal
8 @
10
Lemon.... 4 00 @ 4 25 : tfutton
12 @
13
Oilve
1 25
1 75
thickens....
15 @
18
3 50 @ 4 50
Peppt
18 @
rurkeys
20
3 50
AVmterg'n.
îggs.^doi. 18 @ 20
Potass bro•otatoesnew
50 @
CO
mide
60 @
70
talons, bbl.. 2 50 @ 2 75
Chlorate... 28 (gj 33
Bermuda..
none
iodide.... 2 75 @ 3 00 : iound hogs..
8 @
9
@ 75
Provisions.
Quicksilver
Quinine.....
(gj 2 50 Hess Beef. .10 00 @10 50
Kt rhubarb.. 1 E0 (gj 2 00
Ex Mess. .11 00 @12 00
Kt snake
40 @
Plate
50
12 00 @13 00
10 (gj
17
Ex Plate. .13 25 @11 00
Saltpetre
Senna
15 (gj 25
Pork,
Seed canary. 4 25 (gj 4 75
Backs ....23 50 @24 00
Cardamons 1 65 (g 2 50
Clear
23 00 @23 50
Soda bi-carb.
5 cv
8
Mess
19 50 @20 00
Sal
21®
3
Sams
14 @
14J

@

teen

Maine

follow·!

For Sale.

formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PWRTl.AND, ΙΠΛΙΝβ,

TO

ran a·

Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. HI. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nanhua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15
p. m., Bouton 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 ρ m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. in., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
3.30 P. M. Steamboat Kxprew arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at Kpping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
ior Lowell and Boston, at Aver -1· unction for Fitchburg ana Hoôsac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Rirer

New two

176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
store

rar, φ bbl..

Ammonia

Sulphur
Sugar lead..

D. B. SAWTER'S DRUG

Rent.

or

story French-Roofed House,
mJÊSLA.·No. 422 Cumberland
St., containing four-

SOLD ONLY AT

—

3ask

and Dy«.
17 @
20
65 @
60
2
30
gl
(gj 2 40
Alum........
5
4@

13
4
62

Νo.l 12 00 @14 00

Shingles,

iagua

Oxalic..

Borax
Brimstone...
Cochineal....

Clapboards,
! Spruce ex.25 00 @30 00
do
Pine

For Sale

first class residence, centrally situated on
State Street; all furnished. Address
|i;|
'™
P. O. BOX 1602.
ju28dtf
A

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it. The
Bitters are composed of the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are agaiu prepared by the
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one ot the best articles ever oftered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended tor the cure of
Indigestion or Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Loss
of Appetite* General Debility, Costiveness, and all diseases canned
by an(unhealthy state of
the stomach or bowels.
of recommendations might be pubnumber
Any
lished, but the article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.

Barbadoee...

tart
Alcohol ψ

38

27

@ 2T
26j@ 29
Slaughter...
35J.0) 40
Gd Dam'g'd 20 @ 23
Am. Calf... 1 00 @ 110
Lime.
Rockland c'sk.
@ 1 10
l-umber.
Clear Pine.
Nos. 1 & 2.. 45 00 @55 00
Mo. 3.
35 0V @40 00
No 4
20 00 @30 00
Shipping. 15 00 @20 00
11 50 @14 00
Spruce
Hemlock.. ..10 00 @12 00

Muscovado..
New Orleans

"

Bleaching
powders...

@

24
25

3ieniuegos...

@

20
6

York,
Light
Mid. Weight.
Heavy

rooms, Sebago, piped for gas,
dry and pleasant location. Will be

House for Sale·
GOOD 2} story house, centrally located, containing ten finished rooms, with furnace, gas,
Sebago, and good drainage. There is a good garden,
with Grape vines, Strawberries, Gooseberries, Cur-

NO EQUAL.
Dose —From ten to twenty drops.
Children,
from one to five drops.
E. L. DYER, 19 Melborne St., Portland
AGENT FOR MAINE.
H7»r aalft ftf. all l-i rrvpprv Sfnrpe.
Δ trente xiran+arl

IT HAS

augl

ten

thoroughly built,
sold reasonably. Inquire on the premises.
C. E. AVERILL.
aug5dtt

For Cholera, Diarrhoea, Cholera Infantum and all
Summer Complaint, Pain in the Side, Breast or
Stomach, and for Cramp in the Stomach or Limbs,

..

('ordnjc·-.
Amer'n p lb
12 S
Russia
13 @

carb
Ashes pot...
Bals capaira.

9i

8J

Cedar ex... 125 @3 50
Cedar No.J
00 @ 2 50
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Laths,spr^e 150 @ 175
Pine..
@ 2 25
Matches
Star, Ί? groB. 2 00 @ 2 10
Molasae·.
Porto Kico..

Short do 8 it.16 00 (
7 ft.12 00 (
Pop'r staves.16 00 (
Spruce r'gh.
R. O. Staves.
Copper.
"
Cop. Bolts..
{. M. sheathing
@
Bronze do...
@
T. M. Bolts.
@
Cop bottoms 32 @

Kope
Drug·

143®

New

Cumberland 00 @ 7
Pictou
50 @ 7
00 @ 5
Chestnut...·
Franklin....
00 @ 7
LehiehSW.
Ash
β 00 @ 6 50
Coffee.
Java, ψ B>
29j@ 30}
Uio
20J@

14

12
14
15

13}@

@

7
6
5
7

Manila.....

12J

@

il|@

@

Coal—(Retail).

City..
Sug.City..
Sug. C'try. 1
Pine Sugar

12

tb.

Tierces
Pail

dtt

For Sale.
new, two-story house, No. 12 Ellsworth St.

The Great German Centennial

Train· will

twentv tons of

aug!7

Bitters !

Lard.

under-

hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VINTON. ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR HUNTINGTON, on the premises.

MEDICAL.

Sam'l

woodland;

; drained where needed, and in a
good state of cultivation, with one acre of
muck: one mile from Church and Post Office: halt
mile from School ; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen house,
and yard with barn all in good condition ; orchard of
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,

♦Extra Dividend.

Dr.

and

pasture

Monday, April, 8,1876,

at the
M. Train runs to Rochester,
all stations.
β·20 P. M. Train runs to Gorham.

Fruit Farm.

RAILROADS.

...

4.00

Located 15 miles from Bangor,
miles equally distant from tw°
thriving villages, contains 85 acres
ot excellent tillage and woodland,
cuts 35 tons of hay, 450 grafted trees,
which produces 1500 bushels apples and 20 barrels of
cider yearly, 40 grapes vines yielding 1J tons of
grapes*50 pear and cherry trees.strawberrj beds, &c.,
&c. $2υ00 worth ot fruit has been taken from it yearly. Substantial buildings in good order. Terms of
payment cash, or part cash and balance will exchange
lor real estate in Portland or vicinity
Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Est. Agt.,
No. 42$ Exchange St.
sep6eod3w*

..

"MURRAY'S
LAXATIVE 11 PURIFYING

6 (
18 (

manner.

FOR SHE OR BXCHML

Brills.

Brown h'w 30
Medium 30

very

THAT

Frockinc*.

Delaine» cotton
and wool
12
All wool..,. 32
27t
Spoi wool.
Ginghams good 9
Medium
8
Tckine good.. 15
Medium..,,, 11
9
Light

Iron.
Common....
2J:
Refined
2J<

15 00 (
9 00 (

Qaly

Cheeae.
Verm't,^» 10®
10 @
Factory
Ν. Y. Dairy.
9 @

New

Caseimereblk.l

Pres'd^ton.ie 00 (

Sheet Iron...
Common..,,
H. C
Russia

@

Birch, Maple
Pit Burned,
Maple

L. M.

contains nine rooms very convenΒ9ΒΛ
R»J»Liently arranged, stableten
connected, large lot:
new within
years and in good
JSÏÎîfll'iiiluingR
order. Will be sold low.
Inquire of GEO.
and
Horse
Carriage Mart, or F. O. BAIA. SMALL,
LEY & CO., No. 33 and 37 Exchange Street.
dlw
eep7
House

where all the Kelley Remedies can be obtained every
day in the week.
sep6d&w2w

Cast Steel...
German St'l.
Shoe Steel...

@

Hard Wood,
Oak

Hey.

Norway

Charcoal.

Pine

Portland & Rochester R. R.
On and after

6jg

Woolens.
Bv'rs U'ns6-4 1 37|(Z
"Moscow6-4 .2 75 r

Office Cahoon Block, 385 Congress St.,
Boom 3,

3 50 I
5 50 (

...

Loose
Straw

@
35 @

Desirable Property near Woodford's Corner for Sale.

FRIDAY, September 8,1876,

Feed.
Shorts
20 00 (
Gunpowder.

Candle·.

Mould, ψ lb.
Sperm

RAILROADS.

where he may be consulted upon all diseases incident to humanity free of charge. The afflicted
are especially invited to call.

Fine

@
@

REAL ESTATE,

And Sole Proprietor of Hie Remedies,
will be at his office in Portland

Oats

_

Bay

common
Pink & butt

DR. J. CLAW SON KELLEY,

Meal

150 (
Green
Dri'd West'n
do Eastern.
7
Ashe·.
Pearl,ψ lb.. UL
Pot
Bean·.
Pea
1 75 (
Mediums.... 1 30 (
lellow Eyes. 175 (_
Bex Shook·.
Pine
60 @
Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 (
do ex 1001b. 7 "0 (
5 00 (
Ship
Crackers ψ
100
35 @

White

"

Satinets
Blankets.
17 ,Camp 7ft
1 10 @1 20
14 Colored ^pr.. 2 75
1
@375
White 10-4... 3 00 @6 50
Cotton Batting.
501b bales 1 lb
rolls
10 @ 15
Warp ITarn...
@ 20
Twine
22j@ 25
25 (g 30
Wicklng

Corset Jeans—
Bieach'd and

IVboleiale Price» Carrent.

Corrected for the Press to Sept. 6, 1876.

Acid

Prints be&t....
"
medium

SUCCESSOB OF

Portland

Hoops.

20
6

..

"
Bleached Cotton·.
fancy. 62 ι
Good. ..36in 10 @ 13 Coatings 44 3-4.1 00 {
"
"
Medium.36.. 74@ 8J
3-4 1 50 t

egraph.

Stere

Bags, good.

...

light

Beeswax....

Te Secure Good era·· Crop·.

Τ*ΛΤΌ»

Wholesale market·

Medium

When all 1» o'er, and cry'll go np,
"We've licked them," or "they've licked u»,'
Remember then, (Ae tpollt belong
To thou ιτΛο art the victori

so

Dr* Good·

Corrected weekiy by Locke, Twitchell & Co.

iOBTLAKU.

Ποπν, Temple Nt.t'k«rle· Ada·»
Proprietor.
Perry»· Hotel, 117 Federal Hi. J. « Perry,
Aflaïuft

Proprietor.

American llou^e, India St. E. Gray, Proprietor.
Citv Hotel, Cor. Connrei» and Greea «t.
J. K, Alartin, Proprietor.
Preble mouse, Congres» ët.Gibuon Ate

Proprietori·.

ilt. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plum
•It·. Ο. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. β. Hotel, Junction of Congre·· and Fed»
eral Mta. Timothy Wolcoli, Proprietor.
Commercial llonee-JL. O. Sanborn Λ D·.,

Proprietor·.

NKOWHEUAN.
Turner Houne, W. G. Ile«elton, Pioprt·
etor.

TELLE R.—Madame N.
A.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame vl. bas had large experience In telling lortunee, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures. &c.r and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. "Per ne entering intoanv
new business or
profession, the con ucting ol which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describee all manner ol disease
that flesh is heir to, and give* medicine for the tame,
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels .'ince she was
seven years old. Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms', Gents $1 00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
τοπ» 9 A. 31. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

FORTUNE

Pure

White Lead.

Η Ε subscribers have been
appointed Agents for
the Albion Lend
S\ orhn.
A superior
brand of ftlrictly Pure %» hii·· I rart ground in
Oil; for sale in the usual variety of pack a g· s and
at the lowest market prices; guaranteed to be as

Τ

represented.

W.
ju3

W.

WHIPPLE &

til Market Square.

CO.,
dtt

